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Abstract 
 
This project treats complex systems, specifically global social and ecological networks, 
as central to understanding modern explorations and experiences of utopian connectivity and 
stability alongside dystopian paranoia and precarity. Through an examination of the fiction of 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, James Joyce, and David Mitchell, I analyze strengths and 
vulnerabilities of such systems. Gilman’s perfectly controlled and aggressively managed 
ecosystems are undercut by potentially catastrophic losses in biodiversity. Joyce’s celebratory 
view of networks and links across cosmic scales requires an acknowledgement and acceptance of 
humanity’s relative powerlessness in the face of such universal connections, which dwarf global 
economic and social networks. Mitchell illustrates how subtle social linkings across time and 
space can add up to create powerful technological, ecological, and social effects. However, the 
power in Mitchell’s dense global network is also its weakness; in Ghostwritten, efficiency in 
information transfer can be used for positive outcomes as well as to effect total apocalypse. 
Alongside and enmeshed with my analysis of Mitchell’s Ghostwritten, I present a 
comparison of manual and automatic methods I created for extracting social networks from 
literary texts as a first step toward developing a broadly applicable network extraction method. 
My proof of concept indicates that, with further iterations and refinements, it should be possible 
to establish a practical, reliable, and effective method for extracting and understanding social 
networks in novels, with the aim of using these models to understand more deeply the texts 
themselves and what they suggest about human experience, policy, and futurity. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
This project takes complex systems theory as its theoretical foundation and subject. I will 
present literary case studies that explore the potential effects of the mutual intersections and 
disruptions of large-scale ecosystems and social networks. I treat texts as literary laboratories, 
testing grounds that offer windows into the possible futures of global policy and practice. An 
important feature of complex networks is their underlying similarity in behavior. For example, 
mechanical networks like the power grid follow the same rules as human social networks, and 
indeed this quality underpins my fundamental assumption that fictional social networks should 
function like real social networks, thus providing this laboratory setting. Global social networks 
and ecosystems, like those I will analyze, necessarily traverse large spans of space and time and 
produce multi-national outcomes. As such, this project ranges from early 20th-century American 
environmentalism and modernist European cosmopolitanism to contemporary technology-driven 
globalization. My exemplars come primarily from the works of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, James 
Joyce, and David Mitchell.1 Ultimately, I am interested in the tensions arising from the porous 
boundaries between humans and nature, and the unpredictably productive results arising from 
systemic interactions. To explore such potentialities more deeply, I have developed and will 
present a digital method for studying literary social networks as part of my analysis of Mitchell’s 
works. 
A relatively uncomplicated narrative about globalization and networks during the long 
twentieth century might go something like this: from the late 1800s, advances in science and 
technology enabled more efficient international transportation and communication. Following 
                                                
1 Additional authors of interest for future iterations of this work include Virginia Woolf, Thomas 
Pynchon, Margaret Atwood, and Zadie Smith, among others. 
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Henri Poincaré’s work on the standardization of time zones,2 trains run on time; advances in 
automotive technology and later air travel facilitate global-scale transportation; developments in 
communications systems from the telegraph, telephone, and radio to the Internet provide for the 
instantaneous global transfer of information. Taken as part of a narrative of progress, where an 
optimistic consumer might be persuaded that everything is getting better all the time, these 
innovations offer up a celebratory view of human creative potential. On the other hand, imagine 
the old guard shaking their heads at these newfangled contraptions. Now imagine what even the 
most skeptical consumer of the early twentieth century likely could not have imagined3—all this 
glorious technology has left us vulnerable to worldwide epidemics in the twenty-first century, 
viruses both physical and virtual infect populations at an alarming rate; your information is not 
safe, and there is nowhere to hide.  
Both narratives are equally true, or perhaps I should say equally false. The shifts in 
thinking about global networking capabilities from Charlotte Perkins Gilman to James Joyce and 
later to David Mitchell are not straight-forward moves from celebratory to fearful, or, as I’ll label 
the spectrum, utopian to paranoid. Approaches to navigating global social and ecological 
networks are spatially and temporally inflected, in addition to the complexities inherent in such 
systems themselves. As I will argue in my next chapter, Gilman seems to view ecosystems with 
paranoia so long as they remain in their wild state. In Herland (1915), Gilman presents a 
rigorous program of control by which unregulated systems can become efficient, maximally 
productive, and satisfying to their users. Every aspect of civilized life in Herland is carefully 
                                                
2 See Henri Poincaré, The Value of Science, trans. George Bruce Halsted (1898; New York: The 
Science Press, 1907). Poincaré’s work is also relevant to Einstein’s theory of relativity, which is 
outside the scope of my current study, but is notably present in other critical works on Joyce. 
3 H.G. Wells is an important exception to my generalization here. 
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selected for both comfort and function: “The most prominent sensation was of absolute physical 
comfort. I was lying in a perfect bed…[in] a beautiful room, in proportion, in color, in smooth 
simplicity.” The clothing is similarly “simple in the extreme, and absolutely comfortable, 
physically.” Likewise, the language “was not hard to speak, smooth and pleasant to the ear, and 
so easy to read and write that I marveled at it. They had an absolutely phonetic system, the whole 
thing was as scientific as Esperanto yet bore all the marks of an old and rich civilization.”4 
As these examples show, nothing in Herland is left to chance; all aspects of life are fashioned for 
maximum use-value. By carefully regulating and planning development and taking steps against 
unchecked and unplanned growth, in both human and environmental systems, Gilman crafts 
utopia. However, such total control belies Gilman’s positive vision. If so much work must go 
into cultivating and maintaining the system, cracks must lurk just around the corner, and indeed I 
will explore these potential pitfalls as inherent in any program of systemic control. 
Though Joyce is nearly contemporaneous with Gilman, his works present a largely 
celebratory vision of uncontrollable, chaotic (dangerously so, by Gilman’s standards) networks 
at the local, global, and even universal levels. In Ulysses (1922), for example, Leopold Bloom 
delights in the random connections between his fellow Dubliners, is intrigued by the possibility 
of global agriculture, and relishes humankind’s place in a universal continuum between the 
vastly large and infinitesimally small. Bloom’s thoughts early on the morning of June 16, 1904 
tend to international trade, interspersed with thoughts of his wife and fecundity more generally: 
[Bloom] walked back along Dorset street, reading gravely. Agendath Netaim: 
planters’ company. To purchase waste sandy extracts from Turkish government 
and plant with eucalyptus trees. Excellent for shade, fuel and construction. 
Orangegroves and immense melonfields north of Jaffa. You pay eighty marks and 
they plant a dunam of land for you with olives, oranges, almonds or citrons. 
Olives cheaper: oranges need artificial irrigation. Every year you get a sending of 
                                                
4 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Herland (1915; Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, Inc., 1998) 23-27. 
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the crop. … Oranges in tissue paper packed in crates. Citrons too. … Nice to hold, 
cool waxen fruit, hold in the hand, lift it to the nostrils and smell the perfume. 
Like that, heavy, sweet, wild perfume. Always the same, year after year. They 
fetched high prices too, Moisel told me. … Must be without a flaw, he said. 
Coming all that way: Spain, Gibraltar, Mediterranean, the Levant. Crates lined up 
on the quayside at Jaffa, chap ticking them off in a book, navvies handling them 
barefoot in soiled dungarees.5  
 
While reading an ad for a planters’ company, Bloom’s thoughts meander across the intricate and 
often invisible (to consumers) networks of agriculture, shipping, and labor required to keep 
metropolises like Dublin stocked with exotic goods. Not only does Bloom admire the sensory 
experience of the “cool waxen fruit” with its “sweet, wild perfume,” he also marvels at the 
smooth interconnectivity of planters, growers, movers, and shippers—people working together in 
stages across several countries to maintain international trade and meet urban demand. Despite 
their less-than-glamorous conditions (“barefoot in soiled dungarees”), this link, stretching across 
global trade networks, creates for Bloom a sense of wholeness, a kinship between him and 
workers in Jaffa, all of them mutually entangled in ever-shifting international agribusiness. 
Near the other end of the utopian/paranoid spectrum, Mitchell offers up a catastrophic, 
apocalyptic vision of the destructive power inherent in global networks in Ghostwritten (1999), 
Cloud Atlas (2004), and The Bone Clocks (2014). Mitchell’s work suggests that, somewhere in 
the intervening century between him and Gilman and Joyce, narratives about global networks 
caught on to the idea that the potential positive effects resulting from global systems, even 
carefully maintained ones, will be equally matched or exceeded by potential negative effects. 
The Bone Clocks closes with a bleak view of the not-so-distant future: “For most of my life, the 
world shrank and technology progressed; this was the natural order of things. Few of us clocked 
on that ‘the natural order of things’ is entirely man-made, and that a world that kept expanding as 
                                                
5 James Joyce, Ulysses, ed. Hans Walter Gabler (1922; New York: Vintage, 1986), 4.191-213. 
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technology regressed was not only possible but waiting in the wings.”6 This summary of the 
“natural order of things” echoes my opening generalization about the century-long progress one 
might ascribe to advances in technology. Mitchell’s vision of the future (the frighteningly near 
future of 2043 in The Bone Clocks) reverses the narrative of progress, often accepted as natural, 
and instead replaces it with a natural cyclicality—the earth (itself a robust and interconnected 
ecosystem) returns to its pre-civilization state from before man-made technology shrank it to an 
instantaneously traversable global market or information system.7 
Not only does Mitchell suggest that the earth must necessarily revert to some version of 
its original, pre-human state, he also suggests in Ghostwritten that human nature itself makes this 
apocalyptic scenario inevitable: “I stabilized stock markets; but economic surplus was used to 
fuel arms races. I provided alternative energy solutions; but the researchers sold them to oil 
cartels who sit on them. I froze nuclear weapons systems; but war multiplied, waged with 
machine guns, scythes, and pickaxes.”8 Looming problems we can currently imagine such as 
climate change, energy shortages, and international warfare prove impossible to solve in 
Mitchell’s vision of the future because individual self-interest grossly outweighs considerations 
for the future state of global environmental or social systems. This level of paranoia and 
cynicism about human potential for implementing solutions to our self-created destruction 
reveals a very different outlook when opposed to Gilman’s utopian harnessing of systemic 
potential or Bloom’s celebratory reflections on global trade. Namely, the very forces that enable 
                                                
6 David Mitchell, The Bone Clocks (New York: Random House, 2014), 595. 
7 “All of this has happened before, and all of this will happen again,” from Battlestar Galactica 
is only one example of the trope of “Eternal Recurrence,” TV Tropes, 
http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/EternalRecurrence. 
8 David Mitchell, Ghostwritten (1999; New York: Vintage International, 2001), 416. 
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fast, even instantaneous, connections across a global scale are the same ones that will enable 
equally fast mass destruction, no matter their apparent positive effects or productive potential. 
It is worth noting here that the division between utopian and paranoid does not resolve 
cleanly across the temporal divide between Gilman, Joyce, and Mitchell. Though temporal lines 
offer a quick metric for the general trend from utopia to paranoia, the true state of the system is 
substantially more complex—looping and interconnecting across multiple nodes—than simple 
linearity allows. Even as Mitchell crushes our hopes of science and technology offering a way 
out of current crises, he suggests that it is not too late after all by structuring his narratives as 
temporal loops. Both Ghostwritten and Cloud Atlas end in their beginnings, perhaps offering a 
premonition or forecast of possible futures, eternal recurrence rather than a certain death 
sentence. Even the bleaker, temporally linear The Bone Clocks injects a note of hope into the 
final scenes by pointing out that we are all “atemporal” insofar as we are carried into the future 
by cross-generational memory, a key theme for both Gilman and Joyce as well. No matter the 
state of catastrophe he imagines in his novels, Mitchell seems confident that, though humanity is 
not clever enough to correct its mismanagement of global resources, we are clever enough to 
survive global ruin.9  
Like Mitchell, Joyce is savvy enough to recognize the danger and potential in the 
networks that so fascinate them both, but Joyce does not respond catastrophically, as Mitchell 
does, nor does he read the danger as needing to be eliminated, as Gilman does. Finnegans Wake 
is in many ways an always-already-collapsed network of languages. The text bleeds languages 
                                                
9 Note that apocalypse implies both destruction and rebirth—a key duality for both Joyce and 
Mitchell, which I’ll take up later in this project. The idea of “shoring fragments against our ruin” 
also echoes T.S. Eliot, “These fragments I have shored against my ruins” (line 431) from “The 
Waste Land” in The Waste Land and Other Poems (New York: The Modern Library, 2002). 
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together from which a careful reader may extract threads of understanding. As any reader of the 
Wake knows, though, these threads are just as quickly subsumed back into the chaos until the 
next “play” of the Wake, when a new thread may emerge.10 This inability to extract coherent, 
stable meaning from Joyce’s Wake suggests the same kind of precarity highlighted in Mitchell’s 
texts. Similarly, Bloom experiences moments of chaotic instability, perhaps most alarmingly yet 
delightfully in “Circe,” alongside his joyous exploration of the intricate networks undergirding 
the social and economic systems in Dublin. 
A recurring motif of intergenerational conflict underpins the tension between utopian 
potential and paranoid cynicism about global networks. This conflict, the most fundamental kind 
of human social connection, ultimately resides at the heart of these three authors’ works. Indeed, 
I focus on Gilman, Joyce, and Mitchell precisely because they provide paradigmatic examples of 
various kinds of networks as well as how the conflicting values and assumptions between 
generations are not only inevitable (this seems to be a truth universally acknowledged by parents 
and children the world over), but are also central to uncertainties about (eco)systemic futurity. 
Unpredictable effects across networked time and space ultimately indict current actors in the 
network for shaping the future state of the network and the dominating forces within it. Mitchell 
underlines this indictment explicitly in The Bone Clocks when Mo (a character first encountered 
in Ghostwritten) claims, “But it wasn’t us personally, who trashed the world… It was the system. 
We couldn’t change it,” to which a younger character with a much longer, much bleaker future 
responds that we are all culpable, and we always were: “Your power stations, your cars, your 
creature comforts. Well, you lived too long. The bill’s due. Today.”11 As this quotation suggests, 
                                                
10 Sean Latham, “Gaming the Wake” (presentation, International James Joyce Conference, 
Charleston, SC, June 11-15, 2013). 
11 Mitchell, The Bone Clocks, 599. 
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intergenerational conflict is inherently both utopian and paranoid. Creating and protecting a next 
generation ensures our infinite survival, in the sense that you live on in your children. Yet, this 
biologically innate obsession with the future is belied by the kind of selfishness highlighted by 
Mitchell in Ghostwritten and yearned for yet feared by Bloom in Ulysses. Though yes, Mo is 
correct on an individual level—we couldn’t have changed the system—it is not true at a global 
level. On the contrary, every action for present gain at the cost of future stability shaped and re-
shaped the system. Only by understanding how network dynamics function can we begin to 
purposefully craft a desired future state. This purposive genetic engineering drives the creation of 
Gilman’s utopia and ultimately undermines it via a lack of biodiversity. In the end, even the most 
pragmatically managed systems must answer to the imperative of future iterations. 
Zooming back out, I would ask what makes these cases presented by Gilman, Joyce, and 
Mitchell so different? How can the same world system be so good and yet so bad? What changes 
so dramatically between roughly 1900 and 2015? Is it merely a question of scale—technology 
progressed too far, the globe got too small, there were too many people, we couldn’t stop it even 
if we wanted? Or something else? The conclusion of The Bone Clocks suggests scale, in the 
sense that humanity grew too big and pushed the resources of the earth too far. This reading 
aligns with the kind of ecosystems management Gilman puts forth in Herland and shows the 
kind of systemic instability that can result from such focused exploitation, no matter the intent. 
Finnegans Wake implies a different kind of too-big-ness in its overabundance of data that cannot 
be stably held or contained. Ghostwritten and Ulysses both imply that the problem is not nature 
itself but human nature. We are inherently, fatally flawed. For Mitchell, this leads to potential 
apocalypse; for Joyce, it leads to uneasy tension between the joy Bloom experiences in the world 
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around him and its social, racial, sexual, and economic undercurrents; for Gilman, it means we 
need to be scientifically ruthless in deploying resources. 
In order to evaluate this shifting and complex vision of global networks during the 
twentieth century, with particular attention to how humans understand, navigate, and mitigate 
network behavior, I will focus on the structure of my core texts themselves as well as the various 
networks presented within the texts. Key questions include: How connected are we, really? How 
are small-world networks formed and sustained in both the physical world (human lived 
experience) and in the human imagination? How are both experiential and imaginative networks 
expressed and explored within the modern novel? What different kinds of connections can exist 
within those networks? What kinds of models do novels provide for understanding and 
navigating the networks in which we exist? And, perhaps most importantly, what are the 
potential large-scale effects of different types and densities of network connections? At what 
stage does the risk of network collapse (shown in various forms by my core texts) outweigh the 
benefits emergent from network structure? 
To begin to address these questions, I will utilize elements from network analysis (such 
as centrality, clustering, and path length12) to explore the networks within the fictional worlds of 
Gilman, Joyce, and Mitchell, treating their novels as “literary laboratories”—imaginative testing 
grounds for what the human experience of global networks across space and time might look like 
given a set of potential conditions, played out in the imagined universe of the novel. I suggest 
that the relatively risk-free, laboratory-like setting available in a novel accommodates pushing 
the limits of accepted scientific practice, in the same spirit as traditional physical laboratories do. 
The essential characteristics of complex networks are shared across network types and enable 
                                                
12 See Nino Boccara, “Networks,” from Modeling Complex Systems, pp. 275-310. 
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application of network analysis techniques to mechanical, social, and fictional networks.13 As 
case studies, the novels I treat in this project offer an experimental range of networks spanning 
local, global, and even cosmic space and time, within the novels themselves, and illustrate the 
potential conditions for creating such networks across the twentieth and into the twenty-first 
century. I will also apply methods from the digital humanities, such as social network extraction 
and visualization, to understand potentially hidden features in the network structure, specifically 
in my later chapters on Mitchell.  
Nonlinear systems—like cities, social networks, or the power grid—are incredibly and 
unpredictably powerful. They operate in excess of our everyday conception of conservation laws 
(in the sense that the ratio of outputs to inputs is greater than one-to-one). To get a real-world 
idea of what this means, consider the following example: In their recent and ongoing work on 
urban systems, “Cities, Scaling, and Sustainability,” Luis Bettencourt and Geoffrey West find 
that greater population concentrations, as in cities, result in overall gains to aspects like 
education and innovation. Urban centers reap non-linear benefits roughly 15% more than 
expected in linear models; they yield higher rates of intellectual production, greater efficiency in 
public transportation and other public works, and increased income and wealth.14 This is what 
physicists and systems theorists mean when they say, “The whole is greater than the sum of the 
                                                
13 As I mentioned in the opening section of this introduction, methods of network analysis apply 
to networks of any type, from the mechanical power grid or a set of interacting ball bearings to 
the human social networks we observe in real life and on virtual platforms. My method of 
extracting and analyzing literary social networks is based on extending this shared foundation to 
fictional networks, which share components and organizational features (nodes, links) with all 
other networks, and, therefore, the same rules should apply. 
14 From Luis Bettencourt and Geoffrey West’s “A Unified Theory of Urban Living,” Nature 467 
(21 October 2010): 912-913. For more information about the “Cities, Scaling, and 
Sustainability” research project, including additional papers, see 
http://www.santafe.edu/research/cities-scaling-and-sustainability/. 
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parts.”15 But, there’s no free lunch; nonlinear systems, including social networks, produce greater 
negative as well as positive effects. Alongside increased wealth, efficiency, and intelligence, 
cities also generate more waste, crime, and pollution in about the same ratio as the benefits.16 
The scope of potential costs and benefits is precisely what is at stake in Gilman’s, Joyce’s, and 
Mitchell’s systems. Even if costs and benefits follow the rule of 15% gains across the board, 
scientists are yet unable to predict local effects with precision based on general global behavior. 
This allows for (and perhaps even implies in Mitchell’s case) the possibility of apparent gains 
spiraling into unforeseen negative outcomes at large timescales across the global network. 
 As the above example hints, we are surrounded by nonlinear systems. The weather, 
circadian rhythms, turbulence, and the motion of the earth and moon around the sun,17 for 
example, are part of everyday lived experience, yet these problems are “essentially impossible to 
solve.”18 What makes nonlinear systems so difficult is precisely their inability to be reduced to 
parts. In dealing with linear systems each part can be handled separately without losing any 
information about overall behavior—“a linear system is precisely equal to the sum of its parts.”19 
Most human-scale phenomena do not afford the luxury of simple analytic solutions. In this mess 
of unpredictability, physicists use computer models to approximate possible long-term behavior 
                                                
15 See Ervin Lazlo’s work, particularly The Systems View of the World (New York: George 
Brailler, 1972), for a more extended discussion of this topic: “[Groups of interacting parts] 
exhibit a certain uniqueness of characteristics as wholes. They cannot simply be reduced to the 
properties of their individual parts” (8). 
16 Brian Hoffstein offers a brief, condensed analysis of Bettencourt and West’s work in his “The 
Science of Cities: Is Urbanization Sustainable?,” Big Think, http://bigthink.com/big-think-top-
5/the-science-of-cities-is-urbanization-sustainable. 
17 This is the famous “three-body problem” that stumped physicists trying to extend Newton’s 
laws of gravitation beyond the much simpler two-body application. See Steven H. Strogatz, 
Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos (Reading, Massachusetts: Perseus Books, 1994), 2. 
18 Strogatz, Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos, 2 (emphasis in original). 
19 Strogatz, Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos, 9. 
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in the system—will the system equilibrate? repeat cyclically? something more complex? 
Advances in computing technology allow scientists to solve previously unsolvable problems 
quantitatively, though long-term predictive solutions remain out of reach for chaotic systems, 
like the weather. 
Humanists, on the other hand, are not limited by a need for a universal, quantitative 
solution, and can instead explore observed or perceived systemic behavior at the human-scale 
through art, imaginatively pursuing the outcomes of initial conditions on particular systems. In 
literary laboratories authors are free to imagine and play out scenarios—what if the system is 
cyclic? how does (or should) that impact human behavior? For this project, I am particularly 
concerned with small-world networks and their dynamics, that is, how they evolve over time. 
Gilman’s, Joyce’s, and Mitchell’s novels offer an array of possibilities for network behavior, 
without demanding or necessarily aspiring to strict real-world “truth.” Instead, these novels offer 
“what if?” possible world scenarios in which networks can be globally stable even while 
accumulating additional links and nodes (as in Ulysses). Or, networks might be dynamically 
unstable yet cyclic such that each fresh collapse produces a subsequent rebirth (as in 
Ghostwritten and Cloud Atlas, and to some extent in Finnegans Wake). Or, perhaps networks are 
universally unstable, inherently disconnected objects that only fleetingly afford coherence and 
connection (as in Finnegans Wake) but can perhaps be molded into lasting stability through 
rigorous human intervention (as in Herland). 
Networks are not new, certainly, but recent global networking possibilities afforded by 
advances in communications and travel technology increase the complexity of already complex 
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networks (one type of nonlinear, dynamic system described above).20 In the face of feeling 
totally, overly connected through the Internet, social media, and global trade and travel networks, 
it comes as no surprise that modernist and contemporary novels take up these issues. Likewise, 
recent advances in network theory, nonlinear dynamics, and the computational methods and tools 
necessary to study complex systems facilitate sophisticated analysis of such complex nets. 
Whether or not it is true, or simply something we want to be true, our obsession with the idea 
that “everything is connected” ranges from James Clerk Maxwell’s electromagnetic fields to the 
elusive Grand Unified Theory to the works of Thomas Pynchon and David Mitchell. In recent 
years, small-world networks have received popular attention as a potential answer to this 
question of connectedness. Stemming from the pervasive idea that there are only “six degrees of 
separation” between any two people on the planet, small-worlds appear not only in social 
networks, but across disciplines and systems—everything from neural networks to the power 
grid to disease transmission to Facebook falls under the small-world classification.  
Though they occur across such a wide array of circumstances, small-world networks 
actually represent a very special class of networks, and it is this special class that will ultimately 
be at the heart of my analysis, particularly with respect to Ghostwritten. Small-world nets occupy 
a mathematical “sweet spot” between random networks and highly clustered (to the point of 
being closed) networks. Small-world networks feature short path lengths and relatively high 
clustering, meaning that nodes are well connected locally but also quickly linked to all other 
points on a global scale. What this means in terms of practical application is that a specific set of 
                                                
20 Global networking technology is the most important factor differentiating my treatment of 
earlier works, like those of Gilman and Joyce, from later works, like those of David Mitchell. 
Even under the assumption that networks share similar features, the scales and speeds achievable 
starting in the latter half of the twentieth century result in networks of substantially larger size 
and scope with higher stakes for global effects. 
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universal characteristics can be applied across an array of systems, and such characteristics can 
be used to build descriptive network models. These models may in turn allow us to predict and 
possibly control global effects resulting from local events or perturbations.21 In terms of literary 
analysis, such universal characteristics open the possibility of analyzing human-scale effects of 
complex network dynamics in the context of literary laboratories, exploring the kinds of long-
term predictions that are often out of reach of physical models of chaotic systems. More 
specifically, in the cases presented in Ghostwritten and Finnegans Wake, Mitchell’s and Joyce’s 
works offer opportunities to examine the long-term, large-scale effects of local ripples (e.g. 
Mitchell shows global catastrophe as a result of a random stranger saving the life of an Irish 
scientist; Joyce lets the reader trace the thread of a repeated word or motif before snatching it 
back into the Wake’s tangled web). 
To further clarify exactly how small-world networks are structured and how they 
function, I borrow Duncan J. Watts’ explanation from his book Six Degrees and supplement his 
example with some of my own.22 Watts draws on two installments from Isaac Asimov’s Robots 
and Murder trilogy, The Caves of Steel (1953) and The Naked Sun (1957).23 In the cave-dwelling 
world in The Caves of Steel, no one ever meets any strangers, so new connections will only be 
formed if there is a mutual acquaintance. In this highly-clustered, isolated scenario (see upper 
left curve in Figure 1.1 below), mutual friends are the only factor that determines the structure of 
the social network, and one mutual friend is equivalent to having all mutual friends or knowing 
                                                
21 Malcolm Gladwell poses these questions in terms of epidemics (both in the sense of disease 
control and the viral spread of ideas or information) in The Tipping Point (Boston: Little, Brown 
and Company, 2000): How can we know why certain ideas/products/messages turn into 
epidemics and others don’t? How can we control or deliberately, positively impact epidemics? 
22 Duncan J. Watts, Six Degrees: The Science of a Connected Age (New York: Norton, 2003). 
23 Isaac Asimov, Robots and Murder (New York: Science Fiction Book Club, 1999). 
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everyone in your own cave. These social networks are what would result if you could imagine 
only knowing or being able to know a very limited group of people, who in turn only know each 
other, and must share physical proximity. Conversely, in the world of The Naked Sun, Solaria, 
social connections are formed completely at random (see lower right curve in Figure 1.1 below). 
While it is not impossible to make spatially proximate connections, the number of mutual friends 
has no bearing on the overall social structure. Everyone meets always and only randomly and 
thus is equally (un)likely to meet anyone else anywhere in the entire network. 
What does this mean for real-world social networks? Clearly, neither of these scenarios 
accurately represents what actually happens in society. However, consider how both kinds of 
connections operate in a network like Facebook. While people do have a tendency to be 
connected with or be friends with people close to them,24 this fairly limited social circle explodes 
quickly. All that is required is one friend with a friend outside the initial close-knit group (and 
another friend, and another) for the network to rapidly expand to a global scale. Social media 
sites like Facebook also allow for and encourage random linking outside of physical proximity, 
further promoting short path lengths across the global network. As Rowan Wilken notes, “One of 
the features of virtual community is that it is formed in part by the construction of a sense of 
shared social presence that occurs through absence.”25 Joshua Meyrowitz further underlines this 
point, “Where we are physically no longer determines who we are socially.”26 Indeed, Mitchell 
makes much of these distinctions of place and placelessness, particularly in Ghostwritten, as I’ll 
                                                
24 When I describe people as “close” for purposes of social networking, I primarily mean 
physically or geographically close, but closeness can also be used in social networking in the 
sense of sharing common acquaintances or interests. 
25 Rowan Wilken, “The Haunting Affect of Place in the Discourse of the Virtual,” Ethics, Place 
and Environment 10, no. 1 (March 2007), 52. 
26 Joshua Meyrowitz, No Sense of Place: The Impact of Electronic Media on Social Behavior 
(New York: Oxford UP, 1985), 115. 
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discuss in Chapters 4 and 5. However, though the virtual web is more efficient at facilitating 
random global connections, these sorts of links are also possible the old new-fashioned way—in 
person via rapid worldwide transportation, which is also hard at work in network-driven novels 
like Ghostwritten. Thus, rather than a highly-clustered, fragmented network (like that of 
Asimov’s cave people) or a totally random network (like that of his sun people), real-life social 
networks tend to be somewhere in the middle, a combination of the two extreme types (see 
Figure 1.2 below). These small-world networks feature high clustering and short paths across the 
global network. 
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Figure 1.1. Extreme cases of network structure inspired by Isaac Asimov’s The Caves of Steel 
(1953) and The Naked Sun (1957).27 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Path lengths (L) and clustering coefficient (C) for fragmented, small-world, and 
random networks. The shaded portion represents the small-world “sweet spot.”28 
  
                                                
27 Watts, Six Degrees, 76. 
28 Watts, Six Degrees, 81. 
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As a result of this perfect marriage of path length and clustering, small-world networks 
have the unique potential to spread ideas very quickly, effectively, and efficiently across the 
entire network. Malcolm Gladwell refers to this as “tipping” in The Tipping Point, and the effect 
of such tipping is apparent in the rapid worldwide spread of trends, diseases, and information.29 
High clustering means you have a close connection with those nearest to you in the network—a 
local effect, one that actors in the network can generally recognize in its influences and impacts. 
But, you also have only a short trip (the exact path for which you are probably unaware) across 
the entire network to any other individual—a global effect, one that actors inside the network 
cannot predict or control. These two effects combine such that any individual action ripples out 
across the system in unpredictable, potentially euphoric or potentially catastrophic, ways. 
Now consider a totally different kind of small-world network: the power grid. The power 
grid in the United States functions mostly seamlessly to provide electricity to millions of 
consumers. In reality, the power grid is not one network “but several regional networks cobbled 
together under the rubric of greater connectivity for the good of all.”30 Imagine if the power grid 
operated like the cave social system; each local power supply would be usable only by 
consumers proximate to the station, potentially resulting in an insufficient power supply and 
power failures for larger communities. On the other extreme, imagine the random network; 
efficiency would quickly be lost in transporting power from random stations across America to 
serve users’ needs. Linked networks of stations can actually do both of these things, meeting 
demands while also having backup systems in place, providing stability combined with 
efficiency. However, as I’ll discuss further in the next section, this multi-nodal or even multi-
                                                
29 Gladwell, The Tipping Point. 
30 Watts, Six Degrees, 20-21. 
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systemic vision of stable efficiency may be undermined by its own internal supports. Spreading 
the load across the entire network creates backups while maintaining efficiency. Yet this 
internally buttressed grid is susceptible to overload, and, because of the very same small-world 
structure that supports the system’s stability and efficiency, critical error or a collapse at one 
node can spread quickly throughout the whole. This scenario really happened in the summer of 
1996 to the main power supply for the entire West coast. Why did the collapse occur? Due to “an 
inadequate understanding of the interdependencies present in the system.”31 The features of the 
small-world system that make it work can also make it fail catastrophically. Savvy network 
analysts—including Gilman, Joyce, and Mitchell—recognize such duality and its unpredictable 
productive and destructive potential. 
Because of their defining characteristics (short path lengths and high clustering), small-
world networks are sensitive at a global level to perturbations at the local level. At any moment, 
based on any small action, the small world may undergo drastic unpredictable change (this is 
popularly known as “the butterfly effect”); thus, the small world is what Lauren Berlant would 
call “precarious” or “unstable.” In Cruel Optimism (2011) Berlant discusses “what happens to 
fantasies of the good life when the ordinary becomes a landfill for overwhelming and impending 
crises.”32 In Berlant’s formulation, optimism becomes “cruel” when the thing we want, and 
perhaps could have, is impossible to reach by virtue of the steps necessary to obtain it. Complex 
networks are precisely, yet unpredictably, the types of systems in which such “cruel optimism” is 
possible because of their inherent structural instability. The features that make the system robust 
                                                
31 Watts, Six Degrees, 23. 
32 Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2011), 3. 
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and powerful also make it a hotbed for what Berlant calls “situations” and what chaoticians call 
“emergent phenomena”:  
A situation is a state of things in which something that will perhaps matter is 
unfolding amid the usual activity of life. It is a state of animated and animating 
suspension that forces itself on consciousness, that produces a sense of the 
emergence of something in the present that may become event. … The situation is 
therefore a genre of social time and practice in which a relation of persons and 
worlds is sensed to be changing but the rules for habitation and the genres of 
storytelling about it are unstable, in chaos.33 
 
Berlant seems to be describing a world in which dramatic change or the seeds for dramatic 
change could be occurring all around us, all the time, while we have no way to control these 
forces. This is essentially the world of powerful global networks, the world we see at work in 
Mitchell and, to a lesser extent, in Gilman. Small changes and choices can and do lead to large 
effects. 
In opposition to Berlant’s precarity and paranoia, the potentially large-scale, emergent 
features of systems led early systems theorists to view them as the utopian answer to global 
environmental, social, and economic issues—a pathway to reducing precarity and improving 
quality of life worldwide. Perhaps the most prolific of the systems evangelists, Ervin Laszlo touts 
the power of systems in such works as The Systems View of the World (1972), A Strategy for the 
Future (1974), and Systems Science and World Order (1983). Even as he acknowledges Laszlo’s 
utopian program, Richard Falk, in his “Introduction” to Laszlo’s A Strategy for the Future, 
rushes to defend Laszlo as not just some utopian hack, inadvertently underscoring the extreme-
                                                
33 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, 5-6. Robert Boguslaw makes further distinctions in the category of 
“situations,” describing a “continuum of situations” with “established” situations (in which all 
relevant conditions are known or knowable) at one end of the spectrum and “emergent” 
situations (in which some conditions can only be known probabilistically and must be 
determined based on instinct and experience) at the other. See The New Utopians (Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965), 7-8. 
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sounding rhetoric of the early systems theorists who called themselves “utopians.”34 The systems 
outlook with its patina of religious zealotry promises as-yet-undelivered bounty:  
Believers in chaos—and they sometimes call themselves believers, or converts, or 
evangelists—speculate about determinism and free will, about evolution, about 
the nature of conscious intelligence. They feel that they are turning back a trend in 
science toward reductionism, the analysis of systems in terms of their constituent 
parts: quarks, chromosomes, or neurons. They believe that they are looking for 
the whole.35 
 
Robert Boguslaw calls systems theorists “new utopians” and “social engineers” who “would be 
either amused or shocked” at being called such.36 Whatever they call themselves, and whatever 
their stated mission, systems theorists precisely espouse the kind of thought that Berlant 
identifies as a precursor to “cruel optimism”—these new utopians aspire to “transcend present 
reality” and use their research to create a better, more fruitful future. Both positions—Berlant’s 
paranoia and Laszlo’s utopia—have equal merit in the unpredictable global ecosystem. Could the 
world order Laszlo dreams of come about through a dedicated, rigorously organized, and 
carefully controlled application of systems theory? Maybe. But, that utopian system would 
nonetheless remain susceptible to the kinds of failures that are always potentially emerging from 
dynamic systems as Gilman fears and Mitchell shows. The possible limits and applications of 
these competing views form the basis for my analysis of modern social networks in the works of 
Gilman, Joyce, and Mitchell.37 
                                                
34 Richard Falk, “Introduction” to A Strategy for the Future by Erwin Laszlo (New York: George 
Braziller, 1974). 
35 James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science (New York: Viking, 1987), 5. 
36 Boguslaw, The New Utopians, 1-2. 
37 N. Katherine Hayles notes the relevance of chaos to literature: “It would be a mistake to think 
that chaos has no significant consequences for the humanities. … Among the challenges it poses 
are whether an effect is proportional to a cause; how scale variance affects facts; what it means 
to model a physical system; and what cosmological scenario we are taking part in,” Chaos Bound 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1990), 16. 
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In Chapter 2, “Cultivating Utopia through Systems Management and Feminist 
Environmentalism in Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland,” I discuss Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s 
vision for utopian female control over the environment. Gilman’s approach to networks is 
inherently gendered, primarily with respect to who has the agency, authority, and proper vision 
to control human and natural systems. While Gilman elevates women beyond the limitations of 
traditional roles like mother and homemaker, her elevation comes at the expense of systemic 
balance. In many cases in Gilman’s work, this imbalance is to the benefit of society—women’s 
full and active participation, even domination, contributes to a healthier, more well-rounded 
population overall. However, though Herland’s society appears perfect, deeper investigation 
reveals potentially catastrophic weaknesses in the system due to isolation and the resultant lack 
of biodiversity. Gilman’s feminist environmentalism includes strict management and culling. 
Such aggressive cultivation overlooks the importance of at-first-glance imperfect or even 
detrimental parts to total systemic functionality. Thus, my approach to Gilman’s networks relies 
on a consideration of how human social networks (specifically the structure of Herland’s society 
and its values) impact ecosystems and what consequences arise from such human intervention. 
Chapter 3, “‘seeking spoor through the deep timefield’: Human (In)Significance in 
Joyce’s Networked Spacetime,” sees a dramatic departure from Gilman’s carefully controlled 
systems and instead focuses on the grand possibilities of networks across scales. Ulysses 
highlights how human social networks function alongside economic, geographic, and astronomic 
webs of association to create deep meaning. Over the course of the day, Bloom connects socially 
with many fellow Dubliners, but most especially with Stephen Dedalus based on their shared 
observations of heavenly bodies—a cloud in the morning and the stars at night. These 
observations are unifying, but they leave Bloom and Stephen in a position of cosmic 
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insignificance. Finnegans Wake similarly uses postal networks as a recurring narrative element, 
which, when analyzed alongside real postal networks in the documentary film Night Mail (1936), 
reveal a deep disconnect in how such information delivery is supposed to function versus Shaun 
the Post(man)’s actual success rate in the Wake. Though the imagined network built in 
Finnegans Wake on the historical geography of Ireland and the practicalities of efficient postal 
delivery are already collapsed in the sense that real and imagined networks cannot be 
disentangled, Joyce’s vision of the universe nevertheless remains cohesive. In this manner, both 
Ulysses and Finnegans Wake celebrate the unpredictability and uncontrollability of complex 
networks while recognizing the relative futility of human efforts to purposefully impact such 
immense systems. As in my analysis of Gilman, my study of Joyce focuses primarily on how 
various networks dynamically interact; however, rather than depicting how human social 
networks affect natural ecologic networks, Joyce highlights how networks across scales can be 
incorporated into human social and associative networks by evoking imagined connections. 
Chapters 4 and 5, “Entity Detection and the Foundations of Social Networks in David 
Mitchell’s Ghostwritten” and “Links Determination and the Global Ecological Implications of 
Social Networks in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten,” work in tandem to present the methods I 
developed for discovering the essential components of networks (nodes and links) in texts and to 
describe how these methods, and networks more generally, can be useful for literary analysis. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the characters in Ghostwritten—the nodes in the social network. I not only 
find these nodes but also assess the potential pitfalls of character extraction in first-person texts 
and what those difficulties might indicate for how readers understand narrative structure and 
characterization. Chapter 5 uses the results of Chapter 4 to complete the network-building 
process by discovering the links between the nodes. With these two essential components in 
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hand, I create network diagrams to show the structure and evolution of the social network across 
Ghostwritten and how this network leads to the apocalyptic future Mitchell envisions. A key 
feature of Mitchell’s network is its reliance on global communications, surveillance, and military 
technologies, which set it apart from the networks possible in Joyce and Gilman. 
Mitchell’s Ghostwritten also notably combines features from Gilman’s and Joyce’s 
treatment of networks. Namely, Ghostwritten presents the impacts of human systems on the 
environment at the end of the twentieth century and laments the ecosystemic catastrophe that 
seems inevitable as a result of longstanding human exploitation. Against the backdrop of 
potentially devastating ecological changes and what those might mean both for humans and the 
earth itself, Ghostwritten evolves a complex social network in which actors unknowingly 
contribute in substantial ways to this global future through both real and imagined social 
connections. These imagined social connections form an important part of the social network 
from the reader’s perspective, as they do in Joyce’s novels, yet current tools for extracting and 
evaluating literary social networks do not include associative network components. My method 
combines human and machine methods to craft a holistic approach to fictional social networks 
wherein the “real” social network within the novel can be overlaid with the characters’ imagined 
connections to produce a more robust picture of the effective social network. The methods I 
develop here are based on the mathematical models of pure network theory that have the 
advantage of applicability across network types38 and fall more generally under the umbrella of 
nonlinear dynamics, itself an important field of study for analyzing the types of networks 
presented in this project more broadly. 
                                                
38 As opposed to more limited sociological approaches to networks, such as Bruno Latour’s 
actor-network theory from Reassembling the Social (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2005). 
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In Chapter 6, “Moving Forward from 20th-Century Texts to 21st-Century Multimedia,” I 
look ahead to future applications of my network analysis methods across media. Since a central 
premise for this project is the fundamental similarity between networks, such cross-application is 
primarily a matter of gathering and using data of differing forms. With particular attention to 
how the digital methods I have developed might apply to film and other audiovisual artefacts, I 
present a brief outline for what future studies might entail, using David Mitchell’s novel Cloud 
Atlas (2004), which has recently been adapted into a film by Tom Tykwer, Lana Wachowski, 
and Andy Wachowski (2012), as my primary case study. 
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Chapter 2: Cultivating Utopia through Systems Management and Feminist Environmentalism in 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland 
 
 In “Two Storks” (1910) Charlotte Perkins Gilman raises questions about the nature of 
femininity and motherhood. The two titular storks, a male and a female bird, have a nest of baby 
storks. When the time comes for migration, the female takes flight, much to her mate’s chagrin. 
He calls her an “unnatural Mother” and verbally attacks her for forgetting both her children and 
“the Order of Nature,” which demands, according to the male stork’s ideals, the sacrifice of the 
female’s freedom.1 In a characteristically Gilman twist, the babies (who are not “tender helpless 
Little Ones”2 as their father asserts) take flight with their mother, leaving their father in the nest. 
When he catches up with his brood and their mother, he complains, “But you are a mother!” 
implying that even when her children are capable of taking off, she must remain tied to the nest, 
essentially caged and unable to perform any other role than that of mother. To this the female 
replies, “But I was a Stork before I was a Mother! and afterward!—and All the Time!”3 By 
making her female stork resist the limitations of a singular identity—that of mother—Gilman 
reasserts the primary humanity of women. Rather than defining women simply as mothers, 
nurturers, or care-givers to the human race, Gilman claims a natural multiplicity to female roles. 
Though nature gives the role of mother to the female of the species, motherhood, according to 
Gilman, should not preclude women from adopting other social functions; on the contrary, the 
female responsibility for motherhood results in women being uniquely situated to shape 
interdependent human and environmental systems.  
                                                
1 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, “Two Storks,” “The Yellow Wall-Paper” and Selected Stories, ed. 
Denise D. Knight (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1994), 204. 
2 Gilman, “Two Storks,” 204. 
3 Gilman, “Two Storks,” 204. 
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 As Gilman suggests in her fable, there is nothing inherent to nature that limits female 
capacity. Women do not have to be slaves to nature or to social norms, and this belief comes 
across most strongly in Gilman’s representations of women’s interactions with their 
environments. Where patriarchal society imposes “natural” constraints on women, as the male 
stork does on the female, Gilman presents fictional alternatives in which her female characters 
may assert logical, autonomous control over themselves and their surrounding systems while 
exercising their influence for progressive social change, moving toward what Gilman sees as a 
female-built utopia. While Gilman’s version of feminist environmentalism, an environmentalism 
more focused on management and conservation than on any brand of tree-hugging preservation, 
does not fall in line with the kind of contemporary ecofeminist project one might expect (if only 
in nascent form) from such an active, early twentieth-century American feminist as Gilman, she 
nevertheless achieves what I contend is a more robust type of feminism, identified by Gilman 
herself as humanism, that privileges the complete fruition of human potential to make better 
themselves and the earth. By depicting the rewards of greater female autonomy in her works, 
with particular attention to women’s environmental impacts, Gilman advocates for a more active 
role for women in social and environmental management, which has been lost from 
contemporary ecofeminism, yet is supported by some current research in complex systems. 
Because my argument hinges on taking into account the feminist and ecological 
environments of Gilman’s writings, I propose a re-examination of Gilman’s ecofeminist politics 
from the perspective of systems theory. Systems theory offers a scaffolding with which to 
perform a balanced analysis of these two movements—and Gilman’s general position with 
respect to the environment—because of its emphasis on culling out the salient features of a given 
system in order to analyze holistic behavior of a generalized biological or social system to which 
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physics cannot be applied.4 At its most basic level, systems analysis offers an expansion of 
conceptual schema. Gilman’s standing as a progressive feminist, then and now, has been 
challenged on issues like race and class5 but can also be critiqued on environmentalist grounds, 
though little attention to date has been paid to Gilman in this context. While I will discuss the 
limitations of Gilman’s utopian ecology as represented in Herland (1915) and other works, such 
as her poems “Out of Doors” (1907) and “The Earth, the World and I” (1900), I do not intend to 
criticize Gilman because her views do not align exactly with the feminist environmental 
positions of our time. Rather, I contend that examining Gilman through the lens of complex 
systems theory productively complicates both our view of her work and her implications for 
contemporary environmentalism. Indeed, some contemporary research in complex systems 
supports the kind of environmental management Gilman deploys in her work over currently 
prevailing preservationist attitudes. Gilman is not an ecofeminist as the category is conceived 
today. Instead, she fundamentally resists binary categorizations and combines elements from 
both sides—feminine and masculine, preservationist ecology and exploitation. Mirroring this 
nonlinear complexity, a complex systems analysis allows one to examine the intricate 
relationship between Gilman’s social and ecological issues, offering a method for examining the 
relationships between groups of interacting parts from both bottom-up and top-down 
                                                
4 Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory (New York: George Braziller, 1968), 32. 
5 See, for example, Jennifer Hudak’s article “The ‘Social Inventor’: Charlotte Perkins Gilman 
and the (Re)Production of Perfection,” Women’s Studies 32 (2003): 455-477. Hudak refers to 
Gilman’s recovery in the 1970s as well as the subsequent complications arising from Gilman’s 
views on race and class in her analysis of the tension between these issues and Gilman’s reliance 
on scientific discourses like eugenics. 
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approaches.6 Furthermore, analyzing the possible worlds Gilman presents in her utopian fiction 
illustrates the shortcomings of preservationist environmentalism today. 
Critiquing the naturalized unnaturalness with which Gilman takes issue in “Two Storks,” 
sociologist Lester F. Ward—whose gynaecocentrism7 strongly influenced Gilman—asserted in 
1890: “There is really no difference between men and women with respect to their [mental] 
ability. Differences in this respect, where they exist, are due to other things than sex, and chiefly 
to two causes, namely, unequal mental power and unequal information.”8 Where varying mental 
power is expected among individuals of both sexes, Ward identifies the unequal distribution of 
information as a social ill to be remedied for the sake of the species as a whole. By keeping 
women out of the active formation of culture, the potential contributions of half of the population 
are discarded. J. W. Kiernan, an internationally respected physician and fellow of the Chicago 
Academy of Medicine, similarly takes up the case for women in his discussion of “Heredity” 
(1902). Though traditional notions of heredity rely on the father for the active preservation and 
improvement of the species via inherited traits, Kiernan asserts that more attention must be paid 
to the female role in developing, in the womb, the complex human organism, which is not 
merely passed from generation to generation by the single sperm of the father, but is instead a 
complex collection of cells and organs that must evolve through stages of fetal development all 
under the influence of the mother.9 By favoring the female role in evolution, Kiernan and Ward, 
                                                
6 For further reading on the foundations of complex system theory see Ludwig von Bertalanffy, 
General System Theory. 
7 In her autobiography, The Living of Charlotte Perkins Gilman (New York: Arno Press, Inc., 
1972), Gilman writes, “Most pleasing and important of all the happenings of this visit [to 
Washington, D.C. for a Suffrage Convention] was meeting Professor Lester F. Ward, quite the 
greatest man I have ever known. . . . [H]is Gynaecocentric Theory, first set forth in a Forum 
article in 1888, is the greatest single contribution to the world’s thought since Evolution” (187). 
8 Lester Frank Ward, “Genius and Woman’s Intuition,” Forum (June 1890): 404. 
9 J.W. Kiernan, “Heredity,” The Medical News 80, no. 7 (15 February 1902): 291. 
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like Gilman, refute the limitations of “nature” or what is “natural” as it is conceived in a male-
dominated society. In essence, keeping females shackled to tradition, both mentally and 
physically, robs humankind of the creativity and potentiality of half its members, an unnatural 
disabling of the species. 
 Much of Gilman’s writing has thus explored the way patriarchal society constructs nature 
to disenable and enervate women. Indeed, for Gilman motherhood is the origin of female 
empowerment, not the subsuming force suggested by the fable of the storks with which I began. 
In the short story “Improving on Nature” (1912), Mother Nature wakes up from a long nap to 
find that men have grossly deformed their females into “small and weak and foolish and timid 
and inefficient” beings because that “is the Law of Nature!”10 Justifiably outraged, Mother 
Nature shows man a number of powerful female animals including the mate-destroying spider 
and mantis, the stronger and larger birds of prey, and the fierce big cats. When man still clings to 
his feeble female, Mother Nature declares him unfit to choose and re-establishes female 
evolutionary control: “Develop your brains and muscles,” she commands them, “and choose the 
kind with which you wish to replenish the earth…resume your natural function of choosing—
and make the kind of man you like—that is your especial duty to the race.”11 Turning the tables 
on Patriarchy—and echoing Ward and Kiernan—Gilman asserts the mental and physical 
prowess of females and, as Kiernan does, privileges their role in shaping the population. By re-
establishing the natural order in this way, with women not simply returned to a neutral state but 
to a position of power, Gilman positions biological science as substantiating the rights of women 
to rule. Taking the authority of biology for Mother Nature, Gilman says, “Tut, tut, son! . . . she is 
                                                
10 Charlotte Perkins Gilman, “Improving on Nature,” “The Yellow Wall-Paper” and Selected 
Stories, ed. Denise D. Knight (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1994), 214. 
11 Gilman, “Improving on Nature,” 216. 
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not your female—you are her male! Go study your biology!”12 For her, the natural power and 
place of womanhood is based in motherhood, deriving authority from the ability to propagate 
and shape the species.  
 When considering Gilman’s interrogation of what constitutes “natural femininity” or 
“natural masculinity,” and even what the concept of “naturalness” actually entails, I contend that 
a systemic consideration of the environment is key, particularly Gilman’s own representations of 
the environment, mother nature, and the place of human beings in nature in Gilman’s work. 
Popular environmentalism today takes on heavy preservationist notes—save the rainforest! stop 
global warming! find a sustainable energy source! This, however, was not always the case, 
particularly in the early twentieth-century infancy of the environmental movement. As a 1909 
editorial entitled “Making the Environment” illustrates, early environmentalism was in many 
ways conceived as a management project. The article opens with a celebration of man’s 
inventions, hailing the Panama canal, big river dams, and highways circling the globe as the 
height of civilization, then moves on to the assertion that, if man can so easily control the forces 
of nature, mankind can also shape its own evolution by manipulating its environment (a 
movement of which Ward himself was a part). As effusively celebratory as the article’s human-
centered rhetoric appears, the author concludes that “habits of thrift” combined with “moderate 
expectations” is the correct path for U.S. environmental practice in the wake of “three 
generations of wanton destruction.”13 Echoing the article’s main ideas about using careful and 
responsible environmental management to shape human evolution, Gilman takes up these 
concepts from a decidedly female perspective. As the mothers of the race, women are 
                                                
12 Gilman, “Improving on Nature,” 217. 
13 “Making the Environment,” The Independent 66, no. 3145 (11 March 1909): 546. 
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responsible not only for guiding the evolution of the human species in utero but also for fully 
accepting this responsibility by becoming active agents of social change. 
In many ways, Gilman could actually be considered an early environmental feminist, 
perhaps ecofeminist, though Gilman’s version would not be synonymous with the concept we 
know today. As Irene Diamond and Gloria Feman Orenstein write in Reweaving the World 
(1990), “Ecofeminism is a term that some use to describe both the diverse range of women’s 
efforts to save the Earth and the transformations of feminism in the West that have resulted from 
the new view of women and nature.”14 In this definition the inherent connection assumed 
between women and nature is key. Where men had deployed the concept of the natural as a basis 
for the subjection of women, ecofeminists reclaimed nature and the natural as a source of their 
own power, as we have seen Gilman do in “Improving on Nature.” In rejecting sexist biological 
determinism, feminists reassert themselves as agents equal to men.  
 Ecofeminism today, then, relies on the same underlying principles that led to the 
alignment of women’s groups with early twentieth-century environmental conservation and 
preservation movements. Greta Gaard suggests, “At the root of ecofeminism is the understanding 
that the many systems of oppression are mutually reinforcing. . . . An early impetus for the 
ecofeminist movement was the realization that the liberation of women—the aim of all branches 
of feminism—cannot be fully effected without the liberation of nature,” and vice versa.15 
Specifically, an alliance between women and nature assumes that both suffer under a similar 
culture of oppression and exploitation. This positions nature and women as part of a mutually 
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liberating coalition—indeed a liberating effort that should also include other minority and 
marginalized groups under the rhetoric of queer ecology.16 If men use both natural resources and 
women for their own gain, as Gaard suggests, then it is the duty of all women to stand up for 
nature (a coalition of mothers perhaps—mother earth and human mothers) and protect it in a 
counter-hegemonic move against masculinist domination. In so doing, ecofeminists preserve the 
environment while opening new social spaces for their own action, a mutually beneficial 
arrangement to both women and nature. While Gilman in some sense fits into this project—she 
certainly emphasizes the empowerment of motherhood and the reclamation of nature by 
women—she diverges from this definition by not supporting a strictly preservationist “save the 
Earth” program in her work.  
I assert, however, that in this position Gilman avoids the kind of reductive assumptions 
that underlay ecofeminism in the working definition I have developed here—namely that women 
and nature are unified in opposition to male-dominated social structures. Such a stance both 
precludes the possibility of women retaking the dominant position and controlling the world 
around them (managing the environment as women do in Gilman’s fiction like Herland), while 
simultaneously reinforcing an unequal gender divide. Certainly, it is admirable of ecofeminists 
(and feminists in general) to push for equal rights for women and men, but, by aligning women 
and nature in an empowering alliance, such alignment nevertheless leaves women outside of 
culture. “Both [women and nature] are seen as an endless source of succor, who, if she fails to 
provide what we want, is cruelly withholding it, so justifying our exploitation or plunder,” 
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Catherine Roach writes: “Love your mother, in other words, but feel free to rape her as well.”17 
Roach’s configuration of mother/nature is particularly apt in that it highlights the power given to 
the female: she is the source of life. Yet, this power does not enable women or nature to avoid 
plunder. They can be above man (and culture) yet subject to his whims at the same time. In both 
cases, woman is not seen as integral to society. She is always outside, always natural and primal, 
and always powerful for others (men) yet impotent for herself. Thus, empowering though it may 
be, at least in a limited scope, an alliance between women and nature as above men and culture 
continues the tradition of straitjacketing binary oppositions. 
 While scholarship has rediscovered and reassessed Gilman’s feminism, attention to her 
approach to natural environments is long overdue. Herself an activist in the early twentieth-
century progressive movement, Gilman exemplifies how one can operate in and around various 
feminist movements (like ecofeminism), upholding progressive foundations and stated goals for 
equality, while resisting reductive and reactive tendencies. Gilman refuses either/or categories 
altogether. She herself refused the label “feminist,” though she is celebrated as one, and instead 
called for a universal humanism based on female, life-giving values and nurturing principles.18 In 
resisting such binaries, Gilman upholds the underlying foundations of progressive feminism 
under her ideal humanism in which women are agents of change toward utopia. 
 For Gilman, feminism intersects with female biological control. In her article 
“Feminism,” Gilman defines feminism19 as based in “the development of human qualities and 
functions among women; in their entering upon social relationships, instead of 
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remaining…restricted to the sexual and domestic.”20 Again, Gilman’s emphasis is on promoting 
progressive human goals through feminine qualities. While here she focuses on the broadening 
of the female sphere and developing opportunities equal to those available to men, Gilman 
continues to a treatment of the natural position of womanhood as primarily concerned with 
motherhood: “A socially responsible and collectively efficient Motherhood may be given as the 
farthest and fullest purpose of Feminism,” she writes, then continues, “The latest and highest 
form of Feminism has great promise for the world. It postulates a womanhood free, strong, clean, 
and conscious of its power and duty. This means a selective motherhood.”21 At first glance 
Gilman’s conception of feminism seems to align with the model put forth by ecofeminism 
focused on reclaiming the natural position of women. However, her view is demonstrably 
something else; Gilman is not proposing a return to nature, at least not in its wild sense. Instead, 
she demands that reproductive control be returned to women, which in turn grants women power 
over the progression of society via the production of future generations. As Gilman says, “A 
civilization advances in proportion to the improvement in the condition of women.”22 Instead of 
men driving social progress, as they do in traditional patriarchal society, Gilman calls for women 
to reclaim this dominant role, or, at the very least, become more active members of society. 
 Gilman’s representations of nature display her feminist position through female 
dominance. She illustrates her conception of feminism notably in her short story, “Freed,” which 
was originally published in January 1912 in The Forerunner. Emphasizing the power inherent in 
motherhood, Gilman writes: 
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Also their women, free and wise, said: “This land has been choked with 
people. Now the number of the people is for us to say. There shall be only enough 
for health and happiness and prosperity in the land.” 
And all of the women in the world, free, proud, strong, saw with new eyes 
the duty of women, and re-populated the earth with a clean people, holding their 
numbers within reason.23 
 
At the most basic level, women have the ability to control the human population, determine its 
progression and evolution, and decide the future of the environment. For Gilman, women are the 
center of her feminist utopia Herland (1915) because they have mastered the ability to control all 
the variables associated with the production of life. 
Herland is less an ideal vision of the future than an outline of the enormous, though 
perhaps justifiable, costs, in biodiversity as well as genetic potential, of a perfectly controlled, 
utopian environment. While traveling as part of a scientific expedition, presumably somewhere 
uncharted in South America, three explorers, Van, Terry, and Jeff, hear of a land where there are 
only women. As healthy young American frontiersmen, the trio is eager to discover and claim 
this land (and presumably its inhabitants), though they assume it will be a place of “primitive” 
estrogen-induced chaos, filled with infighting among the women, and totally devoid of “any sort 
of order and organization.”24 After seeing Herland, they discover they could not have been more 
wrong. Instead of a chaotic wilderness full of uncivilized women, the men find what to them 
looks like a female paradise. The women are civilized, peaceful, well-fed, well-clothed, perfectly 
adapted to their environment and their roles within their society, and, perhaps most startlingly, 
carrying on with the business of reproduction without men. In fact, the more Van (who emerges 
as the protagonist) and his companions learn of Herland, the worse their situation in the United 
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States looks by contrast. However, despite its peace and social contentment, Herland 
nevertheless is a place of deep loss and lack. Because of a series of natural disasters and wars 
early in its history, the country is left totally isolated geographically. Thus, the Herlandians have 
had to adapt their ecosystem, fitting it to serve their population, which in turn has been curtailed 
eugenically in the face of limited resources. This cycle of adaptation results in losses to all 
system components. Although the improvements made to the country landscape are described as 
beautiful, especially when opposed to the dirt and noise outside the Herlandian civilization 
(specifically the United States), cultivating the land to its fullest productive potential actually 
results in a deterioration of nature.  
Upon arrival in “Woman Country,” Terry, Jeff, and Van are immediately struck by the 
state of “nature” around them.25 They find “a land in a state of perfect cultivation, where even 
the forests looked as if they were cared for; a land that looked like an enormous park; only it was 
evidently more an enormous garden.”26 Indeed, “these towering trees were under as careful 
cultivation as so many cabbages.”27 In terms of contemporaneous U.S. environmentalism, this 
kind of gardening approach is characteristic of female involvement in the conservation 
movement. From the coining of the term in 1866 by German biologist Ernst Haeckel, inspired by 
the Aristotelian oekos or household, ecology referred to the smooth functioning of a home or 
domestic unit, a decidedly female concern circa 1900.28 Anna Bramwell elaborates, “A soundly 
organized working household was the basis of a viable state. It was as self-sufficient as possible. 
It husbanded its resources, and it avoided waste and disorder,”29 just as a natural resource 
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manager might do. As Carolyn Merchant notes, this is the context in which Ellen Swallow 
introduces the term oekology to America in 1892.30 Further, in the context of nineteenth-century 
science, ecology refers to a contextual and holistic biology that views “habitat and animals, 
group and individual, instinctive drives and learned adaptations…together and in context,”31 or 
more simply as an ecosystem. That is, earth is not viewed in these early formulations of ecology 
as a pristine environment, handed to man by nature and meant to be preserved. Rather, the care 
of the earth becomes aligned with the care of the home; the angel of the house becomes the angel 
of the lawn and garden. In the ecological context then, women are housekeepers, gardeners, 
resource managers, and early experimental systems theorists in their manipulation of the 
ecosystem.  
Positioning women in terms of larger US environmentalism requires a brief look at 
environmental policy in the United States in the years leading up to the publication of Herland, 
which took three main positions: 1) exploitation of the land for the use of man, 2) preservation of 
nature in its wild and (supposedly) untainted form, and 3) conservation of natural resources for 
future generations. Although environmental historians can now look back on the rapid expansion 
into the American frontier as a wasteful use of limited resources, the idea that so much 
(seemingly infinite) land was available for settlement in the early years of the United States 
masked the rapid decline of frontier spaces through the nineteenth century. As Donald Worster 
notes, from 1860-1915, “The image of the land as holding inexhaustible economic opportunity 
gave way to the vision of technological abundance. . . . Americans, intent on industrial progress 
and national power, generally refused to be confined to a static harmony with nature or to believe 
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in the promise of virtue in primitive innocence.”32 The sense that pioneers were in some way 
irrevocably devastating the land did not exist, or, if it did, it did not deter late-century American 
policy. Instead, the push was for growth. The latter half of the nineteenth century saw the 
passage of many government acts to promote settlement and land use with no concern for how 
such acts would impact the environment. For example, the Homestead and Desert Lands Acts of 
1862 and 1887, respectively, granted large parcels of land to settlers to develop western territory. 
Similarly, federal laws like the Free Timber Act (1878) and the Forest Management Act (1897) 
permitted timber harvesting from public lands.33 While these kinds of domestic policies largely 
died out following the realization that the American frontier had been apparently exhausted, the 
potential for money-making by land speculators and others who benefitted from these policies 
ensured that those interested in commodifying natural resources would not so quickly fade away. 
 Significantly, for the purposes of my discussion of Gilman, women’s groups from 
Gilman’s time would align themselves with conservative or preservative environmentalism, as 
their later twentieth-century ecofeminist counterparts would with preservation, citing a 
fundamental connection between women and nature.34 Directly opposing the defilement of land 
for settlement, pecuniary advantage, or other utilities marring nature in any way, the 
preservationist movement worked to maintain nature exactly in its wild state. Even before John 
Muir founded the Sierra Club in 1892 for the protection and enjoyment of the natural world, 
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some government action in favor of preservation had already taken place. The Adirondack Forest 
Preservation Act, passed in 1885, is an early example of national efforts to preserve the 
remaining wilderness and encourage outdoor public recreation.35 Broader preservation potential 
came in 1906 with the American Antiquities Act, which authorized the preservation of federal 
land containing historical markers.36 Following the example set by mid-1800s naturalists, 
Americans and American policy-makers were coming to realize the need for maintaining the 
American wilderness as a place essentially tied to the frontier spirit.  
 Mediating between these two extremes of utilization and preservation, the conservation 
movement focused not on pure maintenance of the wilderness, but on appropriate management 
for the continuing availability of natural resources. As Louis S. Warren describes it, 
By the late 1880s, the rapid decline in various wildlife species, widespread 
deforestation, and continuing concerns about rapid urbanization led to a 
widespread sense of anxiety in the United States. A consensus emerged, 
especially among the middle and upper classes, that both nature and society 
needed to be better managed to ensure America’s traditional abundance of natural 
resources.37  
 
In this conception, conservation entails management without permanent harm in order to ensure 
that the natural resources will be used but not used up. Conservation then seems essentially about 
protecting resources for future generations’ benefit while still using them wisely in the current 
generation. The definition given by Carolyn Merchant, a specialist in environmental history, 
follows these same lines, identifying conservation as “the wise use of natural resources to benefit 
the greatest number of people for the longest time.”38 This utilitarian tone, while generally 
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agreeing with Warren, points to the harsher side of conservation. That is, the greatest benefit to 
the greatest number may be in the current generation, and, if so, this generation should not go 
without as long as some resources will remain for the future. Putting it more bluntly, Gifford 
Pinchot asserts, “Conservation does mean provision for the future, but it means also and first of 
all the recognition of the right of the present generation to the fullest necessary use of all the 
resources.”39 
Pinchot’s point here helps locate conservation as it was conceived in the early twentieth 
century in terms of environmentalism today. In Gilman’s time, environmental conservation is not 
about saving every species, but rather it is about the optimal management of resources. As I 
mentioned earlier, Gilman herself was deeply influenced by sociologist Lester Frank Ward, a 
Darwinist and Neo-Lamarckian,40 who accepted that universal laws govern animal behavior but 
rejected their power over man. For Ward, mankind was too complex due to its rationality. 
Therefore, people could direct evolution in order to create a maximally efficient system, an idea 
that clearly influences Gilman’s Herland. 
In this light, it is clear that early twentieth-century conservation, like that depicted by 
Gilman in Herland, allows for a position much closer to the exploitation of nature undertaken for 
economic gain, without taking much care for preservation at all. However, plenty of space 
remains in the conservation movement for developing resources so as to benefit humanity and 
leave a true wilderness to enjoy. Indeed, women filled this gap, taking up a “self-conscious role 
as protectors of the environment…during the progressive conservation crusade” in order to 
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ensure the continuation of the natural world for future generations, arguably because of their 
traditional and instrumental role in the perpetuation of generations.41 Gilman’s Herland can be 
placed in this category without much difficulty. Certainly, Herland is not preservationist, as it is 
a highly cultivated space like a garden, but the women of Herland are deeply concerned with the 
propagation of future generations. Because their greatest fulfillment is in motherhood, they prize 
a program of rigorously managed conservation. Note that there is no sense of preserving a virgin 
wilderness (as it happens “virgin” is not in the women’s vocabulary), but there is also no total 
exploitation and exhaustion of the land. 
Herland’s controlled conservation—a conservation that manages all natural processes—
subjects both the flora and fauna (including the women) to a eugenic project aimed at creating a 
perfect country. While this goal is celebrated in the novel as the height of rational society, 
resonating with Ward, the proposed ends elide a continual sense of loss that is the price of such 
an aggressively efficient civilization. The cost of adaptation is a staggering loss of biodiversity in 
a program of environmental exploitation, rather than preservation or conservation, resulting from 
eugenic, as opposed to natural, selection. Despite the lack of preservation apparent in Gilman’s 
brand of conservation, women still viewed their involvement as a kind of protection in the 
prevailing trends of early twentieth-century environmentalism. That is, women ensured the 
orderliness of their environment in the same way they maintained their homes against chaos. In 
their role as caretakers of the environment during the progressive conservation movement, 
“women transformed the crusade from an elite male enterprise into a widely based movement. … 
Yet this enterprise ultimately rested on the self-interested preservation of their own middle-class 
lifestyles and was legitimated by the separate male/female spheres ideology of the nineteenth 
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century aimed at conserving ‘true womanhood,’ the home and the child.”42 This “municipal 
housekeeping,” as Agnes Hooper Gottlieb describes the practice,43 essentially assigned women 
the task of cleaning and managing their cities and environs as they would their households, 
injecting nineteenth-century gender ideology into supposedly progressive environmental 
activism. While it is true that couching female social reform in conservative terms might make it 
more palatable for those in favor of maintaining the status quo, the ambiguity inherent in that 
limitation led some women to reject the municipal housekeeping model, becoming radical 
feminists instead. At the same time, however, many women in the movement would not even call 
themselves feminists at all because of the radical implications of the term at that time.44 Gilman 
can then perhaps be seen as not antifeminist, but rather a radical feminist and humanist (as she 
terms it) in rejecting this feminist activism that actually upholds hegemonic gender ideology. 
Gilman instead reclaims the masculine role of exploiter for her Herlandians with a feminist look 
to the future. Here I conceive of Gilman’s radical feminism as actively establishing female 
control—perhaps a masculine stance for women themselves—that uses concern about the 
environment as the launch pad for a female-centric agenda, namely cultivation, even 
exploitation, for the improvement of the species. 
Gilman’s complicated and provocatively non-ecofeminist relationship with nature and 
environmental issues is manifested in several of her early poems in which Gilman takes up 
feminist environmental issues explicitly. In her 1900 poem, “The Earth, the World and I,” 
Gilman (then Charlotte Perkins Stetson), expresses a feeling of the futility of railing against both 
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nature and culture: “‘Child,’ said the Earth to me,/ ‘What can you do?/ What can you try?/ Can 
you not see/ That all you are and can ever be/ Is the product of Heredity/…Therefore ‘tis a waste 
of time/ for you to seek to steer your course/Free of the cumulative force.’”45 Unlike some other 
feminists (then and now), Gilman does not align herself with nature. Natural forces set in motion 
during the creation of the universe (“your story runs/ back to the power that swings the suns,” 
she writes46), prevent women from retaking control of their lives. Instead of promising a brighter 
future for women based in equality, evolutionary theory here indicates that the future is already 
set by the cards dealt by heredity and genetics. Whereas contemporary ecofeminists view nature 
as an ally, Gilman sees nature as an oppressive force to be overcome by women reasserting 
control over their own lives. 
Gilman’s charge against culture as well as against nature sets her apart as more feminist 
than feminists (indeed a radical feminist in early twentieth-century terms). Gilman portrays the 
World as speaking in the same vein as the Earth, asking, “What can you do? What can you try?” 
The World continues, “Can you not see/That all the effort you have spent/ Is the product of 
Environment--/ That your surroundings govern you,/ … In vain you’ve tried/To throw this 
influence aside./ … You have no individual ends! Peace, fretful child! Be still!/ And do my 
will!”47 Again, the World, which I read as culture or nurture paired with Gilman’s portrayal of 
the Earth as nature, is inescapably oppressive. In this regard, Gilman appears less as a feminist in 
that she is not opposed necessarily to “masculine” forces, such as control. Rather, as she says of 
herself, she is a humanitarian, and as such she is trying to reclaim some measure of autonomy for 
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men and women alike against the irresistible forces around them.48 Again, Gilman sets herself 
apart as a radical in that she is seeking true equality based in an increase in female social action, 
rather than merely reacting counter-hegemonically. 
Opposed to the oppressive views of nature and the world in “The Earth, the World and I,” 
Gilman presents a more neutral, if not positive, vision of the green, clean, freshness of nature as 
potentially soothing against harsh conventions of civilization in “Out of Doors” (1907). Gilman 
writes of a place, “So still! So green!/ With unbreathed air, illimitable, clean,/ With soft, sweet 
scent of happy growing things,” wherein “we lean/ With no conventions hard to intervene,/ 
Content, with the contentment nature brings,/ Just to be out of doors.”49 In place of the 
unconquerable forces in her earlier poem, Gilman here envisions a world in which women can 
reclaim nature for their own use. She refuses the legacy of inequality and suffering to mentally 
rebuild a kind of Edenic contentment. As in Herland, all that is required is pure, free space to 
breathe outside, which can theoretically be achieved by strength of (female) will alone. Keep in 
mind here, however, that Gilman’s sense of enjoyment arises from the total control proposed by 
Ward’s managerial conservation. 
Despite Gilman’s complication of the role of women, by giving her Herlandians a 
masculinist environmental stance (at least by the standards of Gilman’s time, in that they have 
exploitative control of their surroundings), it is hard to argue with the results in Herland. The 
women’s system appears perfect; even waste treatment is managed in such a way as to enrich the 
soil.50 To the trio of explorers, this expertly cultivated land is magnificent in its crafted purity. 
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Remembering the US as home to “the offensive mess man made in the face of nature”51—a 
smoky, dirty environmental nightmare—the explorers embrace Herland as the civilized version 
of Eden, complete with indoor plumbing and abundant natural delicacies: 
Here was evidently a people highly skilled, efficient, caring for their country as a 
florist cares for his costliest orchids. Under the soft brilliant blue of all that clear 
sky, in the pleasant shade of those endless trees…Everything was beauty, order, 
perfect cleanness, and the pleasantest sense of home over it all. As we neared the 
center of the town the houses stood thicker, ran together as it were, grew into 
rambling palaces grouped among parks and open squares, something as college 
buildings stand in their quiet greens.52 
 
In the explorers’ early impression of Herland, Gilman’s ideal women have indeed taken the 
concept of municipal housekeeping to an aggressive level and far beyond the safe zone of 
conventional femininity. They have perfected both traditional female roles, like housekeeping 
and gardening, as well as such male domains as road-building, city planning, and municipal 
defense. Gilman thus refuses the limitations put on how far women can go in asserting their 
power to enact social change. Not only does she make her ideal utopian female the mistress of an 
expanded female sphere, but Gilman also gives her females dominion over male roles.53 
Hidden in this initial, positive encounter, however, the first inklings of adaptive loss (in 
the form of the purposeful extinction of countless species) can still be glimpsed. Van asks, “Sure 
there are no medicinal [trees]? Or any for pure ornament?”54 There are none, only fruit and nut 
trees and hardwoods. Later the reader discovers that cows, sheep, horses, and other animals too 
are missing because “they took up too much room.”55 Problems of land use underpin many facets 
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of Herland’s society, from animal and plant life to the cremation rather than burial of the dead. 
Perhaps the most disturbing vision of selective, planned extinction follows the brilliant, 
apparently benign sketch of how efficiently the women tend their forest/garden. Van comments, 
“They worked out a system of intensive agriculture surpassing anything I ever heard of, with the 
very forests all reset with fruit- or nut-bearing trees.”56 This agricultural system includes a 
perfect recycling and composting system in which “everything which came from the earth went 
back to it,” with the result that “an increasingly valuable soil was being built, instead of the 
progressive impoverishment so often seen in the rest of the world.”57 What is missing from this 
city-planner’s or environmentalist’s green dream is all the “chaff” that had to be discarded in 
order to build this garden.  
Illustrating the kind of mass extinction that had to occur to build the garden that is 
Herland, Gilman describes an example of the women’s pruning process. Among no doubt 
innumerable other species, big, brightly colored butterflies must be exterminated for the sake of 
protecting the nut trees against pests. His Herlandian mate, Ellador, tells Van,   
It was a butterfly that made me a forester…I was about eleven years old and I 
found a big purple-and-green butterfly on a low flower. I caught it, very carefully, 
by the closed wings…[The insect teacher] took it from me with a little cry of 
delight. “Oh, you blessed child. … This is a female of the obernut moth,” she told 
me. “They are almost gone. We have been trying to exterminate them for 
centuries. If you had not caught this one, it might have laid eggs enough to raise 
worms enough to destroy thousands of our nut trees.” … I…determined then and 
there to be a forester.58 
 
In this twist, the concept of being a “forester” is taken to its utmost degree, much in the same 
way Gilman pushes the concept of feminism to its limit. Instead of protecting the forest as it is, 
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preserving it, the forester ensures the best quality trees, in this case by destroying dangerous 
insects. Though this role is treated positively in the novel, considering the episode in terms of 
biodiversity and the interdependence of various species reveals the potential downsides of such a 
forestry program.  
Herland’s version of utopian feminism leads to the evolution of an optimized female 
society without any old baggage attached to the concept by conservative gender roles. Van 
describes the women’s progress as remarkable in the conscious effort that goes into improving 
their society: “They had early observed the value of certain improvements, had easily inferred 
that there was room for more, and took the greatest pains to develop two kinds of minds—the 
critic and the inventor.”59 The give-and-take pressure for progress illustrated here points to the 
kind of controlled management Gilman supports based on Ward’s work. Seeing to the good of 
the whole population, present and future, is paramount: “to them the country was a unit…they 
thought in terms of the community. As such, their time-sense was not limited to the hopes and 
ambitions of an individual life. Therefore, they habitually considered and carried out plans for 
improvement which might cover centuries.”60 The long-term vision and purposeful aim toward 
improvement yields the highly efficient society depicted in Herland. While this sounds like 
perfection, again there are hidden costs, which the men allude to without being able to fully 
articulate them. For example, tradition has no place in Herland. The women do not value 
practices simply because their predecessors did so. A necessary subsuming of individual desires 
in favor of the collective good also strikes a chord against the kind of rugged individualism 
                                                
59 Gilman, Herland, 65. 
60 Gilman, Herland, 67. 
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typically associated with the Teddy Roosevelt era. This aspect comes out more fully in the 
practice of eugenics on the women themselves. 
 Reducing biodiversity—in essence cutting system components and making the system 
simpler and therefore easier to control—reduces possible system futures. This reduction is 
particularly troubling given recent research that supports the conclusion that the fittest systems 
can incorporate the widest array of possible mutations.61 In this sense, Herland fails to live up to 
its highest evolutionary potential—it is an evolutionary tragedy. For biologists, such as Robert J. 
Woods, the eventual genetic winners, unlike the Herlandians, “[have] greater potential for further 
adaptation.”62 While implying that the larger array of possible genetic combinations available in 
the outside world would have advantage, this same research, however, also found that more 
gradual adaptation, like that in Herland, may result in greater overall fitness for large time spans. 
Of particular relevance to the hypothetical evolution in Herland is the emphasis on long time 
spans; the women plan their possible futures on a timescale unlike any typically available to 
social planners. Because they can anticipate centuries-long evolution, the Herlandians are more 
likely to win in an evolutionary sense, avoiding the costs of their lost biodiversity. 
Supporting the positive outlook for Herland, other current research in complex systems, 
particularly in their social rather than biological dimensions, indicates that maximizing the 
human population could lead to the greatest innovative potential in such an isolated world. In 
their recent work on the science of cities, Luis Bettencourt and Geoffrey West find that greater 
                                                
61 Robert J. Woods, et al, “Second-Order Selection for Evolvability in a Large Escherichia coli 
Population,” Science 331, no. 6023 (March 2011). 
62 Woods, et al, “Second-Order Selection for Evolvability in a Large Escherichia coli 
Population,” 1433. 
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population concentrations, as in cities, result in overall gains (non-linear benefits roughly 15% 
more than expected in linear models) to aspects like education and innovation: 
Three main characteristics vary systematically with population. One, the space 
required per capita shrinks, thanks to denser settlement and a more intense use of 
infrastructure. Two, the pace of all socio-economic activity accelerates, leading to 
higher productivity. And three, economic and social activities diversify and 
become more interdependent, resulting in new forms of economic specialization 
and cultural expression.63 
 
By modifying their environment to support as many people as possible, the women of Herland 
can capitalize on this bonus innovation. Their selection against environmental biodiversity may 
thus be justified by their own superproductivity and creativity. 
While this optimized human population could certainly increase the potential for future 
innovation, research into the greater impacts of environmental biodiversity indicates that losses 
in plant and animal species may increase risk of disease. Felicia Keesing and her group 
discovered that “reduced biodiversity affects the transmission of infectious diseases of humans. . 
. . Mounting evidence indicates that biodiversity loss frequently increases disease 
transmission.”64 While one might argue that Herland is relatively safe from the threat of disease 
because of its isolation, it is clear from the three men in the novel that the inhabitants have at 
least some contact with the outside. Herland may have evolved certain ideal qualities, but any 
contact with the outside poses risks, necessitating a subsequent enforcement of their isolation 
even if an alternative (like sexual reproduction with the explorers) should arise. Because of this 
forced stagnation, this system again strikes me as a non-optimal solution to social ills. Rather, 
potential utopia is suggested in the conclusion—a true utopia comes from a mixing of both 
                                                
63 Luis Bettencourt and Geoffrey West, “A Unified Theory of Urban Living,” Nature 467 (21 
October 2010): 912. 
64 Felicia Keesing, et al, “Impacts of Biodiversity on the Emergence and Transmission of 
Infectious Diseases,” Nature 468 (2 December 2010): 647. 
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worlds, maintaining peace based in logic while keeping diversity necessary for adaption. As 
these competing examples from contemporary systems science show, the complexity of 
environmental systems does not allow for a simple yes-or-no answer. 
Thus, the real problems arise from the absence of any redemptive possibility for 
biodiversity and its attendant natural selection, rather than the selection we see in human control. 
The use of positive eugenics65 to improve the productivity of the food-bearing trees and negative 
eugenics, which discourages breeding by unfit individuals,66 to exterminate gradually any threats 
to the food supply translates seamlessly to applying eugenics to people in Herland. The dark side 
of Herland comes through most tellingly in the discussion of their Malthusian population crisis 
and the necessary selection process that follows it. Faced with limited resources, the ever-
rational people of Herland “sat down in council together and thought it out,” concluding, “With 
our best endeavors this country will support about so many people, with the standard of peace, 
comfort, health, beauty, and progress we demand. Very well. That is all the people we will 
make.”67 However apparently marvelous this rational approach to problem-solving is, the visitors 
see it as “deuced unnatural,” and, as Terry says, “an unnatural condition’s sure to have unnatural 
results.”68 
                                                
65 Daniel Kevles defines “positive eugenics” as “aimed to foster more prolific breeding among 
the socially meritorious” (85). See Kevles, In the Name of Eugenics (New York, Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1985). 
66 Again from In the Name of Eugenics, Kevles defines “negative eugenics” as tending “to 
encourage the socially disadvantaged to breed less—or, better yet, not at all” (85). This brand of 
eugenics led to sterilization programs in some countries, including the United States, not to 
mention what use the Nazis made of it. 
67 Gilman, Herland, 58. 
68 Gilman, Herland, 69. 
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Indeed, Herlandians turn motherhood into a prize; the mothers become “Conscious 
Makers of People”69 rather than instinctual producers. This system entails “a period of ‘negative 
eugenics’” wherein “Motherhood…is only undertaken once…those held unfit are not allowed 
even that…[and] to be encouraged to bear more than one child is the very highest reward and 
honor in the power of the state.”70 The worst “types” are mainly incapable of reproducing 
parthenogenetically, and, if they can produce offspring, they are instructed not to.71 Van is taken 
aback by the idea of depriving members of this society their most prized experience, and he is 
horrified by the notion of separating mothers and children based on the mother’s level of 
fitness.72 As much as most people would likely recoil from this concept, Gilman sees cooperative 
housekeeping as ideal. That is, work that is typically done by a single woman in the home (the 
mother) can be done much better and more efficiently by a team of specialists, a cooperative.73 
Unfortunately for Gilman, people have not reached a stage of unselfishness suitable to 
undertaking such an arrangement, but they could reach this stage in time with guided evolution 
and environmental and population management espoused by Ward. 
The negative eugenic control mechanism in Herland again enacts a situation of loss, 
though the novel softens the blow by emphasizing how collective gain compensates for 
individual loss. Beyond lost population or lost motherhood, one might also consider the resulting 
loss of genetic material, which, I contend, should be extremely valuable to a society reliant on 
parthenogenesis for reproduction. In accounting for “so much divergence without cross-
fertilization,” the women cite mutation and education, against Terry’s protests that the 
                                                
69 Gilman, Herland, 58. 
70 Gilman, Herland, 59. 
71 Gilman, Herland, 70. 
72 Gilman, Herland, 70. 
73 Gilman, “Why Cooperative Housekeeping Fails,” 168-176. 
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transmission of acquired improvements (Lamarckian inheritance) is impossible.74 Where 
genetically transmitted, or phylogenetic, education is dubious, mutation is unpredictable. Given 
their state of isolation and its attendant limited resources, it is surprising that the Herlandians are 
not more anxious to reinstitute sexual reproduction simply to diversify their available gene pool. 
While Gilman would have been unaware in 1915 of the slow chromosomal deterioration that 
accompanies a lack of genetic exchange, this concern nevertheless underlines the drive for 
biodiversity as it concerns us now. While a eugenic approach may be suitable for biological 
entities that reproduce hermaphroditically, as most trees do, thus having no need for genetic 
exchange, it seems irrational for a society apparently so zealously devoted to progress to neglect 
obvious avenues of growth. In the end, the eugenic and intensely logical program of ecosystem 
management deployed by the women of Herland is more a necessary adaptation in the face of 
inevitable losses incurred in isolation, rather than the rationality characteristic of the height of 
human evolution. 
 For Gilman, the culture of eugenics in the United States in the early twentieth century 
would have been unavoidable and was certainly a component in the writing of Herland as many 
critics have noted.75 Mark H. Haller describes the status of eugenics in early 1900s America: “By 
[1915] anyone up-to-date on the newest in social thought could identify Francis Galton [who is 
widely considered the father of eugenics], was worried about the ‘menace of the feebleminded,’ 
                                                
74 Gilman, Herland, 66. 
75 There are many relevant articles on Gilman and eugenics. See for example, Rosemarie 
Garland-Thomson’s “Welcoming the Unbidden: The Case for Conserving Human Biodiversity,” 
which sets out to rethink the logic of eugenics Garland-Thomson claims underpins Gilman’s 
utopia (77); Jennifer Hudak’s “The ‘Social Inventor,’” which I have already discussed; and Asha 
Nadkarni’s “Eugenic Feminism: Asian Reproduction in the U.S. National Imaginary,” which 
identifies a eugenic feminism as one which privileges the mother with eugenic responsibility for 
the continuation of the race. 
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and feared the tragic results of a birth rate by which the lower classes contributed more than their 
share to future generations.”76 Haller also refers to developments in human genetics made by 
August Weismann, a German biologist,77 who Gilman also mentions through Terry’s mouth 
when he refutes the idea of inheriting acquired traits.78 Furthermore, Judith A. Allen notes that 
Gilman “at times publicly espoused eugenics.”79 Gilman’s interest in the practice of eugenics 
tended (as one might imagine from reading Herland) toward birth control. As in Herland, 
Gilman viewed birth control as vital for “solving world overpopulation and generating peace,” as 
well as reducing “the evolutionary menace of ‘the unfit’ and the ill consequences of excessive 
sex indulgence.”80 
With this emphasis on birth control, admittedly a form of unnatural selection, Gilman 
advocates a “feminist eugenics,” aimed at preserving feminist gains in the whole system over 
any individual consideration. By returning reproductive control to women and encouraging them 
to work collectively in selecting optimal mating patterns, Gilman is attuned to perfecting the 
whole by creating the ideal woman. This project appears most vividly in the conclusion of 
Herland, when Van and Ellador are poised to return to the United States, bringing with them the 
positive aspects of Herlandian thought as well as the willingness to recombine those traits (in 
                                                
76 Mark Haller, Eugenics: Hereditarian Attitudes in American Thought (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers UP, 1963), 58. Haller gives a thorough history of the development of eugenics in the 
United States. Relevant to this discussion of Gilman, Haller notes that eugenics was, among 
other kinds of public exposure, “lectured about before women’s clubs” (58). See also Art, Sex 
and Eugenics, ed. Fae Brauer and Anthea Callen, 2008, for a selection of essays on aspects of 
eugenic practice worldwide. 
77 Haller, Eugenics: Hereditarian Attitudes in American Thought, 59. 
78 Gilman, Herland, 66. 
79 Judith A. Allen, The Feminism of Charlotte Perkins Gilman (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 2009), 348. 
80 Allen, The Feminism of Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 321. 
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nonparthenogenetic birth) in hopes of creating something better.81 In the end, both the society 
represented by the women of Herland and the society presented by the American men fail in 
crucial ways, but the potential lies in the mixed future with more value placed on adaptation. In 
this sense, Gilman is a radical feminist, placing the keys of social change with the women in her 
women’s utopia. 
To Van and his friends, the women in Herland are perceived as overly masculine: “They 
were inconveniently reasonable, those women,”82 not the docile young women the men hoped 
for on entering Herland. Gilman gives her perfect females all the prized qualities of both men 
and women in America circa 1915. They are rational, peaceful, organized, clean, strong, smart, 
and powerful. While this amounts to radical feminism for Gilman in visualizing the epitome of 
what women could be—controllers of nature, for example—the same cannot be said of 
contemporary ecofeminism, which equates women and nature based on their subjection to 
patriarchal violence83: “Women hold the keys to the fecundity of the species and the fertility of 
the earth, and by refusing and opposing male plans to destroy Nature and debase life, they are 
finally in open revolt.”84 In general, modern-day feminist positions on the environment tend to be 
heavily preservationist, a far cry from Gilman’s exploitation and eugenic pruning. Furthermore, 
even excluding considerations of ecofeminism, one could easily imagine any ecologist looking at 
the tree-killing butterfly episode in systems terms, and wondering, “But what about the animals 
that eat the butterflies?” While Gilman was basically in line with the accepted conservationist 
                                                
81 Sexual reproduction is indeed an important point in Gilman’s sequel to Herland entitled With 
Her in Ourland. 
82 Gilman, Herland, 47. 
83 Maria Mies, “The Global Is in the Local, an Ecofeminist Perspective,” Terra Femina (Brazil: 
IDAC, 1992), 63. 
84 Rosiska Darcy de Oliveira, “Women and Nature: An Ancestral Bond, a New Alliance,” Terra 
Femina (Brazil: IDAC, 1992), 80. 
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environmental position of the early twentieth century (specifically with respect to municipal 
housekeeping), Gilman is no ecofeminist by today’s standards, much to her credit in that her 
departure from any particular brand of feminism allows her a more complex view of the 
relationship between women and the environment. Beyond mere environmental policy, Gilman’s 
position deviates even more from modern ecofeminism in Herland’s occasional anticipation of 
systems science, which feminists like Maria Mies distrust because it is a “machine model” 
comprised of “dissected, disrupted,…dead elements” that are not useful to “ecofeminists who 
want to heal the world.”85 Rather, Gilman’s position is substantially more complex than an 
either/or binary. 
Gilman has by no means an easy alliance with contemporary ecofeminism, but, based on 
her treatment of the environment as properly exploited for the good of womankind, Herland does 
admit interesting parallels with current complex systems theory (and ecosystems science by 
extension). Jeff describes Herland aptly as an anthill, an excellent example of a complex system: 
“Don’t they cooperate well? You can’t beat it. This place is just like an enormous anthill… And 
how about bees? Don’t they manage to cooperate and love one another? ... Just show me a 
combination of male creatures, bird, bug or beast, that works as well…women are the natural 
cooperators, not men!”86 Though it clashes with Mies’s blanket rejection of systems science (and 
indeed all masculinist modern science “based on the machine model”87), Jeff’s conception of the 
social structure in Herland as a complex cooperative aligns nicely with the more general 
treatment of modern complexity theory given by ecofeminist Teresa Santa Clara Gomes, who 
writes, “This is the age of the great systemic perspectives: of interdisciplinarity as the only 
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possible approach to reality, of intersectoriality as the only effective basis for social 
management, of complexity as the ‘science of the sciences’ or ‘method of methods’.”88 Here 
Gomes looks to systems science, not as a product of scientific practice skewed by men, but as a 
mode of locating order amid contemporary chaos. Gilman likewise achieves similar ends through 
her aggressively controlled version of municipal housekeeping, her feminist eugenics, and her 
radical feminism. Gilman is admittedly no preservationist. In Herland, not all women are meant 
to be mothers, a position Gilman upholds in her other writing; similarly, not all women are 
obligated to save the planet. Rather, the essential point for Gilman and for modern ecofeminists 
alike is to increase women’s potential to make broad, social impacts, whether that is in taking 
more control of the ecosystem or defending each piece of it. 
 
 
                                                
88 Teresa Santa Clara Gomes, “A Feminine Utopia,” Terra Femina (Brazil: IDAC, 1992), 86. 
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Chapter 3: “seeking spoor through the deep timefield”1: Human (In)Significance in Joyce’s 
Networked Spacetime 
 
Joyce’s depiction of landscapes—from the cityscape of Dublin in Ulysess to the “chilly 
spaces”2 in Finnegans Wake—mark his work as physically grounded in the geography of Ireland. 
However, beyond the earthly bounds of landscape, Joyce’s attention to cosmography, or 
skyscapes, acts as a companion to and reflection of his portrayal of the human-landscape 
interaction. Joyce’s cosmology acts as an integral balancing point to geographic, economic, and 
otherwise human-scale phenomena in his network of human interactions, and contributes to the 
perceived congruence of human nature with Nature itself in his works. That is, cosmography 
(skymapping) does more than form part of a human cultural fabric—by influencing the kinds of 
stories we tell, through cosmic events such as supernovae or comets,3 and by acting as a 
repository for this mythmaking, as in the stories told about the constellations.4 Taken as two 
(seemingly) separate parts of a single complex system, cosmography and geography provide 
structural components of a single network. They give rise to nodes in places and objects—via 
confluences real and imagined—and create and sustain links through the evolving meanings and 
associations attached to those nodes. Thus, the associative web brought about by human 
participation in this network illustrates a unified cosmos in which Nature and human nature are 
part of the same system. Joyce’s formulation of this coherent system is largely celebratory, but 
                                                
1 James Joyce, Finnegans Wake (New York: The Viking Press, 1939; New York: Penguin, 
1999), 475.24. Citations are to the Penguin edition and will be noted as FW. 
2 FW, 415.28. 
3 For examples of popular representations of such cosmic events, see the Bayeux Tapestry, 
George R.R. Martin’s A Game of Thrones (New York: Bantam Books, 1996), and no doubt 
countless others. 
4 James B Kaler, “The Constellations,” STARS, http://stars.astro.illinois.edu/sow/sowlist.html 
(accessed March 5, 2017). 
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not necessarily utopian as Joyce’s depiction of humanity’s place in this network highlights our 
total insignificance and capacity for error alongside our powerful ability to make meaning. 
The kind of cosmographic/(human)/geographic network I’m describing here is derived 
primarily from Ulysses (1922) and Finnegans Wake (1939) and isn’t quite like other networks I 
have addressed elsewhere in this project. It’s not really a social network because it’s not about 
people talking to each other, although Ulysses repeats characters from A Portrait of the Artist as 
a Young Man (1916) and Dubliners (1914) (note that character repetition is a signature feature of 
David Mitchell’s work as well). Likewise, it’s not even the kind of network that spreads 
information or disease, despite the fact that Joyce uses postal networks as a narrative feature in 
Finnegans Wake (a quality I’ll examine in depth with reference to the film Night Mail [1936]). 
Instead, Joyce’s network is individually, internally created, based on empathy and association—
sometimes association of shared experience (as with Bloom in Ulysses), and often through the 
association of shared sounds or meanings in Finnegans Wake.5 Joyce’s networks also take us 
beyond human-scale, or even global-scale, to an infinite, cosmic scale (what we might term a 
mythic scale?). That is, individually perceived spaces and times are relative; the fused spacetime 
continuum represents a shared domain.6 Further, how you experience one aspect, space or time, 
                                                
5 Shared place resonates as a key linking feature in other modernist works, such as Virginia 
Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway, and into contemporary fiction, including Zadie Smith’s NW and David 
Mitchell’s Ghostwritten, which I will discuss further in later chapters. 
6 Edward Harrison, Cosmology, 2nd Edition (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge UP, 2000), 207.  
This reading of relativistic spacetime is superficially related to criticism on how Einstein 
influenced Joyce. I find that reading mostly oversimplified and unproductive beyond saying, 
“Look, they’re both doing a kind of relativity!” and so will not delve down that avenue here. On 
that topic, consider David Ben-Merre, “What points of contact existed between these 
languages?’: James Joyce, Albert Einstein, and Interdisciplinary Study,” James Joyce Quarterly 
47, no. 1 (Fall 2009): 25-49; Peter Galison, Gerald Holton, and Silvan S. Schweber, Einstein for 
the 21st Century: His Legacy in Science, Art, and Modern Culture (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP), 
2008; and Allen Thiher, Fiction Refracts Science: Modernist Writers from Proust to Joyce 
(Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press), 2005. 
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influences how you experience the other. Or, as Herman Minkowski says in 1908, “Henceforth, 
space by itself and time by itself are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind of 
union of the two will preserve an independent reality.”7 Similarly, the several modes of Joyce’s 
networks are impossible to disentangle. 
Throughout Ulysses, from Stephen’s and Bloom’s observations of the morning cloud to 
their shared stargazing in “Ithaca,” heavenly bodies powerfully inflect human-environment 
relations. I am particularly interested in the episodes where Stephen and Bloom are shown to be 
associatively divergent yet spatially convergent, as in their cloud-gazing in “Telemachus” and 
“Calypso.” In a similar vein, by attempting to deliver a letter and, later, by looking up at the stars 
and participating in the “starchamber quiry”8 in Finnegans Wake, Shaun (the postman and 
champion of space) seems to unify Ireland in time and space through the movement and 
arrangement of his body. As Shaun’s twin (and signifier of time), Shem acts as a mutually 
constituting force in these relations. 
 Early in Ulysses, before Stephen Dedalus and Leopold Bloom even meet, they are linked 
by their observations of a cloud. As they observe the same phenomenon at the same time, their 
responses are remarkably similar, though with a twist. For Stephen, “A cloud began to cover the 
sun slowly, wholly, shadowing the bay in deeper green. It lay beneath him, a bowl of bitter 
waters. Fergus’ song.”9 The “bitter waters” of Dublin Bay mirror “love’s bitter mystery” from 
W. B. Yeats’ “Who Goes with Fergus?” which Buck Mulligan has just been singing. This 
association prompts Stephen to think about his mother lying on her deathbed, listening to him 
                                                
7 Quoted in Harrison, Cosmology, 207. 
8 FW, 475.18-19. 
9 James Joyce, Ulysses, ed. Hans Walter Gabler (1922; New York: Vintage, 1986), 1.248-249. 
Citations are to the Gabler edition and will hereafter be noted as U. 
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singing, and crying over those words: “love’s bitter mystery.”10 These memories evoke 
nightmare images Stephen has of his mother as a “Ghoul! Chewer of corpses!”11 (which recur in 
“Circe”). Aligning mother and sea in this scene (from the root mare/mer), both are shadowed for 
Stephen—the sea is literally shaded by the cloud, while Stephen’s last memories of his mother 
are haunted by his inability to fulfill her dying wish.12 
Later in the morning, Stephen explores the sensitivity of his powers of perception in his 
solitary walk on the beach in “Proteus.” Peter Francis Mackey asserts, “At the beginning of 
‘Proteus,’ a prototype of sorts emerges for the deductive reasoning that Joyce applies to the 
breaking point in ‘Ithaca’.”13 While philosophers roam his mental landscape, Stephen grapples 
with the nature of reality, subjective and objective, and, in so doing, brings up questions about 
wholeness that I read as indicative of a deeper search for systemic unity. Stephen wonders, is 
reality merely the physical world that can be perceived with the senses, or is it a combination of 
physical and mental landscapes? Conversely, is reality purely an aggregation of sense 
impressions in a person’s mind? In his monologue, Stephen draws on his knowledge of 
Aristotle’s work De Anima and on the ideas of George Berkeley, the Bishop of Cloyne, to 
address these questions. In this way, “Stephen not only affirms the permanence of the physical 
world, he also begins understanding how artists craft meaning from the sensed experiences of 
life—that is, from the particulars that Aristotle favored.”14 This depth of experience of the 
                                                
10 U, 1.253. 
11 U, 1.278. 
12 Stephen’s statement, “History is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake” (U, 2.377), 
signals that this nightmare is more generally memory, the memory of his mother that haunts his 
present. In this way, the past cannot be contained as such; it will unpredictably break out and 
infect the present and the future.  
13 Peter Francis Mackey, Chaos Theory and James Joyce’s Everyman (Gainesville, FL: 
University Press of Florida, 1999), 61. 
14 Mackey, Chaos Theory, 61. 
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physical world later recurs as a major component in the structure of “Ithaca,” and further points 
to the kind of networked complexity I see in Joyce’s presentation of multifaceted perception.15 
 Across Dublin, Leopold Bloom sees the same cloud Stephen saw: “A cloud began to 
cover the sun slowly, wholly. Grey. Far.”16 For Bloom the key word is “grey” (as it was “bitter” 
for Stephen). The cloud prompts images in Bloom’s mind of  
A barren land, bare waste. Vulcanic lake, the dead sea: no fish, weedless, sunk 
deep in the earth. No wind could lift those waves, grey metal, poisonous foggy 
waters. … A dead sea in a dead land, grey and old. … The oldest 
people…multiplying, dying, being born everywhere. It lay there now. Now it 
could bear no more. Dead: an old woman’s: the grey sunken cunt of the world. 
Desolation. Grey horror seared his flesh.17 
 
For Bloom, the cloud’s shadow is cast across the possibility of rebirth, the Judeo-Christian image 
of woman as promised land in general and his and Molly’s regenerative potential in particular. 
Against his imagined desolation of the earth, Bloom sees himself as crusted with age.18 This 
feeling of being old and used up will recur to him throughout the day, especially as he 
remembers his dead son, Rudy, and his daughter Milly’s budding reproductive potential. Rudy 
reminds Bloom of what he likely cannot get back (though Bloom does wonder if he and Molly 
might still be able to have another child), while Milly, a “watered down”19 version of Molly, 
signals the coming maturity of the next generation, rendering Molly and Bloom obsolete. 
                                                
15 Importantly, these variations on perception must include apparently limited perception. Joyce 
is particularly attentive to how blindness can improve “sight”: “If you can put your five fingers 
through it it is a gate, if not a door. Shut your eyes and see” (U, 3.8-9). This phrasing (“shut your 
eyes and see”) implies what Stephen quickly discovers: he can “see” a wider cross-section of 
reality with his eyes closed. Limiting one sense enhances the others; without sight, sound leads 
him, as could touch or smell, any of which would yield a better picture, or at least disclose a 
different facet, of the universe. 
16 U, 4.218. 
17 U, 4.219-230. 
18 U, 4.232. 
19 U, 6.87. 
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Like parallel lines on a non-Euclidean sphere, Bloom’s and Stephen’s perceptions of the 
cloud are both parallel and intersecting. Where Stephen sees the cloud blocking the sun as 
leaving a bitter chill, and lancing him through with uncontrollable Catholic guilt over the death 
of his mother, for Bloom it similarly signals death—the death of the world, and the death of his 
son (sun) and heir. However, where Stephen’s response to his image of death is a turning inward, 
further into his own mind, Bloom retreats from worldwide desolation into a fantasy of Molly’s 
“ample bedwarmed flesh,”20 pointing to life and potential rebirth. It is worth noting here that 
Bloom’s reflections inspired by the cloud are coming on the heels of his thoughts about 
sharecropping oranges from the eastern Mediterranean that I discussed in my Introduction. So, 
his thoughts here about death and cyclic rebirth align with his more practical considerations of 
global trade and fecundity, illustrating how networks connect the personal with the global and 
commercial. 
Consider Stephen’s and Bloom’s impressions in terms of parallax. Parallax, a recurring 
theme in Ulysses, refers to objects (especially cosmic objects such as stars) appearing in “slightly 
different directions when viewed from different positions.”21 Where Stephen feels guilt for the 
passing of the previous generation, Bloom both senses and resists his own passing, conflating 
feelings of desolation with a lingering hope for the future. By presenting multiple impressions of 
the same event, Ulysses offers up a vision of the complexity contained in a single passing 
stimulus. The viewing angles represented by Stephen and Bloom overlay in a unified panorama 
that crosses space and time, that is, city space and generational time. 
                                                
20 U, 4.238-239. 
21 Harrison, Cosmology, 89. 
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 Linking this first shared encounter between Bloom and Stephen with their last shared 
moments in “Ithaca,” I return to Yeats’ “Who goes with Fergus?” Though Stephen does not 
complete “Fergus’ song”22 in “Telemachus,” Yeats’ poem concludes, “For Fergus rules the 
brazen cars/…And all disheveled wandering stars.”23 This reference is remarkably apt in 
connecting Bloom’s and Stephen’s cloud-gazing with their star-gazing in “Ithaca.” By the time 
we reach “Ithaca” Bloom has come full circle, both spatially, in the sense that he is home again, 
and mentally. His morning consideration of his daughter’s impending sexual maturity has 
evolved into a concrete suggestion of her future with Stephen, which is again inflected by 
Bloom’s conviction that Milly is simply the next phase of Molly, a kind of generational passing 
of the guard.24 Likewise, while stargazing with Stephen, Bloom sees in the cosmos infinite 
possibility alongside human insignificance, as he saw worldwide desolation alongside 
fruitfulness in the cloud. 
 When Bloom and Stephen finally make it back to Bloom’s house in “Ithaca,” they 
stargaze together. This gives Bloom an opportunity to experience a father/son bond with 
Stephen, and it allows Bloom to share his thoughts about the Universe that he has been 
developing all day: “With what meditations did Bloom accompany his demonstration to his 
companion of various constellations? Meditations of evolution increasingly vaster.”25 This gives 
rise to the series of questions and answers related in the catechistic style of “Ithaca” with its 
focus on science and observation, yet ultimately this provides no stable answers. Mackey notes, 
“[H]ere, no answers are complete. As the questions relentlessly and futilely try to discern 
                                                
22 U, 1.249. 
23 W.B. Yeats, “Who goes with Fergus?,” The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats, 2nd Edition, ed. 
Richard J. Finneran (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996), 43. 
24 U, 17.929-944. 
25 U, 17.1040-1042. 
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relations and causes, they enact Bloom’s hesitant and futile confusion before the day’s events. 
They make obvious, that is, the dynamic, changing, contingent nature of the world-system of 
which Bloom is a part.”26 Though no ultimate stability is reached, perhaps, Bloom and Stephen, 
in the very enactment of this Q&A, do find a way to navigate the necessarily always shifting 
relationship between parts of a complex system. Bloom seems to take comfort in his facts, his 
knowing, and yet he is constantly interrogating and seeking new views. 
 Gazing at the “heaventree of stars hung with humid nightblue fruit,”27 Bloom (apparently 
a fruit lover) meditates on “the infinite lattiginous scintillating uncondensed milky 
way…[and]…the parallax or parallactic drift of socalled fixed stars, in reality evermoving 
wanderers from immeasurably remote eons to infinitely remote futures in comparison with which 
the years, threescore and ten, of allotted human life formed a parenthesis of infinitesimal 
brevity.”28 Coupled with his meditations on the infinitely vast, Bloom considers the infinitely 
small: 
The incalculable trillions of billions of millions of imperceptible molecules 
contained by cohesion of molecular affinity in a single pinhead: of the universe of 
human serum constellated with red and white bodies, themselves universes of 
void space constellated with other bodies, each, in continuity, its universe of 
divisible component bodies of which each was again divisible.29 
 
                                                
26 Mackey, Chaos Theory, 200. 
27 U, 17.1039. 
28 U, 17.1042-1056.  
Neil deGrasse Tyson in Death by Black Hole and Other Cosmic Quandaries (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 2007), adds, “What are the lessons to be learned from this journey of the 
mind? That humans are emotionally fragile, perennially gullible, hopelessly ignorant masters of 
an insignificantly small speck in the cosmos” (47). 
29 U, 17.1061-1066. See also Richard Feynman, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom,” 
Caltech Engineering and Science 23, no. 5 (February 1960): 22-36, regarding the abundance of 
work that remains to be done in physics at very small scales. 
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While this consideration of the infinite may seem depressing, what Bloom has essentially done is 
place humanity—despite its unimpressively middling scale—in a continuum of infinities: the 
infinitely vast cosmos and the infinitely divisible world of particles. By identifying the stars as 
unfixed wanderers, Bloom aligns himself and Stephen with the heavenly bodies, as they 
themselves have been homeless wanderers on this June 16th, 1904. Indeed, by Bloom’s 
formulation humans can claim a similar kind of “infinitely remote future”30 through the 
generational cycle imagined by Bloom—Molly marries Bloom begets Milly marries Stephen, ad 
infinitum—such that immortality is achieved through one’s children. Bloom has also placed 
humanity as one small part of an infinite universe as well as containing infinite universes (in the 
sense that you are the universe to your own cells). 
Vitally, these infinite formulations are contingent on spatially collapsing Stephen and 
Bloom. Despite all this unimportance and flawed perception that Bloom’s interrogation of scales 
has heaped on humans, we still have the ability to connect based on shared experience, perhaps 
most especially the shared experience of being vastly inconsequential. The narrator asks, “What 
celestial sign was by both simultaneously observed?” In answer we learn that they watched as “a 
star precipitated with great apparent velocity across the firmament from Vega in the Lyre above 
the zenith beyond the stargroup of the Tress of Berenice towards the zodiacal sign of Leo.”31 I 
have included Figure 3.1 “Sky above 53°12'N 6°6'W at Fri 1904 Jun 17 2:00 UTC”32 (below) to 
show what Stephen and Bloom could really see that night. Digging into the possible meaning of 
this observation, Vega, sometimes known as “the Harp Star,” is the brightest star in Lyre, “the 
                                                
30 U, 17.1054. 
31 U, 17.1210-1213. 
32 John Walker, “Sky above 53°12'N 6°6'W at Fri 1904 Jun 17 2:00 UTC,” Your Sky, 
http://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/Yoursky. 
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Harp,” which indicates Ireland itself.33 The Tress of Berenice, also known as Coma Berenices or 
Berenice’s Hair,34 refers to the story of Egyptian Queen Berenice, who cut off her hair as an 
offering to the gods in exchange for the safe return of her husband/brother from war.35 Leo, of 
course, is the lion but also our intrepid Leopold Bloom. Taken together, we have a sense of 
returning to or for Leopold, with an explicitly Irish cast, indicating that Bloom’s journey 
homeward has been achieved despite the irate nationalists of “Cyclops” and the adultery of 
Molly.36 Bloom, who has imagined Stephen as his son, likely includes him in this homecoming, 
though such a reading for Stephen is less clear.37 
In these shared, multi-layered observations, we see that only by eliminating parallax, 
present in their morning encounter, can Bloom articulate the infinity he imagines in 
metempsychosis, another running theme through Ulysses, which Bloom defines for Molly as “the 
                                                
33 Larry Sessions, “Vega is the Harp Star,” EarthSky (20 July 2016), 
http://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/vega-brilliant-blue-white-is-third-brightest-star. 
34 Yeats refers to “Berenice’s Hair” in “Veronica’s Napkin” in The Collected Poems, 239. 
35 “Coma Berenices,” Peoria Astronomical Society, 
http://www.astronomical.org/constellations/com.html.  
Note also that Coma Berenices used to be considered part of Leo, according to Deborah Byrd, 
“A Tangle of Stars in Berenice’s Hair,” EarthSky (23 March 2017), http://earthsky.org/?p=3022. 
36 John Gordon, in “Ithaca as the Letter C,” Joyce and Reality: The Empirical Strikes Back 
(Syracuse, NY: Syracuse UP, 2004), 212-222, has pointed out that the letter C appears more 
frequently in “Ithaca” than in any other episode (approximately 1 in 35 letters). Gordon suggests 
that the arc shape of C acts as a visual correspondence to the shape of the book/Bloom’s journey. 
I’m not convinced by this reading—for example, why not O for a full loop?—but it provides an 
additional view of this stellar journey. 
37 In The “Ithaca Chapter of Joyce’s Ulysses (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1983), 
Richard E. Madtes offers a slightly different reading that more fully accounts for Stephen. 
Madtes highlights “repeated suggestions of acceptance, union, and sublimation. Stephen finds a 
‘father’ in Bloom, and thereby moves toward stability and self-determination” (84). Because 
Bloom takes the place of one of Stephen’s parents, though not his mother, his missing parent, 
Bloom does in some sense contribute to an uplifting or an approach to wholeness for Stephen. 
The main problem I have with this interpretation is that Stephen does not stay with Bloom. We 
are given no indication that this chance conjunction will result in lasting effects. I would 
therefore temper Stephen’s “moves toward stability” with the addition that these moves are 
meaningful only/at least in “Ithaca,” regardless of whether they are fleeting or permanent. 
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transmigration of souls” or “reincarnation.”38 Richard E. Madtes describes Bloom and Stephen’s 
unity, achieved based on a common view of the stars, as the climax of Ulysses: “The true climax 
of Ulysses appears in the mystical union which, in spite of their differences, Bloom and Stephen 
experience….[The events of “Ithaca”] form the novel’s central theme,…the theme of man’s 
simultaneous isolation and unity.”39 Bloom and Stephen’s two perspectives, divided in time and 
space by age and physical difference, are united by viewing the same object of perception, the 
heavens, at the same time and in the same place. While parallax and metempsychosis remind us 
that it is physically impossible for two people to be experiencing exactly the same thing because 
of their different placements in space and time, they also provide the tools to overcome this 
disconnect. For example, astronomers use parallax angles to measure the actual distance to 
faraway objects despite variations in observations from different sites.40 Thus, as Madtes 
suggests, Joyce’s use of astronomical figures against this background knowledge highlights the 
connection as well as the disjunction between Stephen and Bloom. 
  
                                                
38 U, 4.342, 4.361. 
39 Madtes, The “Ithaca” Chapter of Joyce’s Ulysses, xii-xiii. 
40 Bloom considers this repeatedly in “Lestrygonians,” mostly explicitly when he “held out his 
right hand at arm’s length towards the sun. … The tip of his little finger blotted out the sun’s 
disk” (U, 8.564-566).  
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Figure 3.1. Sky above 53°12'N 6°6'W at Fri 1904 Jun 17 2:00 UTC.41 I have drawn a red arrow 
in the figure to indicate the approximate path of a star shooting “from Vega in the Lyre” across 
the “Tress of Berenice towards…Leo.” Note that Leo is not actually visible in the sky at this time 
and date, but Bloom himself may be read as the Leo in question.  
  
                                                
41 Walker, “Sky above 53°12'N 6°6'W at Fri 1904 Jun 17 2:00 UTC,” Your Sky, 
http://www.fourmilab.ch/cgi-bin/Yoursky. 
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So far I have discussed Joyce’s networks in terms of their imaginative and connective 
potential, but now I would like to extend that reading by considering the more practical structure 
and function of networks, specifically postal networks, in Finnegans Wake (1939) alongside 
Harry Watt and Basil Wright’s short documentary film, Night Mail (1936). Postal networks, like 
the global economic networks imagined by Bloom, offer a unique perspective on how complex 
networks provide simultaneous confluence and connection in tension with division and collapse. 
Finnegans Wake features multiple failed attempts to deliver a letter as a result of the direction of 
the letter changing over time. New spatial configurations and geographic conditions do not 
replace older maps; instead the spatial mappings stack on top of each other. Simultaneously 
gaining information while losing usability problematizes the efficiency and precision of the 
postal system examined in Night Mail, mirroring similar (though more abstractly presented) 
issues in Finnegans Wake itself. In the case of Finnegans Wake, the letter proves undeliverable, a 
total failure for the postman, whereas Night Mail celebrates the superhuman efficiency and 
successful operation of the modern postal service. 
Night Mail focuses on the Postal Special, a train carrying mail overnight from London to 
Scotland, especially the mechanics of rapid mail delivery possible as part of a Traveling Post 
Office (TPO). On the Postal Special, well-oiled machine meets dedicated and efficient 
manpower. Early in the film voiceover narration informs viewers that the Postal Special has only 
40 workers, carries no passengers, and moves half a million letters per day. Interspersed with 
shots of people marveling at the mail train, the voiceover goes on to inform us that the Postal 
Special travels 12 million miles and carries 500 million letters per year.42 As if all these figures 
were not impressive enough, the real magic of the postal service resides in its function as 
                                                
42 The Postal Service likes facts and figures as much as Bloom did in “Ithaca.” 
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national connective tissue: “Trains from Lincolnshire and Derbyshire connect to Talbot; trains 
from Warwickshire and Leicestershire connect to Grundy.” Further, “Trains from Bristol, 
Cardiff, Manchester, Stokes, Liverpool, and Birmingham bring a thousand bags of mail to the 
North between 10:57 and 11:39 p.m.” 43 Highlighting how quickly the TPO can connect different 
regions of England and Scotland, keeping them in communication though they are spatially 
dispersed, reveals how vital the mail train is for national unity. Without the mail, Night Mail 
suggests the nation is disjointed and mute.44 
 The rural portions of the Postal Special’s route receive particular visual attention. Though 
these swaths of open countryside cannot be named in the voiceover, the film returns over and 
over to images of the country and its inhabitants who depend upon the train. (See Figures 3.2 and 
3.3 below.) In these two stills from Night Mail, the viewer is confronted with a distinctively 
modern incongruity: a farmer, against a backdrop of haystacks and livestock, checks his watch 
and awaits the precise arrival time of his post. In one sense, the mail train breaks the idyllic 
scene, marring nature with its tracks, noise, speed, and pollution. Yet, far from disrupting rural 
life, the Postal Special has become part of the rural landscape, part of the national fabric. The 
farmer, his pig, and his haystacks appear perfectly at ease in the presence of the train. Through 
advances in technology in general and the TPO in particular, country-dwellers share with city-
dwellers the spoils of modernity and the connections it affords. No matter your location in the 
United Kingdom, you can receive your mail and be connected with distant people and places 
quickly, efficiently, and reliably.45  
                                                
43 Night Mail, directed by Harry Watt and Basil Wright (1936; London: BFI, 2009), DVD. 
44 Note how this aligns with Joyce’s recurring themes of deafness and muteness within FW. 
45 In his study of the American postal system, Spreading the News (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
UP, 1995), Richard R. John highlights “the well known aphorism of media critic Marshall 
McLuhan that communications technology was fast transforming the world into a global village” 
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Figure 3.2. Postal Special through rural England.46 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Country-dweller checking time.47  
                                                
(13). Specifically, the postal system works to connect far-flung territories and in so doing 
incorporate them as part of national or global fabric. 
46 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
47 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
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The theme of timing and precision present in the farmer’s pocket watch appears again as 
the documentary delves further into the mechanics of successfully operating a TPO. As one 
might expect, issues of timing and lateness are regular obstacles in operating a complex network 
of trains. The stills in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (below) illustrate how workers and controllers on the 
Postal Special deal with inevitable late trains and necessary readjustments to the schedule. In 
Figure 3.4, two workers receive word that a train is running late. They converse briefly about 
how long a delay the late train will cause, estimating that the mail train will need to be held for 
four minutes. Next, they call the control room to get approval for the schedule delay. Controllers 
(shown in Figure 3.5) receive regular reports on the status of all express trains, to which they 
refer before approving the delay. This method of checks based on a constant stream of data is 
necessary to approve a very precise and very short delay, which would be impossible without 
exact knowledge of the entire system of trains on a minute-to-minute basis. Such attention to 
detail aligns with the emphasis on timing from earlier in the film (the pocket watch, the exact 
arrival time of the night train) and indicates a thoroughly modern, Einsteinian approach to clocks 
and temporal simultaneity and disjunction. Synchronized watches on all trains and all workers 
are essential to an effective postal service, once again interlocking man and machine.48  
  
                                                
48 Recall Poincaré from my Introduction. 
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Figure 3.4. Workers alerted to late train.49 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Control room for Postal Special.50 
  
                                                
49 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
50 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
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Night Mail’s emphasis on instantaneous precision across spatiotemporal networks 
highlights how imperative the successful integration of man and machine is to modern life. Even 
outside the city, traveling across rural England and Scotland, modern communications emerge as 
a result of man’s mastery of technology. On the Postal Special, the perfect marriage of 
technology and efficiency, like something out of an industrial engineer’s wet dream, overcomes 
the chaos inherent in the sheer number of people and places served and letters carried. 
Joyce takes an orthogonal approach to temporality and its relation to navigating the 
modern world; in Finnegans Wake, precision in spatial and temporal location is palimpsestically 
obscured by the unmovable weight of history. Book 3, Chapter 1 (III.1) of Finnegans Wake 
opens with a description of “Shaun! Shaun! Post the post!,” a postman for Royal Mail Dublin.51 
Later in III.1, we see Shaun attempting to carry out his role as Christ-like deliverer of ALP’s 
letter. This “letter, carried of Shaun, son of Hek, written of Shem, brother of Shaun, uttered for 
Alp, mother of Shem, for Hek, father of Shaun”52 faces the same delivery problems as those 
encountered by the workers of the Postal Special—poorly written addresses. As shown in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 below, when the workers of the Postal Special encounter an illegible or 
otherwise poorly addressed letter, they have recourse to a definitive listing of possible correct 
addresses. No such address book can exist in Finnegans Wake because the present state of spatial 
organization—geographical, personal, etc.—does not supersede any past states. Instead, Joyce 
privileges outdated information, allowing the “midden heap” of history to pile up, adding layers 
of complexity and potential confusion, rather than wiping away old spatial markers and replacing 
them with a fresh guidebook each year. In this choice of stacked spatiotemporal markers over the 
                                                
51 FW, 404.7, 404.30. 
52 FW, 420.17-19. 
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clean efficiency of a well-defined, current network, Joyce privileges the layers of meaning 
possible from historical geography, selecting a chaos on a different scale than TPO’s mere 
millions of letters, miles, people, and destinations. The chaos of the Wake is the chaos of all the 
voices of history. 
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Figure 3.6. A poorly addressed letter.53 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Locating the proper address.54 
 
  
                                                
53 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
54 Night Mail, dir. by Watt and Wright, 1936. 
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The section on “The Delivery of the Letter” begins “and congrously enough the 
confusion of its composition…was fitly capped by the zigzaggery of its delivering” in Joyce’s 
original notes.55 This is no surprise given that “the envelope is crisscrossed with names, stamps, 
notices, addresses, postmarks, advertisements, and so on, entered on it while loitering in the 
past.”56 These confusing crisscrosses and zigzags of the past and present are precisely the 
organizational structures to be avoided by outfits like the Postal Special. Where Night Mail 
celebrates precision and efficiency even in such a complex task as express mail delivery, 
Finnegans Wake leverages Shaun’s confusion to illustrate that the problem of modern 
complexity may at once be more chaotic and more easily decoded than one might imagine. The 
envelope bears at least nine different addresses: 29 Hardwicke Street, 13 Fitzgibbon Street, 
1132a.12 North Richmond Street, 92 Windsor Avenue, 8 Royal Terrace, 3 Castlewood Avenue, 
2 Millbourne Avenue, Drumcondra, 7 Saint Perter’s Terrace, and 60 Shelbourne Road.57 Shaun 
has failed to deliver the letter to any of these addresses for a variety of reasons, which might 
ordinarily be solvable by an address book as in Night Mail—name illegible, left no address, no 
such person, no such number, no such street, wrongly spelled.58 However, the trick here is that 
all the given addresses are those of the Joyce family’s residences in Dublin between 1893 and 
1904. Although all the addresses refer to the same place—in this case, a personal direction 
(Joyce’s residence) rather than a single geographic location—Shaun is unable to parse the 
multitude of addresses scribbled onto the envelope because his delivery task is not well defined 
                                                
55 Rose and O’Hanlon, Understanding Finnegans Wake (New York: Garland Publishing, 1982), 
209. 
56 Rose and O’Hanlon, Understanding FW, 220. 
57 Rose and O’Hanlon, Understanding FW, 220. 
58 FW, 420.23-33. See full text of Finnegans Wake 420.17-421.14 (included at the end of the 
chapter as Figure 3.9) for additional reasons for delivery failure and Joyce’s original language. 
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in time. Mail service depends on being able to map one place to one time; here, one place maps 
across multiple times. Thus, Shaun’s postal network collapses.59 
Space and time are more explicitly collapsed through the act of stargazing in the 
“starchamber quiry” section of Finnegans Wake. In this scene near the beginning of III.3, the 
four masters meet “to hold their sworn starchamber quiry” on Shaun.60 At this point Shaun has 
shifted from the dream sequences of the previous two chapters and “appears metamorphosed into 
a third phase, that of Yawn.”61 He is asleep on the ground with his various body parts touching 
all the divisions of Ireland: “one half of him in Conn’s half but the whole of him nevertheless in 
Owenmore’s five quarters.”62 This positioning figures Shaun as in contact with both the whole of 
Ireland and the sky visible above it, touching the ground and looking heavenward, as are the four 
old men; the result is a landed rootedness that invites overlapping images of stargazing, 
effectively networking land and sky by mirrored associations. 
By identifying the interrogation that follows as a “starchamber quiry” in the chapter’s 
opening, Joyce stages an alignment between heavenly and earthly symbols. The Star Chamber 
was historically an “English court that became notorious for its arbitrary methods and severe 
punishments.”63 It evolved from Edward II’s King’s Council and was named after the “star-
spangled ceiling of the room where it met in the old palace of Westminster.” Its judges were high 
ranking officials, “privy councillors and the judges of the common law courts,” and it was 
                                                
59 Though the imagined network built in Finnegans Wake on the historical geography of Ireland 
and the practicalities of efficient postal delivery are unstable or already collapsed (in the sense 
that it is difficult if not impossible to disentangle real and imagined networks), they are more 
cohesive than the more contemporary disconnected nets of Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49 
(1965), for example. 
60 FW, 475.18-19. 
61 Rose and O’Hanlon, Understanding FW, 242. 
62 FW, 475.6-7. 
63 “Star Chamber,” WordNet, A Lexical Database for English, http://wordnet.princeton.edu/. 
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“responsible for administering justice directly and supervising other courts.”64 In Finnegans 
Wake, the starchamber appears as a double of this court. Like the judges of the original Star 
Chamber court, the four old men of Finnegans Wake are figured as magi, saints, or kings and are 
not answerable to another higher authority. The questions asked of Shaun by the four masters 
become increasingly difficult to parse, perhaps a reflection of the arbitrariness and severity of the 
original court. Most significantly, the Wake’s “starchamber quiry” actually takes place under the 
stars. The notable presence of the heavens on the ceiling of the original Star Chamber court 
becomes a source of additional meaning in Joyce’s configuration. 
I’ll start by considering the geographic specifics of Shaun’s placement before layering on 
the heavenly. The four masters come upon Shaun, “Afeared themselves were to wonder at the 
class of a crossroads puzzler he would likely be,” and find him sprawling “length by breadth 
nonplussing his thickness, ells upon ells of him, making so many square yards of him, one half of 
him in Conn’s half but the whole of him nevertheless in Owenmore’s five quarters.”65 This 
description of Shaun’s spatial arrangement highlights two important points: First, Shaun is 
spatially vast. In the Wake, he is described as eating with gusto and being as big as a barrel. 
Second, Shaun is distributed bodily across all five/four parts of Ireland simultaneously, thus 
physically linking the geographic space he inhabits and implying his centrality between the 
various spatial divisions. Shaun’s position at a crossroads also highlights his crossing of 
divisional boundaries. However, his status as a “crossroads puzzler” suggests that there might be 
a toll for crossing him. 
                                                
64 “Court of Star Chamber 1485-1642,” The National Archives, 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/records/research-guides/star-chamber.htm. 
65 FW, 475.4-7. 
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Even working with only the geographic part of the network, the “starchamber” section 
already adds confounding layers of meaning across space and time. The historical geography of 
Ireland admits of multiple, simultaneous divisions, themselves competing or complementary 
(depending on how you look at it). There are the two halves—the north and south of Ireland; the 
four provinces contemporary geographers are probably most familiar with—Ulster, Leinster, 
Munster, and Connacht; then the “fifth quarter,” Meath, meaning “Middle Kingdom,” which 
contains Kells and Tara. The historical Meath is now dissolved, though it lingers in the names of 
the counties Meath and Westmeath, which were both part of the Kingdom of Meath, along with 
parts of other neighboring counties near the intersection of Connacht, Leinster, and Ulster. (See 
Figure 3.8 below for an 1808 map of Ireland’s provinces.) Though they are at once incoherent, in 
the sense that these several mappings do not align one-to-one with the actual space of Ireland, 
these divisional choices constitute a different mode of connection. Multiple naming conventions 
create links with varying (multiple, simultaneous, and evolving) resonances in a single, 
historically inflected, geographic network.66 
  
                                                
66 These themes of hybridity and the growing interplay between order and chaos echo the earlier 
“Nightlessons” section of the Wake in which the limited clarity of the main text is further 
complicated by competing left and right marginalia. Early in this section, the right margin 
screams, “GNOSIS OF PRECREATE DETERMINATION. AGNOSIS OF POSTCREATE 
DETERMINISM,” (FW, 262.20-27) which suggests that prior knowledge of order gives way to 
an inability to understand resultant chaos. Leading up to Shaun’s spatial hybridity, multiple 
iterations of HCE (who is himself usually aligned with the land/landscape/geography) evoke 
hybrid spaces, especially contested or colonized spaces. HCE appears as “Hispano-Cathayan-
Euxine,” “Castillian-Emeratic-Hebridian,” and “Espanol-Cymric-Helleniky” (FW, 263.13-15), 
all suggesting hybridity or territory that cannot be clearly defined as belonging to a single 
geopolitical category. Additional markers of spatial fluidity appear through the rest of the 
section—from the left margin’s “no home” to the “inkbottle authority, solarsystemised seriol-
cosmically, in a more and more almightily expanding universe under one, there is rhyme-less 
reason to believe, original sun” (FW, 263.24-27). 
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Figure 3.8. The four provinces of Ireland.67 Note that the Kingdom of Meath has been absorbed, 
primarily into Leinster (shaded pink), but persists in the counties named for it (Meath and 
Westmeath, near the top left and top center of Leinster). 
  
                                                
67 “1808 - Ireland,” The General Gazetteer; or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary, 1808, 
http://libguides.ucd.ie/findingmaps/mapshistIreland.  
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These man-made, surface divisions are physically built on an underground root system, 
here composed mainly of potatoes. Immediately following the passage about Shaun’s spatial 
layout in the divisions of Ireland, we get a more local scene, “There would he lay till they would 
him descry, spancelled down upon a blossomy bed, at one foule stretch, amongst the 
daffydowndillies, the flowers of narcosis fourfettering his footlights, a halohedge of wild spuds 
hovering over him, epicures waltzing with gardenfillers, puritan shoots advancing to Aran 
chiefs.”68 Taken alongside the political maps of Ireland, it is tempting at first to read the bed of 
flowers as another surface detail—particularly given that the “halohedge of wild spuds [hovers] 
over [Shaun].”69 Yet, despite their flowering presence above ground, all the plants named here 
feature bulbs or extensive underground root systems. The “daffydowndillies,” or daffodils, and 
the “narcosis,” or narcissus, are both bulb flowers (indeed “daffodil” and “narcissus” are both 
common names for a flower of the genus narcissus). Epicures, Puritans, Garden Fillers, and Aran 
Chiefs are all types of potatoes.70 Though potatoes do not have particularly deep or wide-ranging 
root systems (as compared to other crop vegetables), in tubers, including potatoes, the root is the 
most important part.71 Especially for Ireland where the potato is a food staple, rootedness isn’t 
just a matter of physical history, it’s what’s for dinner. 
Continuing the description of Shaun, we see more bodily detail as we reach the sky: “The 
meteor pulp of him, the seamless rainbowpeel. … His bellyvoid of nebulose with his neverstop 
                                                
68 FW, 475.7-12. 
69 FW, 475.10-11 (emphasis added). 
70 Roland McHugh glosses, “Connacht Tribune 16/2/1924: ‘Best Seed Potatoes: Flounders / 
Epicures / Puritans / Garden Fillers / Aran Chiefs’,” for this section in Annotations to Finnegans 
Wake, 3rd edition (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 475.10.  
71 K. Iwama, “Physiology of the Potato: New Insights into Root Systems and Repercussions for 
Crop Management,” Potato Research 51, no. 3-4 (December 2008): 333, doi: 10.1007/s11540-
008-9120-3. 
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navel. … And his veins shooting melanite phosphor, his creamtocustard cometshair and his 
asteroid knuckles, ribs, and members. … His electrolatiginous twisted entrails belt.”72 While this 
more detailed description clearly includes aspects of a physically-grounded body (such as skin, 
belly, navel, hair, knuckles, etc.), there are many astronomical elements interspersed: meteor, 
nebula, comet, asteroid, (Orion’s) belt, and phosphor (Venus before sunrise73). These 
astronomical descriptors suggest that Shaun is at once on land and in the sky, or that he is at least 
visually projected onto both through this series of identifications with both geographic and 
cosmographic markers. 
 In these myriad descriptors there is repeated murkiness or cloudiness, reminiscent of the 
episode with the cloud from Ulysses. While his “bellyvoid of nebulose” seems to be an indicator 
of Shaun’s growing hunger as the night draws to a close and morning and the breakfast hour 
approach, this description also suggests a void marked by cloudiness, perhaps a reference to 
stellar nebulae. Here the confluence of earthly (cloudy) with heavenly (nebula) is particularly 
striking. Astronomer Sir Robert Ball points out that the blackness of space is not uniform; rather 
it is punctuated by masses of “faintly luminous glowing gas or vapor.”74 These nebulae vary in 
density from extremely diffuse clouds of vapor to very condensed to the point of star or star 
cluster formation. This gradation of diffusion and condensation works as perhaps another useful 
metaphor for Finnegans Wake itself or for the nighttime dream state more generally: a series of 
cloudy patches with varying degrees of clarity scattered throughout a non-uniform void. Nebulae 
are, as Ball describes, “faint cloudy spots, or stains of light on the black background of the sky,” 
                                                
72 FW, 475.12-17. 
73 McHugh, Annotations to FW, 475. 
74 Sir Robert Stawell Ball, The Story of the Heavens (London: Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1897), 502. 
Joyce had this book in his personal library. 
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which “must not for a moment be confounded with clouds, in the ordinary meaning of the word. 
The latter exist only suspended in atmosphere, while nebulae are immersed in the depths of 
space.”75 While Ball goes on to outline the vast differences between nebulae and clouds, 
including size, distance from earth, and luminosity, this mixing—perhaps collapsing, perhaps 
enriching—of ordinary and stellar terms is exactly what occurs in reading Joyce. Reading one 
meaning for the other is at once incorrect in the sense of strict astronomical definitions but 
nevertheless unavoidable and potentially necessary for grasping the layered meanings and 
disparate connections built into the Wake. 
 As in the “Ithaca” section of Ulysses, such a stellar projection implies infinitely vast 
spatial and temporal components; stargazing requires looking across both space and time 
simultaneously (in the sense that you are both looking at an object that is a vast distance away 
from you, and the light allowing you to see that object is very old, enabling you to see into the 
past). While in Ulysses Bloom and Stephen were simply looking at the stars to place or imagine 
themselves in infinite spacetime, Shaun here seems to have actually become an object of infinite 
spacetime. In becoming space and time, Shaun has fused with his twin brother, Shem, signifier 
of time. This collapsing or unifying of Shem and Shaun, mirror images and bitter rivals 
throughout Finnegans Wake, brings together seemingly opposed perspectives. In unifying 
Shaun/space and Shem/time, through the act of stargazing, Finnegans Wake moves beyond the 
imagined connections of Ulysses and manifests a relativistic model of the cosmos. 
Following the description of Shaun’s spatial/geographic location, the “four claymen” 
approach him and add depth to the cosmic reading of this scene: “First klettered Shanator 
Gregory, seeking spoor through the deep timefield,” suggesting both deep space and deep time, 
                                                
75 Ball, Story of the Heavens, 449. 
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as well as perhaps the concept of fields, which I mentioned in my Introduction in connection 
with James Clerk Maxwell. The passage continues, “Shanator Lyons, trailing the wavy line of 
his partition footsteps (something in his blisters was telling him all along how he had been in that 
place one time).”76 Here the overlay of landed history and cosmological deep time is particularly 
pronounced. One can easily imagine the men making their way across Ireland, noting its 
historical divisions all the way up to the partition and establishing a sense of place based in 
native familiarity—finding that place in a series of “one time[s]” perhaps. However, at the same 
time, the language suggests an affinity with deep cosmological space and time, features of 
stargazing because of the vast distances starlight crosses to reach us, and the consequent age of 
the light once we finally see it. Yet clear distinctions continue to be impossible in this tangled net 
of land and sky. “The wavy line of his partition footsteps” is particularly illustrative here, I think, 
in that the reference switches between land and sky depending on what you’re looking for or 
listening for (another case of perspective or parallax). In this case, “wavy line…partition” 
suggests both the Milky Way, as a wavy line cutting a swath through the heavens, as well as the 
geographical division between north and south Ireland. 
With the last two “claymen” and their donkey, there come a series of references to Orion 
(following up the oblique reference in the earlier description of Shaun’s “electrolatiginous 
twisted entrails belt”77) and the constellations surrounding and associated with him. The third of 
the four masters, Dr Shunadure Tarpey, comes “caperchasing after honourable sleep [sheep], hot 
on to the aniseed” and the last, old Shunny MacShunny, brings the ass “like a kapr [goat] in the 
kabisses.”78 Though he is not explicitly present as Shaun is, Shem is symbolically present here as 
                                                
76 FW, 475.23-27. 
77 FW, 475.17. 
78 FW, 475.28-29, 475.35. 
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the goat, or unfavored son, as opposed to Shaun’s sheep, or favored son. Extending the 
oppositions between Shem and Shaun (beyond what I have already discussed with respect to 
space/time), the key feature here is their opposition as the sheep and goat, which are further 
aligned with Jesus and Lucifer, capitalizing on the concept that sheep go to heaven and goats go 
to hell. Playing with these binary identifications and their potential associations, Joyce slips 
between both land and sky and Shem and Shaun.  
Consider the “caperchase” more fully. “Caper” means goat, so it seems a Shem reference, 
and an earthly one at that, especially with the “kapr in the kabisses” (goat in in the cabbages). 
But, there are also goats in the sky in the constellation, Capricorn (itself a weird image as it is 
actually the “water goat”), and in the star, Capella. Paperchasing and being on the trail of aniseed 
are also both associated with hounds—an earthly reference—but perhaps also heavenly as Canis 
Major and Canis Minor, Orion’s dogs.79 In combining “caper” and “paperchase” we have yet 
another case where the distinctions between the twins are murky, due to our own associative 
web, with its unpredictable mix of possible entry points in the various meanings of key words 
and stars. Complicating matters further, the distinctions between heavenly and earthly bodies are 
also mixed in the caperchase. On one side we have goats chasing sheep, all land-based and 
ordinary in our usual schema of Shaun as sheep and Shem as goat. Then add the stargazing layer. 
We are still in the Starchamber Quiry, looking up at the heavens, so it’s not a great stretch to 
read the caper/paperchase as either relating to Capricorn or Canis Major and Canis Minor, or all 
of the above. Given the earlier presence of Orion and his proximity to both the Canis 
constellations and Auriga, the Charioteer, which contains stars called the goat (Capella) and her 
                                                
79 McHugh, Annotations to Finnegans Wake, 475; Kaler, “The Constellations,” STARS, 
http://stars.astro.illinois.edu/sow/sowlist.html. 
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kids, we seem to be in an undecidable and unpredictable collapse or simultaneous presence of all 
possibilities. 
Thus, in unifying space and time through the act of stargazing, Joyce’s characters enact a 
network that links not only spaces across times, but also constitutes an infinite complex network, 
which echoes the basic assumptions of relativity through human perceptions and lived 
experience. Stepping back from the Wake just briefly to consider the scope and stakes of my 
larger project about networks, I would close with the claim that network analysis, of the type I’ve 
described here for both Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, is particularly relevant in the face of the 
contemporary proliferation of global networking capabilities. Faced with unpredictable effects of 
increasingly complex connections—brought about in part by the ongoing development of 
communications technology and networks, including postal networks—narrativizing the human 
place in and experience of global networks provides insight into potential benefits and risks of 
hyper-connectivity. Stories we tell about networks reflect both incredible potentiality and 
anxiety, often intimately linked. In the case of Joyce’s works, the risk seems to be at once over-
determination—there are too many associations to sift through—and the risk of under-
determination—in being unable to select a viable reading—to the point of collapse or 
unknowability. 
Night Mail’s idealized workers and model railway promise order from the happy blend of 
man and machine. Yet, as a viewer might guess from some of the more propagandistic editing 
choices in the film, Finnegans Wake counters that nothing is so simple, least of all in the case 
where clarity can only be achieved by erasing undeniable complexities of historical geography. 
Even Bloom and Stephen’s largely uplifting stargaze ultimately reminds us of the comparative 
insignificance of humanity. The underlying order in Joyce’s work comes from a multifaceted 
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conjoining of space and time, not a reduction to single values for both variables. Shaun blames 
his failure as postman on his brother and foil, Shem, reminding the reader of Shem’s rejoinder to 
Shaun’s re-telling of the fable, “The Ondt and the Gracehoper”: “Your genus its worldwide, your 
spacest sublime! But, Holy Saltmartin, why can’t you beat time?”80 The failed delivery of the 
letter arises not from Shaun’s lack of spatial awareness, but his denial that such awareness 
changes over time. Shaun cannot “beat time” perhaps until he at last accepts the multi-layered 
geography of Ireland and takes on the role of connective tissue himself. It becomes impossible 
for Shem and Shaun to enact their rivalry as the four masters are “seeking spoor through the deep 
timefield.”81 As illustrated by this phrase itself, deep space, Shaun’s domain, has been overlaid 
with the timefield, Shem’s. Because space and time are inseparable, in a sense, they don’t exist; 
there is only Minkowski’s spacetime. Likewise in the Joycean network, we’re not dealing with 
cosmography and geography, rather we have a cosmo-geography. 82 
  
                                                
80 The full text of “The Ondt and the Gracehoper” appears on FW 414.16-419.8; see FW 419.7-8 
for this closing quotation. 
81 FW, 475.24. 
82 Or perhaps “spacescape”?  
Special thanks to Vicki Mahaffey, Heather McLeer, John Moore, and the rest of the UIUC 
Finnegans Wake reading group for their help in “crossroads puzzling” through the sections of the 
Wake discussed here. 
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Figure 3.9. Finnegans Wake, 420.17-421.1483 
 
      Letter, carried of Shaun, son of Hek, written of Shem, brother  (420.17) 
  of Shaun, uttered for ALP, mother of Shem, for Hek, father of  
Shaun. Initialled. Gee. Gone. 29 Hardware Saint. Lendet till 
Laonum. Baile-Atha-Cliath. 31 Jan. 1132 A.D. Here Com- 
merces Enville. Tried Apposite House. 13 Fitzgibbets. Loco. 
Dangerous. Tax 9d. B.L. Guineys, esqueer. L.B. Not known at 
1132 a. 12 Norse Richmound. Nave unlodgeable. Loved noa’s 
dress. Sinned, Jetty Pierrse. Noon sick parson. 92 Windsewer. 
Ave. No such no. Vale. Finn’s Hot. Exbelled from 1014 d. Pull- 
down. Fearview. Opened by Miss Take. 965 nighumpledan sexti- 
ffits. Shout at Site. Roofloss. Fit Dunlop and Be Satisfied. Mr. 
Domnall O’Domnally. Q.V. 8 Royal Terrors. None so strait. 
Shutter up. Dining with the Danes. Removed to Philip’s Burke. 
At sea. D.E.D. Place sent on. Clontalk. Father Jacob, Rice 
Factor. 3 Castlewoos. P.V. Arrusted. J.P. Converted to Hos- 
pitalism. Ere the March past or Civilisation. Once Bank of Ireland’s. 
Return to City Arms. 2 Milchbroke. Wrongly spilled. Traumcon- 
draws. Now Bunk of England’s. Drowned in the Laffey. Here. 
The Reverest Adam Foundlitter. Shown geshotten. 7 Streetpetres. 
Since Cabranke. Seized of the Crownd. Well, Sir Arthur. Buy 
Patersen’s Matches. Unto his promisk hands. Blown up last  (421.1) 
Lemmas by Orchid Lodge. Search Unclaimed Male. House Con- 
damned by Ediles. Back in Few Minutes. Closet for Repeers. 60 
Shellburn. Key at Kate’s. Kiss. Isaac’s Butt, Poor Man. Dalicious 
arson. Caught. Missing. Justiciated. Kainly forewarred. Abraham 
Badly’s King, Park Bogey. Salved. All reddy berried. Hollow and 
eavy. Desert it. Overwayed. Understrumped. Back to the P.O. 
Kaer of. Ownes owe M.O. Too Let. To Be Soiled. Cohabited 
by Unfortunates. Lost all Licence. His Bouf Toe is Frozen Over. 
X, Y and Z, Ltd, Destinied Tears. A.B, ab, Sender. Boston 
(Mass). 31 Jun. 13, 12. P.D. Razed. Lawyered. Vacant. Mined. 
Here’s the Bayleaffs. Step out to Hall out of that, Ereweaker, 
with your Bloody Big Bristol. Bung. Stop. Bung. Stop. Cumm 
Bumm. Stop. Came Baked to Auld Aireen. Stop. 
 
Joyce’s residences in Dublin 
Reasons for delivery failure 
 
 
 
                                                
83 FW, 420.17-421.14 (highlighting added). 
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Chapter 4: Entity Detection and the Foundations of Social Networks  
in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten 
 
David Mitchell’s approach to networks combines elements seen already in the works of 
both Charlotte Perkins Gilman and James Joyce. Specifically, Mitchell presents possible impacts 
of human intervention and human-made networks on natural systems. Like Gilman’s Herland, 
Mitchell’s Ghostwritten addresses the potentially catastrophic effects of human social networks 
on global ecosystems and ecological futurity. In addition to this thematic overlap with Gilman’s 
networks, Mitchell’s networks offer examples of how Joyce’s associative connections function in 
a specifically social context. Where repeated words, phrases, and images in Joyce create threads 
of meaning through Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, Mitchell’s deployment of similar devices 
more clearly points to particular characters, locations, or occasionally themes. The use of 
repeated words or phrases to cue the reader to the presence of certain characters, or merely to 
suggest their presence by reminding us of them, functions not only to deepen the connections in 
the social network (which I will construct over the course of this chapter and the next by first 
identifying nodes and then determining the links between them) but also acts as the glue that 
holds the novel together. I argue that readerly recognition of these connections—real or 
imagined—between characters constitutes a fundamental force in the overall coherence of 
Ghostwritten itself. 
How do we as readers determine which characters or entities are present at any given 
time? These questions—who is present and when? who knows whom and how?—are of 
fundamental importance to the larger aims of this project about social networks, which are built 
on links between distinct entities. Yet, during the course of my exploration of David Mitchell’s 
Ghostwritten (1999), what seemed a straightforward set of questions about character 
identification, something you “just know” as you read, became a much more difficult problem. 
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Which characters are present is not always clear; especially in first-person narrative where other 
entities appear unpredictably and unreliably, sometimes only as thoughts or impressions, rather 
than in direct address. This problem also seems specific to long-form fiction, as opposed to plays 
(or screenplays more contemporarily) where characters are typically explicitly named and 
introduced, or as opposed to poetry where characterization is generally less important.1 When I 
was manually extracting characters, I had the sense that I would know a character when I saw it. 
Not only did this turn out not to be straightforwardly true, the fraughtness of this task required 
establishing sometimes rigorous guidelines to regularize my own character detection, much less 
an automatic detection completed using a computer program (a notoriously rule-requiring entity).  
The temptation to say, “So what?”, and declare this issue a non-issue is strong here. After 
all, if the reader can detect characters just well enough to understand the novel (insofar as the 
plot is character-driven), who cares if the computer can manage it? You might say, let this be 
another case where humans beat computers; we need more of those, especially now that the 
robots can beat us at chess. Rest assured, manual detection remains more nuanced than automatic 
detection (as I will illustrate with both examples and data later in this chapter). However, the 
difficulties present in both manual and automatic entity detection suggest that a closer look at 
                                                
1 Earlier work on this issue of identifying characters and their interactions has focused 
specifically on instances where characters are in dialogue. See, for example, David K. Elson, 
Nicholas Dames, and Kathleen R. McKeown, “Extracting Social Networks from Literary 
Fiction,” ACL ‘10 Proceedings of the 48th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational 
Linguistics (Stroudsburg, PA: Association for Computational Linguistics, July 2010), 138-147, 
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1858696, and Hua He, Denilson Barbosa, and Grzegorz 
Kondrak, “Identification of Speakers in Novels,” Proceedings of the 51st Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics (Stroudsburg, PA: Association for Computational 
Linguistics, August 2013), 1312-1320, http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P13-1129. These two 
papers deal with identifying characters and social relationships in fiction. For an example of this 
same issue in drama, see Franco Moretti, “Network Theory, Plot Analysis,” Stanford Literary 
Lab Pamphlet 2, 1 May 2011, https://litlab.stanford.edu/LiteraryLabPamphlet2.pdf.  
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how we identify and follow characters is necessary to formulate a deeper understanding of what I 
am calling “network-driven” texts, like Ghostwritten,2 which invite readers to make connective 
leaps in order to construct the novel as they read it. The idea that such texts fail to exist without 
functional character networks—in the sense that the texts don’t cohere in the absence of social 
glue—increases the importance of each individual entity as a detectable presence, though some 
such entities may appear inconsequential when viewed locally, within an individual section or 
chapter. In this chapter, I not only test and evaluate methods of finding these entities but also 
assess the potential pitfalls of character extraction in first-person texts and what those difficulties 
might indicate for how readers understand narrative structure and characterization. 
What I’m calling a “network-driven narrative” is referred to as a “Hyperlink Story” on 
TV Tropes or a “network narrative” by film and TV critic David Bordwell.3 The definitions given 
for these terms are similar to what I have developed based on Mitchell’s work—seemingly 
separate, unconnected storylines gradually merge into one plot over the course of a work. While 
Bordwell goes so far as to suggest that the underlying pattern of connections is the central theme 
of the story, which I agree is a key feature for network-driven texts, the examples offered don’t 
go as far as Ghostwritten. For example, TV Tropes offers George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice 
and Fire as its most detailed case. While Martin’s epic does feature separate story lines that will 
eventually merge, these story lines are all clearly connected from the beginning (in that these 
                                                
2 For other examples across media, see films like Pulp Fiction (1994), Traffic (2000), Babel 
(2006), Cloud Atlas (2012), series such as The Fast and the Furious, and recent films in the 
Marvel Cinematic Universe; see also novels like Cloud Atlas (2004), World War Z (2006), The 
Bone Clocks (2014), and series such as Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy—Oryx and 
Crake (2003), The Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013). I will return to these in my 
Conclusion. 
3 “Hyperlink Story” on TV Tropes, http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/HyperlinkStory; 
David Bordwell, The Way Hollywood Tells It: Story and Style in Modern Movie (Berkeley, CA: 
University of California Press, 2006). 
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people are all concerned with political power in Westeros and/or not being consumed by snow 
zombies).4 Similarly, Bordwell discusses network narratives with reference to particular episodes 
of The Simpsons. In this case, the episodes under consideration are still clearly centered in 
Springfield and attuned to the activities of its citizens.5 In Ghostwritten, conversely, there is no 
shared space or goal. There is no indication of what these plot lines might have in common 
except that they have been put into the same book object and labeled a novel. The reader is thus 
required to craft connections on the basis of essentially nothing but genre savviness. 
The readerly function of meaning-making is at work in all texts to some extent of course; 
however, the extent to which network-driven texts require intuitive leaps exceeds usual practice, 
even beyond other instances of hyperlinking. In Ghostwritten, for example, the novel appears at 
first glance as a series of disjointed stories, each with a different narrator in a different location. 
Our usual readerly expectation of tracking a central character or location, or even a small group 
of characters, across an entire work is quickly exploded. This novel requires more generative 
work from us to make it coalesce as a “novel” rather than a collection of short fiction. This mode 
of interactive textual creation appears to have gained traction in the last several decades or so, 
since the advent of instantaneous global networking capabilities, largely facilitated through the 
internet. However, it is worth noting that the potential for network-driven texts exists earlier in 
the 20th century, with the expectation that such networked texts will be of a smaller scale 
                                                
4 See “Network of Thrones” by Andrew Beveridge and Jie Shan for a very cool visualization of 
what you might have suspected all along—spoiler alert, Tyrion is the connector. “Network of 
Thrones” appears in Math Horizons Magazine 23, no. 4 (April 2016): 18-22. Note that creating 
this literary social network is fairly straightforward because of how the text is structured (third-
person, so characters are explicitly named; screenplay elements; chapters named by character). 
5 Bordwell, The Way Hollywood Tells It (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2006). 
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temporally and spatially—essentially moving at the speed of the telegraph rather than the World 
Wide Web. For such texts, the methods I develop here still apply. 
At all scales, network structure is defined fundamentally by the actors in the network. As 
such, that is where my exploration of network-driven structure and function begins. Social actors 
are the nodes in the network, and their interactions with each other determine the connective 
links across nodes to create the network itself. But why should we care about social networks at 
all? As I suggested in my introductory notes on networks, when you talk about networks, you 
can start to ask questions like, 
• What principles (if there are any such universal principles) guide the formation of 
networks? How can we find and use these principles to predict network structure? 
• Do networks share common traits, especially social networks and other kinds of 
inorganic networks (such as the power grid, neural nets, etc.), which at face value have 
no reason to behave like social nets? 
• If so, can we develop models to help us tackle problems involving networks in new 
ways?6 
 
Then, if we can get a good sense of how nets are structured, how they’re built, and how they 
evolve, we can use that knowledge to ask questions like, 
• How can we know or figure out why certain ideas turn into epidemics and others don’t? 
• How can we impact and/or control the ripple effects that are possible across networks?7 
 
In their explorations of networks Duncan Watts and Malcolm Gladwell indicate that, in small 
world networks, at least in some ways, the short answer to those questions is, “Yes, we can!”  
As I discussed in my Introduction, small-world networks are a special class of network, 
with properties of both isolated (local) networks and random (global) networks. The small-world 
                                                
6 Duncan J. Watts, Six Degrees: The Science of a Connected Age, New York: Norton, 2003. 
7 Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference, Boston, 
MA: Little, Brown and Company, 2000. 
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network, which I claim is the type developed in Ghostwritten, exists between those extremes.8 
Small-worlds are special because they have high clustering and short path lengths; this means 
essentially that you know lots of people around you (local), yet you’re also easily connected to 
anyone else (global). Thus, what you do ripples out in ways that it wouldn’t if you weren’t 
connected to the whole and if the connections weren’t fairly deep. So, the small world 
phenomenon, which might sound like science fiction, is turning out to be science fact. As 
Nicholas Christakis and James Fowler assert in Connected, “your friends’ friends’ friends affect 
everything you feel, think, and do.”9 This is especially relevant to Ghostwritten because of how 
the social network builds up subtly over time, making clever use of both local acquaintances and 
random global events to craft an extensive, yet closely linked, network. This small-world 
network evokes the utopian possibilities of global connectivity, right up to the point where the 
network and the global economic, political, and ecological system collapse under the dystopian 
vulnerabilities inherent in the complex network. Essentially, deep interconnectivity can be 
equally productive and destructive, as I discussed in my earlier chapter on Herland. 
In the following analysis, I will explore the structural and narrative function of distinct 
characters in Ghostwritten, specifically how they contribute to the evolution of Mitchell’s small 
world.10 I will also present and discuss the results of my method for automatically detecting 
                                                
8 Watts, Six Degrees, 2003. I will explore functional network features more deeply in my next 
chapter. 
9 Nicholas A Christakis and James H. Fowler, Connected: The Surprising Power of Our Social 
Networks and How They Shape Our Lives, New York: Little, Brown and Co., 2009. 
10 In such an analysis, all characters are necessary to crafting the global tapestry, and indeed 
main characters in one chapter may appear as minor characters in another or vice versa. This 
upheaval in characterization suggests network-driven novels are built from the kinds of 
“character-spaces” theorized by Alex Woloch in The One vs. the Many: Minor Characters and 
the Space of the Protagonist in the Novel (Princeton: Princeton UP, 2003). Indeed, networks 
collapse time in favor of space, as Moretti notes in “Network Theory, Plot Analysis,” further 
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entities in literary texts, including the comparative benefits of developing a workflow for 
automatic extraction relative to the difficulties of extracting concrete meanings from abstract 
language. That is, how different are the results of reading a text and making note of the 
characters present by hand versus generating a list of characters using a computer? Applying 
these competing methods to network-driven texts allows for an analysis of the extent to which 
interactive meaning-making actually constructs the text and an exploration of the significance of 
the gaps where such construction is required. These gaps suggest the importance of individual 
characters to constructing the social fabric of a text and present an instance where a human, 
rather than computer, reader produces potentially significant variants of a single text.  
As an illustrative example, consider the (possible) interaction between the narrators of the 
second and ninth chapters in Ghostwritten. The narrator in the second chapter is a young 
Japanese saxophonist named Satoru. In the penultimate chapter, the narrator, a New York radio 
host named Bat Segundo, mentions that he had “tenor saxophonist Satoru Sonada”11 as a guest 
on his show. Though we are not given Satoru’s last name when he is introduced earlier in the 
novel, this connection seems obvious. We assume the two Satorus are the same man, providing a 
follow-up or sense of closure to Satoru’s chapter while simultaneously creating a link between 
two main characters in a move towards greater narrative coherence. More generally, I’ll ask and 
seek to answer, how does character identification enable textual coherence? Where incoherence 
would result from the absence of a particular entity, what is the effect of readerly gap-filling or 
its absence?  
                                                
highlighting the importance of character connections—no matter how small or fleeting—in any 
social network analysis. 
11 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 377. 
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Manual entity detection—that is, reading an individual text and making note of the 
characters present by hand—should be the most accurate method, if done carefully. The human 
reader can determine from context who the characters are and with whom they interact, weeding 
out references to places, named non-entities, fictional entities, imagined characters, or characters 
who are only mentioned in passing. A human reader can also detect when unnamed characters 
are present and distinguish them by their descriptions rather than their names. However, this 
method is typically more time consuming than automatic methods. A few caveats about the 
manual entity detection process: 
 
1. Place names. 
Place names appear frequently as named entities and, as I’ll discuss in the next chapter, 
offer a potentially fruitful avenue for social connections. For example, consider any time you 
might have had a conversation with someone about a place you have both visited. Though you 
have no direct connection with each other in the geographic space in question, you still share 
experiences that constitute a connection. Because of the fragility of such place-based 
connections, I have not included them here in my initial networking schema. Place names do not 
appear as linkable entities because they are not sufficient in themselves to constitute a link in my 
current analysis, but I plan to include place names in future analyses, especially where places (a 
central city like London for example) might be the underlying connective tissue itself. 
2. Indirect references. 
As with place names, there is a case to be made for including characters mentioned in 
passing. Even if these characters are not physically present, they may be part of the social 
network by virtue of being known to at least one of the characters who is present. However, what 
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if a mentioned character is a public or fictional figure? Like place names, anyone might refer to a 
famous figure or celebrity without having any actual connection to that person. Shared references 
to celebrities constitute a kind of connection, but this connection is so tenuous that I have, for 
purposes of this initial analysis, not included famous or fictional figures. For example, Satoru, 
the narrator of the second chapter of Ghostwritten, sees an advertisement for a local political 
figure, Shimizu. However, Satoru has never actually met or spoken to Shimizu, thus Shimizu is a 
real but absent character who would not be counted as an entity for purposes of this study of 
social networks.  
References to fictional characters—for example, references to characters from 
literature—operate similarly. The narrators of chapters one and nine both make reference to 
Darth Vader, yet he does not appear in either my lists of entities or my social networks for 
Ghostwritten. Shared imaginative experience may constitute a particular kind of connection and 
exert some influence on behavior, but it is unlikely that anyone would consider there to be a 
meaningful, substantive connection between everyone who has seen the same film or read the 
same book. In short, such links are not meaningless but are rather incomplete links in the 
network’s fabric, which I will refer to as texture rather than underlying structure. 
3. Groups and general names. 
This last set of entity types constitute the most difficult group in terms of maintaining 
consistency across entity detection methods. In general, I have excluded groups and generally 
named entities, e.g. “American tourists,” “Japanese soldiers,” “Party officials,” etc. Groups or 
characters with no details to differentiate them from other similarly identified entities are not 
distinctive enough to constitute clear links a social network. Even in such cases where these 
general entities are shared across chapters, there is no way to determine if such repetition is 
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actually a co-occurrence. The most troubling of these cases comes from references to parental 
figures. Though “Dad” and “Mum” appear at least in passing in several chapters, these names are 
too general (everybody’s got parents, after all) unless they are identified explicitly as belonging 
to a particular character, thus distinguishing them from the breeding masses. 
 
Within these parameters, I manually searched the text of Ghostwritten for all characters 
and character references, making note of names, aliases, nicknames, and key features. I recorded 
characters for future use as nodes in the social network I will create and analyze in the next 
chapter. Automatic names extraction was based on and maintained (as much as possible) these 
same criteria for entity detection. Using programs I developed in R, I performed parts of speech 
tagging on each chapter in Ghostwritten individually, then sorted the parts of speech list to 
extract only proper nouns.12 I then performed a key word in context (KWIC) search on each 
word in this selected list of proper nouns to determine which words were actually character 
names (or parts of character names), as opposed to place names (e.g. Hong Kong), general terms 
(e.g. Americans), or proper nouns describing objects (e.g. Queen Anne chair).13 
In presenting the results of my manual and automatic entity detection methods and their 
relevance to analyzing Ghostwritten, I have generally sorted results by chapter, which allows for 
a sense of how entities build up and connect over narrative time. For each chapter in the novel, I 
                                                
12 See Appendix A for details and programming notes on text preparation for entity detection and 
network extraction. See Appendix B for details on the process of parts of speech tagging, 
including the code used for this project. 
13 See Appendix B for details on the process of creating a KWIC index, including the code used 
for this project. Performing this KWIC search manually (as I did for my first attempt) is time 
consuming, especially for character-dense chapters. For future iterations, including a second run-
through on the names extracted from Ghostwritten, I created a program to compile a KWIC 
index automatically given a list of words and the corresponding chapter text. The automatic 
KWIC index also regularizes the amount of context allowed per word. 
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have also noted important features and attempted to account for disparities between the two 
extraction methods, particularly with reference to where the reader assumes the presence of 
particular characters or performs the kind of constructive gap-filling I discussed in my 
introductory section. Generally, the two methods align well; there is just under 72% agreement 
between the manual and automatic lists.14 This level of agreement is within my expected range 
for this type of analysis. Roughly 72% agreement suggests that this method is sufficient to 
provide a model of the character makeup for a particular text, and indeed I would expect the 
automatic method to compare even more favorably with manual methods when applied to third-
person narratives.15 This percent agreement leaves ample room for human interpretation without 
indicating that the method is too flawed to be useful in other contexts, and, I would push further, 
suggests the value of human interpretation to make sense of gaps in first-person narratives in 
particular. 
The general structure of Ghostwritten gives rise to these gaps, making it network-driven 
in my sense of the concept. The novel comprises nine chapters and a short coda, each set in a 
different location (indicated by the name of each chapter) and recounted by a different first-
                                                
14 I have determined this value using straightforward percent agreement—number of agreement 
names divided by the total number of names—rather than the kappa statistic, which accounts for 
random agreement. In doing so, I am assuming a low level of randomness in determining 
whether or not a keyword is a character/node name. For purposes of computing list agreement as 
well as for searching the text consistently, I have recorded each character’s full name as the 
primary name, then recorded alternative names as aliases. I have also used the totals from each 
individual chapter list—311 shared, 435 total—without deleting duplicates between chapters, 
which is a relatively small overlap. 
15 David K. Elson, Nicholas Dames, and Kathleen R. McKeown, “Extracting Social Networks 
from Literary Fiction,” 2010. Elson et al note that “the form of the novel (first- or third-person) 
is a stronger predictor of [network] features than the setting (urban or rural)” (146). Further, as 
one would expect, “as the number of characters in a novel grows, so too do the cohesion, 
interconnectedness and balance of their social network” (146). In my next chapter, I will argue 
that, at least in novels with access to the advanced capabilities of modern networking, this is true 
only up to a certain point at which density exceeds stability and collapse becomes inevitable.  
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person narrator (except for the coda, which has the same narrator as chapter one). There are no 
transitions between chapters, resulting in a sometimes jarring sense of displacement between 
narrators and locations. In fact, the only textual marker the reader has for these jumps comes 
from the chapter names themselves, which indicate the primary location for the chapter’s action; 
there is no indication of time passing or narrator shifting, no stage directions as such (e.g. “3 
months later, enter Neal Brose, a lawyer”). Thus, the reader is constantly left scrambling to move 
between places and characters and construct cohesive meaning from the novel’s fragmented 
construction. 
The opening chapter of Ghostwritten, “Okinawa,” introduces a fundamental problem with 
extracting names and aliases from first-person texts, which will persist throughout my reading. 
Although the percent agreement for “Okinawa” is near the overall average at 71%, even when 
the automatic extraction method identifies the same names as the manual method, aliases are not 
always properly attributed. The narrator, Quasar, uses several names as he travels around Japan 
on the run from authorities seeking him for his part in a terrorist attack on the subway in 
Tokyo.16 Depending on how Quasar introduces and thinks about himself, the automatic 
                                                
16 See Appendix C, Table C.1, “Quasar” under Names (Manual) heading and corresponding 
aliases. Quasar and his aliases are not all grouped together under the Names (Automatic) and 
corresponding Aliases (KWIC) headings.  
Quasar’s activities also present potentially fruitful intersections with recent criticism about 
globalization and spy networks. For example, Quasar’s classic technique of using aliases and 
hiding in plain sight at once calls to mind traditional cloak-and-dagger espionage while 
reminding us that these methods are now even more dangerous in conjunction with high-tech 
transportation and weapons technology (both of which Quasar makes use of in attacking the 
subway and escaping his crime). In “Tomorrow’s Spygames” in World Policy Journal 25, no. 3 
(Fall 2008): 141-151, Jack Devine discusses the necessary melding of new, high-tech spy tactics 
with older, pre-tech methods (“we will continue to see striking juxtaposition between modern 
technology and the age old tactics of intelligence collection”; he gives the example of 
transporting the latest missiles on muleback [142]). He also notes the double-edged-ness of 
technological advance, which I have discussed previously, “Advancing technology will only 
deepen the pool of information available to people who might use it to do harm or gain 
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extraction method does not provide enough context to attribute all his aliases to the same person. 
Note that Quasar is also known as Mr. Kobayashi, Buntaro Tokunaga, and Keisuke Tanaka, yet, 
even with context, the automatic extraction only identifies one of Quasar’s aliases, his given 
name, Keisuke Tanaka.17 Though in “Okinawa” the first person narrator is consistently Quasar 
throughout the chapter, which is easily detectable by a human reader and sufficient to group all 
Quasar’s aliases, it is not acceptable to assume such narrative consistency as a general given, 
since other texts may have shifting first-person narration. Therefore, when the narrator, who the 
human reader knows to be Quasar, introduces himself by another name without immediately 
connecting himself to his other aliases, the automatic method does not make these links. Where 
this constitutes a problem for named entity detection in texts, this problem may not persist across 
media. Consider for example how characters would be distinguished in visual media, such as 
film, where visual cues parallel the description of physical attributes in texts. Visual recognition, 
rather than name recognition, could function as effectively in character identification as proper 
names.  
Indeed, visual cues constitute another avenue for entity identification, albeit in a much 
more informal way than proper names. It is perhaps this tendency toward multi-sensory 
identification which drives what appear to be dubious naming conventions present throughout 
Ghostwritten. In my manual entity detection for “Okinawa,” I include “baby in woolly cap,” 
                                                
advantage”—including us, our allies, and our enemies; technology is indiscriminate (141-142). 
Roland Robertson further crystallizes the dualities of globalization, “Globalization involves both 
openings and closings. On the one hand, globalization is in large part defined by its linking of 
one society to another, whereas, on the other, it intensifies the need for protection for security, 
against others,” in “Open Societies, Closed Minds? Exploring the Ubiquity of Suspicion and 
Voyeurism.” Globalizations 4, no. 3 (September 2007): 400. 
17 See “Quasar” in Appendix C, Table C.1. 
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“bewhiskered policeman,” “Dungaree-woman,” and “Wartman,”18 which are decidedly not 
proper names. However, these monikers recur with sufficient consistency to signal the 
appearance of a particular character, not only in actual interpersonal interactions but also in 
Quasar’s imagination. When he mentally returns to the people he has met, these are the names he 
assigns to them. In all cases, these improperly named entities are distinguished by unique visual 
characteristics—Wartman’s overly large facial wart, Dungaree-woman’s bad taste in pants, etc. 
Another key feature of these descriptively named (rather than properly named) characters is their 
relative importance to the narrator. That is, they recur; they are not mere passing glances. As 
such, these characters merit imaginative names, often additionally distinguished by the use of 
capitalization (“Wartman,” not, for example, “man with a wart”). In the case of Wartman and 
Dungaree-woman, Quasar encounters them as his faith in his cult, The Fellowship, is cracking 
and shattering. A group including Wartman and Dungaree-woman is discussing the news about 
the Fellowship’s role in the recent attacks on the subway. They wonder, “How could they 
[members of the Fellowship]…choose to become killers? Is there so much evil in the world?”19 
They conclude that His Serendipity and the Fellowship must be “brainwashing” their followers, 
prompting Quasar’s outrage initially—“Their ignorance made me gasp! If only I could make 
these vermin understand!”20—followed closely by his despair as the truth of the Fellowship’s 
fall emerges. Because of their appearance in an emotionally heightened episode, Quasar 
distinguishes and names Wartman and Dungaree-woman without actually naming them. 
“Okinawa” also establishes a general shortcoming inherent in mapping social networks 
from texts. Texts necessarily present truncated versions of the fictional universe, reducing the 
                                                
18 See Appendix C, Table C.1. 
19 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 22. 
20 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 22, italics in original. 
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reader’s focus onto only what is presented by the narrator. This pragmatic limit on fictional 
representation is necessary for creating non-infinite texts but also realistically means that derived 
entity lists (and resultant social networks) must be incomplete. Even some characters with whom 
Quasar interacts directly—for example, the hotel clerk who checks him in—are indistinguishable 
as individuals (she is merely “hotel clerk,” not a distinguishable person with a name, or even 
name-indicating capitalization, apart from her immediate function as clerk). As I have already 
suggested, this individuation or lack thereof appears to be emotionally-driven within “Okinawa” 
as well as pragmatically-driven from an author’s or reader’s outside perspective. In a broader 
sense, some people are mere textual background, a necessary but forgettable piece of the novel’s 
texture (e.g. “tourists,” “Japanese females,” “foreigners,” “Okinawan males”21). We as readers 
need this texture to achieve narrative coherence and buy into the fictional reality presented in the 
text. It is part of the cohesive gap filling a savvy reader must do, but in Ghostwritten, because of 
its structural character-driven interconnectedness, every bit of texture becomes subject to 
scrutiny as possibly holding the next featured character, the next link in the networked puzzle. 
Quasar highlights this methodological limitation (how do we deal with generic groups of 
characters?) in the context of his mission for His Serendipity and the cult to which he belongs. 
Quasar sees people en masse as not only indistinguishable as individuals, but also as 
unimportant, unclean—trash because they have trashed the world: 
Naha is a cheap, ugly city. But for the background band of Pacific aquamarine 
this city could be any tentacle of Tokyo. The usual red-and-white TV transmitter, 
broadcasting the government’s subliminal command frequencies. The usual 
department stores rising like windowless temples, dazzling the unclean into 
compliance. The urban districts, the factories pumping out poison into the air and 
water supplies. Fridges abandoned in wastegrounds of lesser trash. What grafted-
on pieces of ugliness are their cities! I imagine the New Earth sweeping this 
festering mess away like a mighty broom, returning the land to its virginal state. 
                                                
21 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 11. 
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Then the Fellowship will create something we deserve, which the survivors will 
cherish for eternity.22 
 
Misguided though he is in general, Quasar’s observations about general group behavior and 
globalized uniformity hold up in the larger context of Ghostwritten. Descriptions and locations 
that might otherwise be distinguishing—imagine, for example, if this chapter were set in a small 
town where everyone knew the hotel clerk, her name, her background—become generic by 
replication and overuse. Quasar’s assertion that “this city could be any tentacle of Tokyo” further 
implicates global urbanization and suburban sprawl in contributing to the uselessness of 
geographical identifiers within a global network. The masses of “the unclean” are the same 
everywhere, suggesting the narrative importance of naming and unnaming. Quasar’s name is no 
accident; he sees himself as “the harbinger…[pulsing] at the edge of the universe of the faithful, 
alone in the darkness. An outrider. A herald.”23 In this role, he imagines himself resetting global 
order to a simpler time, restoring the earth to a utopia for the chosen few who, by keeping with 
the cult’s tenets, are prime representatives of humanity and its potential.  
 “Okinawa” underscores the difficulties of character attribution, both when characters are 
named and only described, and highlights how such difficulties of entity detection may indicate 
interpretative gaps. Named characters may use nicknames or aliases, which are not immediately 
and easily connected with the character’s given name. When Quasar uses aliases, he is in some 
sense dividing himself, crafting identities apart from the one he has fully become as part of the 
Fellowship. As these identities pile up, Quasar’s sense of the Fellowship’s mission and His 
Serendipity’s correctness correspondingly breaks down. His aliases fail to cohere, as in the 
                                                
22 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 4-5. 
23 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 5. Note also that “quasar” means “quasi-stellar object” and has 
astrophysical implications reminiscent of the connections Joyce makes across human and 
universal scales. 
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automatic detection method, suggesting a fundamental schism that evolves over the course of 
“Okinawa.” Description-based names pose a similar problem of correct attribution and cohesion, 
only somewhat alleviated by distinguishing such names with capitalization. When determining 
entities based on description alone, how can we be assured we are properly identifying entities 
who might have similar features as other entities? Further, what constitutes sufficient description 
to conclusively identify a single character? Excluding groups aligns with my commitment to 
examining the role of individual entities in the construction of the text and its internal social 
networks. However, groups may offer avenues for interpretative richness as in Quasar’s view of 
groups and urban decay. Individuals named by description alone must be determined case-by-
case (another human victory over the robots), often using context clues such as capitalization and 
emotional or plot-based significance. 
In actuality, Quasar is not a harbinger for a glorious new future for mankind, but rather he 
heralds in the following chapter, “Tokyo,” by highlighting the connective potential in the modern 
technology that he so bemoans. In what we might imagine as a dead-drop from a spy movie, a 
phone call to nowhere—especially given that Quasar’s cult surely isn’t so savvy as he 
imagines—Quasar makes a phone call for help. This call actually reaches Satoru, the narrator for 
“Tokyo,” establishing a direct social link between the two. While the slowly emerging pattern of 
connections between one chapter and the next likely intrigues an attentive human reader (I found 
this development delightfully shocking), this case is another example of the disparity between 
manual and automatic entity detection.24 Because Quasar also appears as “quasar” (as in a quasi-
stellar object, not a character) parts-of-speech tagging misses this as a proper noun, generally a 
                                                
24 See Appendix C, Table C.2 where Quasar appears under Names (Manual) but not Names 
(Automatic) or Aliases (KWIC). 
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safe cut off for entity detection and a necessary limiting factor for making an automatic method 
feasible. Consider that if the automatic method included all nouns, say, the resulting KWIC 
index would be so large as to be nearly as analytically time-consuming as reading the entire 
chapter. Indeed, the index would likely include the entire chapter text. 
So, what does it mean that the automatic character detection misses Quasar? Certainly, 
this sort of oversight gives rise to important gaps to plumb more deeply in the context of social 
networks in my next chapter. For entity detection in its own right, the gap suggested by this 
disparity is perhaps even more complicated in that the missed name is attributable to a 
confluence of factors, based in both the structure of the text itself and the sentiment suggested 
within the fictional universe. First, the text of “Tokyo” contains only two uses of the word 
“Quasar”/“quasar”, one in which another character is said to pulse “like a quasar”25 and another 
where Quasar makes the phone call, connects (unknowingly) with Satoru, and says, “It’s 
Quasar.”26 If “Quasar” appeared more often in the text, the parts-of-speech tagger would likely 
pick up on it as a name, not an object, if only because of the capitalization. However, here, 
“quasar” is used and registered as an object in its lower-case usage and appears to be part of a 
title or other type of discourse where its capitalized use appears in italics.  
This infrequency and variability of use suggests a fuzzier but potentially richer mode of 
determining the presence of entities—emotional importance attached to the entity by the 
narrator. In the previous chapter, Quasar mentally named and referred back to characters with 
whom he interacted in an emotionally-charged way, namely, those with whom he disagreed 
about the Fellowship and His Serendipity. Here in “Tokyo” Satoru is more focused on the new 
                                                
25 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 41. 
26 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 53, italics in original. 
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girl entering his life, Tomoyo. Tomoyo is the girl who pulses “like a quasar”27; she’s the one 
who Satoru meets only because the phone call delays him at the record shop where he works. 
Satoru has emotional responses around Quasar’s appearance on the phone, yes, but he attributes 
the serendipity of his delay to the call itself, not the person on the other end. In fact, Satoru 
seems confused, dismissive, or even mildly disdainful of the caller: “I didn’t say anything—it’s 
best not to encourage these crank callers.”28 Thus, Quasar is not a person, merely an annoyance 
with excellent timing. Satoru doesn’t really interact with Quasar; rather, he attaches importance 
to the role of the call itself or technology more broadly in facilitating his face-to-face connection 
with Tomoyo. 
Another interesting point of contention between the two methods of entity detection 
comes from the question of how to identify, attribute, and regularize parental relationships. I 
mentioned this as a special case in my discussion of rules for entity detection, and it emerges 
here with greater detail. In both the manual and automatic extraction methods, “Koji’s parents” is 
identified as an entity (see Appendix C, Table C.2). Without the possessive identifier, “Koji’s,” 
words like “parents,” “mum,” and “dad” are too general. However, the automatic extraction 
method retrieves all references to “Koji” (as he is a proper noun), then the KWIC index includes 
enough detail to determine that Koji’s parents are also entities. This identification via possessive 
modifier recurs through both methods—see “Takeshi’s wife” for example in both Manual and 
Automatic names lists in Appendix C, Table C.2. However, also notice that the possessive 
distinction is easy to over-attribute, as I have done in my manual names list where I have 
identified “Tomoyo’s Dad.” “Dad” is excluded from the automatic names list because it is too 
                                                
27 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 41. 
28 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 53. 
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general, and, in a random quirk of the structure of the text itself, Tomoyo’s father is never 
referred to as such; he is only ever “Dad.” Though this distinction creates a small gap here, for 
the sake of including as many identifiable characters as possible, and for maintaining a realistic 
model (that is, one that mirrors real-life entity attribution), it is worthwhile to include characters 
who are only named or described with reference to other characters. 
Beyond Quasar as a vital but fleeting linking character, “Tokyo,” like “Okinawa,” is 
more interesting for what is absent than what is present. Satoru works in a record shop, a setting 
that includes textural mentions of numerous artists, albums, and songs. Yet, these entities are not 
included in the lists of named entities for this chapter. There is an argument to be made for 
including them—true, Satoru doesn't know these people in real life, but they are integral to his 
mental landscape and fundamentally inform how he relates to other people in real life. Satoru 
describes his lived experience in Tokyo, “My place comes into existence through jazz. Jazz 
makes a fine place. The colors and feelings there come not from the eye but from sounds. It’s 
like being blind but seeing more.”29 In this sense, the frequent jazz references—“This is my 
place. Another Billie Holiday disc”30 or “It was a Mal Waldron time of day,”31 for example—
suggest a depth of personal connection with these absent musicians in excess of the fleeting 
connections Satoru might have with random customers, people on the phone, or people on the 
street in the often-overwhelming cityscape.  
Further, jazz constitutes the basis for Satoru’s real social connections. When Satoru first 
sees Tomoyo, he thinks, “She pulsed, invisibly, like a quasar. … I can’t describe women, not like 
                                                
29 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 38. Note the direct connection here to Joyce’s blind stripling and his 
influence on Bloom’s notions of perspective in Ulysses. 
30 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 39.  
31 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 40. 
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Takeshi or Koji. But if you know Duke Pearson’s ‘After the Rain,’ well, she was as beautiful and 
pure as that.”32 When Tomoyo returns to the record store, barely catching Satoru as he closes up 
the shop thanks to Quasar’s delaying phone call, they bond over Mal Waldron and their shared 
inability to belong. Both Tomoyo and Satoru are half-Japanese; they feel they don’t quite belong 
and so create their own place from shared cultural references (jazz) and each other. Satoru’s 
reliance on jazz as a point of reference adds a layer of connective tissue beyond simple social or 
geographical connections. For this iteration of entity detection and eventual social network 
extraction, I have continued with my stated method of excluding indirect connections with 
famous figures. However, particularly in Satoru’s case, I believe a second iteration with these 
indirect connections included would yield interesting results suggestive of the shared mental 
networks across characters and locations. Such dispersed networks would likely be similar to the 
kinds of associative networks created in Joyce’s works, as I discussed in my previous chapter. 
In the confusion about Quasar as an entity, “Tokyo” reinforces the centrality of emotional 
importance to the narrator in the process of entity detection. This makes sense insofar as first-
person narration is ultimately limited and focused by the narrator, for better or worse. For Satoru 
then, it makes sense that a “crank caller” wouldn’t register—he’s accustomed to blocking out 
noise from living in the city. On the other hand, Koji’s parents and Tomoyo’s dad should be 
included because they have registered as important to Satoru by virtue of being important to his 
best friend and girlfriend. Assigning weight based on emotional significance also reinforces the 
role of jazz as integral to understanding Satoru’s social interactions, and indicates that including 
these references would be justified (though not in keeping with my previously established rules 
for entity detection). Valuing emotional weight over technological connection (the phone call) 
                                                
32 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 41. 
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further suggests that shared references offer a potentially richer basis for Ghostwritten as a 
network-driven novel, though an emotionally-driven structure would result in potentially vast 
variability in the structure of the social network (not unlike the kind of variation I discussed in 
my section on Finnegans Wake in the previous chapter). 
The following chapter, “Hong Kong,” and its narrator, Neal Brose, parallel Satoru’s need 
to escape the city center and find a place of peace outside the crush of urban anonymity and the 
fast-paced, impersonal business world. “Hong Kong” features a rate of agreement slightly higher 
than the overall average between the manual and automatic names extraction methods—a 74% 
match. I attribute this to the chapter being primarily about Neal’s business dealings. Business 
relationships tend to be less personal; more proper names are used, and used frequently, to 
maintain clarity in conversations between colleagues, even as they work on somewhat shady 
business deals. Exceptions to this trend occur when Neal thinks about his home life (see “Ghost” 
and “Maid” in Appendix C, Table C.3) and when he imagines what his life might be like if he 
could go back to his younger days (again in Appendix C, Table C.3, see “Chinese girl” and “kid 
with saxophone” who I have identified as Tomoyo and Satoru, though they are unnamed, as 
noted). These personal reflections are less regular and less concrete, making them less reliably 
detectable by the automatic entity detection method. 
The possible appearance of Satoru and Tomoyo sets up a kind of litmus test for the 
network-driven reader. In “Hong Kong” we have just made our second major jump across space 
and indeterminate time, after jarring moves from “Okinawa” and “Tokyo.” At this point, we 
have also just started to understand how these seemingly disparate chapters might be connected 
in the appearance of entities across chapters (see that brief but structurally illuminating phone 
call from Quasar to Satoru). Though Satoru is unnamed and Neal does not properly meet him—
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in the sense of full introductions, or even casual name-dropping—some appearance by Satoru 
from “Tokyo” seems integral to maintaining the pattern of chapter-to-chapter connections for the 
underlying structure of the novel. Indeed, I assert that readerly expectation has been aroused by 
the clever phone call between Quasar and Satoru linking the first two chapters. Now, we’re on 
the lookout for the next recurring character, so, in what might be an over-eager misattribution, I 
found Satoru and Tomoyo in Neal’s path. Such clever coincidences are imperative to driving the 
networked structure, which again is based on the appearance of particular characters, establishing 
connective tissue between nodes. 
On a break from work, Neal seeks nourishment at a café across from his office. Here he 
observes, “This kid and his girl came in. … She was Chinese, I could tell that, but they spoke in 
Japanese. He had a saxophone case, and a small backpack with airline tags still attached. They 
could barely have been out of high school. … Of course, I didn’t understand a word, but I could 
tell they were discussing possibilities.”33 As a concrete set of details for purposes of identifying 
characters, this leaves a lot to be desired. Certainly, couples other than Satoru and Tomoyo might 
fit this description. However, the way in which Neal lingers over them, imagining what he would 
trade (literally, his soul) for a chance to correct any of the numerous wrong turns he sees his life 
has taken, suggests a closer connection than mere passing strangers. In addition, the mixing of 
Chinese and Japanese markers, alongside the saxophone case and evidence of recent travel, 
provide enough clues for the network-hungry reader to assume Neal is seeing Satoru and 
Tomoyo, even without naming names. This is a clear instance where readerly expectation in a 
specifically network-driven context functions to fill gaps in the structure of the narrative—what 
is the connection between these two chapters?—and in so doing craft meaning. 
                                                
33 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 75-76. 
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Even if you take a more skeptical view—this couple is not Satoru and Tomoyo—they 
remain important in that Neal returns to thoughts of them near the end of the chapter, in what the 
reader will learn is his death scene at the base of the mountain on Lantau Island, overlooked by 
the “Big Buddha.”34 In his last moments, Neal lingers over possibilities, the promise of youth: 
I wondered if that Japanese kid was playing his saxophone in a bar somewhere, 
over in a bar in Central or Kowloon. I would like to hear him. I’d like to watch his 
girl watching him. I would like that very much. I don’t think it’s going to happen 
now. I’d like to talk with them, and find out how they met. I’d like to ask him 
about jazz, and why John Coltrane is so famous. So many things to know. I’d like 
to ask him why I married Katy, and whether I was right to sign and return those 
divorce papers. Was Katy happy at last, now?35 
 
Neal continues in this vein, wondering about the outcomes of numerous decisions he has made 
and events seemingly unconnected to him—“Would Manchester United win the premiership? 
Would the Cookie Monster’s teeth fall out? Would the world be over by Christmas?”36 Neal’s 
sense of inevitability, of events spiraling out of control reverberates later in Ghostwritten, as does 
this sense of the importance of all one’s little actions and indecisions. In this laundry list of 
‘what-ifs’ and ‘might-have-beens’ Neal places himself as part of a web of events, featuring a 
diverse cast of characters, to which he does not immediately or obviously belong—he sets 
himself apart even as he ponders connections by placing himself as an outsider, merely watching 
and asking, not doing. More broadly, Neal’s imagined connection with the young couple 
suggests the cyclic structure of the novel as a whole, as well as promoting a preoccupation with 
cause and effect, which I will return to in my discussion of how these connections resolve into 
fully formed social networks. 
                                                
34 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 106. 
35 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 102. 
36 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 102. 
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 Neal’s closing reflections on “that Japanese kid” and “his girl” also highlight two cases 
for consideration in how we determine and evaluate mentioned but absent figures—“John 
Coltrane” and the “Big Buddha.”37 Both manual and automatic names detection methods class 
John Coltrane as merely a reference, not a present character. Yet, again, references to jazz 
constitute a connection. Whether or not the Japanese kid is Satoru, Neal explicitly wants to see 
him playing sax and ask him about John Coltrane, at the very least evoking Satoru in the reader’s 
imagination. As in “Tokyo” where jazz was a frequent point of reference for Satoru, so too here 
music and popular culture more generally create a sort of background texture, introducing named 
entities that are not actually present but nonetheless present shared points of reference in the 
social landscape. In a somewhat trickier case, the Big Buddha is identified as a character by 
automatic extraction but as a properly-named object and thus not an entity by manual 
extraction.38 Certainly, this is another instance of entity identification where capitalization and 
the mere style of naming suggests entity-level importance, yet it is clear from context that the 
Buddha is an object, perhaps an important object of pilgrimage but an object nonetheless.  
So what do we make of this discrepancy? Is the automatic detection picking up 
something the manual detection should but does not? While I rate this as another case where 
there is decided emotional attachment—after all, Neal abandons his work and materialist 
concerns, treks to this Buddha, and dies at its base—it also begins a recurring trend of seeing 
                                                
37 I have not explicitly discussed the “Barrier Guard” (see Appendix C, Table C.3, Names 
(Automatic)) in this closing section, though he constitutes another instance of the automatic 
entity detection selecting characters I did not in my manual detection. Why? I registered the 
barrier guard as inconsequential—part of the background texture just like the hotel clerk in 
“Okinawa”, but the capitalization reveals that Neal thinks differently about this person. That is, 
Neal sees the Barrier Guard as a person worthy of a capitalized title beyond his function as 
barrier guard. 
38 See Appendix C, Table C.3. 
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representations of characters (statues, works of art, etc.) and imagining those characters as real 
entities. As I’ll discuss with respect to chapters 5, “Mongolia,” and 6, “Petersburg,” the 
appearance of fictional but believable entities creates an odd but telling disconnect. The human 
reader knows from context that these entities are not really present. Yet, these fictional entities 
interact in real ways with the characters imagining them. The line between present and absent 
blurs quickly, highlighting the creative potential inherent in character identification and 
attribution. The emotional importance of these imagined characters indicates that, yes, the 
manual detection method should consider including such entities. Neal and his focus on the 
Buddha is a case for such inclusion. Additionally, Buddha is a recurring figure throughout 
Ghostwritten, offering a mode of textual cohesion and contributing to eventual social networks. 
However, other cases of imagined entities may not carry such emotional and structural weight. 
As with jazz, Buddha offers a point of reference that may be shared, but individual responses 
vary so widely as to make Buddha’s inclusion as an entity only selectively productive. 
Regardless of the automatic detection’s inclusion, Neal does view the Buddha as an object, not a 
person. 
 Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain,” is one such case where Buddha gains added importance, 
and “Holy Mountain” further highlights the difficulties in extracting improperly named entities, 
particularly the recurring issue of naming conventions and capitalization, perhaps more than any 
other chapter. Here, we have an unnamed narrator, who likewise rarely names the people with 
whom she interacts. Even when “names” are used, they are frequently nicknames or descriptors 
that cannot be used reliably for identifying entities across chapters. For example, see Appendix 
C, Table C.4, “Khaki Man,” “Fat Girl,” “Waxy Moustache,” or “Witchy Friend.” While these 
labels are sufficient to distinguish characters within the chapter, searching for these characters 
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within an extended social sphere would likely prove difficult because of the generic nature of 
these names. Not only are general descriptors used—there are plenty of people who might be 
described as “witchy” or “moustachioed”—they also reflect the narrator’s personal interactions 
with these characters, e.g. the “Witchy Friend” was “witchy.” Helpfully, when nicknames and 
descriptors are used as proper names, they are often capitalized, as in chapter one, “Okinawa,” 
indicating that the narrator thinks of these as proper names.39 This is her naming convention in a 
place located outside of civilization and therefore out of the bounds of globally understood 
labels.  
At a purely practical level, this convention of capitalization causes the names to register 
with the parts of speech tagger and so appear on the automatic names list. Even so, there is only 
about 60% agreement between the two methods of names extraction, due to both the general 
terms used to name characters and my decision to include unnamed characters in my manual 
extraction. As Table C.4 in Appendix C shows, there is no automatic equivalent for “Narrator 4,” 
my placeholder for the main character, who might be better called by her lengthy descriptor, “old 
woman who lived in a tea shack on Holy Mountain,” which I have included as her alias. 
Alternatively, Narrator 4 is really better known as “I,” as she is the first-person narrator for this 
chapter. However, as I mentioned earlier, the difficulties of establishing consistency in first-
person narration—how can you tell from only snippets of context in automatic entity detection 
whether the narrator is the same throughout the work?—as well as the sheer number of times “I” 
is used in any text makes “I” an impractical and unusable entity in the context of readerly 
                                                
39 Note that this convention of capitalizing names or nicknames created by the narrator (often 
based on physical descriptors) is not unique to “Holy Mountain”, though it is most extensively 
used in this chapter. See Table C.1’s “Wartman” and “Dungaree Woman”, Table C.5’s “Snotty”, 
or Table C.6’s “Granny Cleaner” for other examples throughout Ghostwritten. 
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meaning-making and social networks. No doubt this is why Elson et al highlight first- versus 
third-person narration as particularly important in the success of network extraction methods.40 
 Proper names that might be used across chapters are nearly nonexistent through the 
chapter, typically limited to famous political figures (e.g. Sun Yatsen) and place names (e.g. 
Russia),41 which do not appear in this iteration of entity detection under the guidelines I 
established at the beginning of this process. However, in keeping with Narrator 4’s reliance on 
descriptive names, there is a case for the crossing of “Maid” from chapter 3, “Hong Kong,” to 
chapter 4, “Holy Mountain.” Though the possible connection between “Holy Mountain” and 
“Hong Kong” is even more tenuous than that between “Hong Kong” and “Tokyo,” these two 
chapters strongly suggest an overlap in keeping with Mitchell’s trend so far of linking successive 
chapters. At the conclusion of her chapter, Narrator 4’s daughter, niece, and great-
granddaughter42 visit her on Holy Mountain. Her great-granddaughter tells her about working as 
a maid in Hong Kong: “My employer died. A foreigner, a lawyer with a big company, he was 
extremely wealthy. He was very generous to me in his will.”43 Narrator 4 doubts this is the whole 
truth, and we as readers have an enticing morsel of context to prove the Great 
Granddaughter/Maid’s claim is in fact not the whole truth. Based on the circumstances described 
                                                
40 Elson, et al, “Extracting Social Networks from Literary Fiction.” 
41 In this case, “Russia” is also evoked as the name of a person, not a place, and highlights how 
far removed Holy Mountain and Narrator 4 are from standardized civilization: “The men spoke 
in crisp, shiny Mandarin. Their magnificent, strange words paraded past. Words about somebody 
called Sun Yatsen, somebody called Russia, somebody else called Europe. Firepower, taxes, 
appointments. What world had these men come from?” (Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 111) 
42 Beyond the issues of names, there is substantial intergenerational confusion here. Narrator 4 
refers to her daughter, granddaughter and great-granddaughter fairly interchangeably, due to her 
view of “the nature of yesterdays” (Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 145). While this again suggests the 
importance of recurrence and cycles in the narrative, it increases immediate confusion about 
present entities and potential social connections. 
43 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 146. 
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by Narrator 4’s Great Granddaughter/Maid, and the situation surrounding Neal’s death and the 
money and other valuables left in his apartment—recall that Neal “hid the money in a shoebox at 
the bottom of Katy’s dressing table,” planning to “think of a better hiding place before the maid 
came. She might be a necessary drug, but she was still a thieving bitch”44—it appears that, yes, 
this woman is the same person who worked for Neal and Katy back in Hong Kong. As with 
Satoru and his saxophone, there could be other women who fit this description and set of 
circumstances, but the quantity of similar details in the context of an increasingly network-savvy 
narrative make it unlikely that Great Granddaughter/Maid of “Holy Mountain” is not identical 
with Maid of “Hong Kong.” 
Fundamentally, this chapter requires a re-evaluation of how naming functions across 
local and global scales. In a very real sense, Holy Mountain is outside established social 
conventions—“What world had these men come from?”45—including naming conventions. In 
her own world in retreat on the mountain, Narrator 4 is empowered to create her own naming 
conventions without reference to outside influences. This is reflected in the sorts of names (or 
lack thereof) identified by both the manual and automatic entity detection methods for this 
chapter. The case of the Great Granddaughter/Maid, however, presents a case where Narrator 4’s 
position outside society highlights how people can be empowered outside society and yet 
objectified within it and have both these contradictory states indicated by the same conventions 
of naming. Narrator 4 has no need of names, so she discards them. The Maid is nameless not by 
choice, but because Neal doesn’t care enough to name her. She’s backdrop, a “necessary drug,” 
an object for his use. Yes, naming is personal and often emotional, especially when nicknames (a 
                                                
44 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 98. 
45 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 111. 
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kind of improper name) are used. Narrator 4’s refusal to attend to proper names indicates 
belonging in her world. It’s not “General Brain” who doesn’t fit; it’s “somebody called Russia” 
who needs to go. The people with whom Narrator 4 has personal relationships merit notice, 
descriptive names, and capitalization. Neal underlines the difference in his usage of descriptive 
names by unnaming the Maid, someone with whom he has a professional and sexual 
relationship. Neal adheres to social conventions of naming, as established in his frequent and 
proper use of names for his business contacts. Omitting the Maid’s name glares by comparison. 
This isn’t like missing Quasar as an object and a person. He is named, even if imperfectly. The 
Maid has no name, not from her employer and not from her great-grandmother. Yet, the failure 
to name on Narrator 4’s part isn’t so dastardly as Neal’s omission. Narrator 4 as the Maid’s 
great-grandmother suggests unity across generations and an ever-increasing potential for self-
making46—individual names don’t matter when you are firmly part of something cyclic and 
eternal like lineage.47 Narrator 4 views the “nature of yesterdays” as insubstantial divisions of 
time that have no place in her world; her daughters will go onward, matrilineally, regardless of 
their individual names. 
Continuing the complexities of naming and personhood—particularly with respect to how 
we understand these issues as fundamental to the creation of modern social networks—chapter 5, 
“Mongolia,” features one of the most amorphous and mobile narrators, known only as a 
noncorpum (introducing additional naming and identity issues, even beyond those established in 
“Holy Mountain” and with first-person pronouns). The noncorpum is a spirit being that can 
                                                
46 Ursula K. Le Guin, “She Unnames Them,” The New Yorker 60, no. 49 (21 January 1985): 27. 
47 Julia Kristeva, “Women’s Time,” trans. Alice Jardine and Harry Blake, The Kristeva Reader, 
ed. Toril Moi (New York: Columbia UP, 1986), 187–213. 
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move from host to host, a mostly-benign parasite seeking knowledge of its own origins. The 
noncorpum’s ability to jump from host to host introduces a new kind of connection, a new mode 
of knowing, between characters. This jump occurs via touch, so characters must be physically 
co-present to make a connection, thus privileging traditional modes of creating social 
connections. The noncorpum also introduces a different selection process for which characters 
are noticed by the narrator, essentially a new window into the makeup of the novel’s social 
fabric. In previous chapters, the narrators named and described characters with whom they 
interacted, primarily in their daily lives. The noncorpum is specifically seeking other characters 
with knowledge of folklore as he seeks his origin story, so the details included about other 
characters tend to be more focused on their background and possible connection with an earlier 
oral tradition of story-telling. Once the noncorpum inhabits a new host, the host occupies a 
position adjacent to but not identical with the position of narrator. The noncorpum has access to 
the host’s thoughts, feelings, and general mental state—“I live in my host’s minds, and sift 
through their memories to understand the world.”48 The noncorpum reports some of this mental 
activity in the context of interacting with other characters, giving the host body some of the 
typical features of a first-person narrator, yet the noncorpum is simultaneously connecting its 
host’s experiences with its own past and memories collected from other hosts, while also 
considering the next move in its journey. This confluence of perspectives and goals creates a 
disjunction within the narrative voice and supports my ongoing skepticism about the consistency 
and reliability of the first-person narrative voice. In “Mongolia” there is one narrator, the 
noncorpum, and also many narrators as the noncorpum moves from host to host, body to body. 
                                                
48 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 153. 
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The noncorpum essentially creates a way for the narrator of “Mongolia” to be mentally 
unified if not consistent, a clever narrative device for rapidly growing the social network across 
entities, locations, and social contexts. 49 Examples of productive narrative disjunction come 
when the noncorpum occupies different kinds of hosts—Caspar, whose mind is busy and easy 
for the noncorpum to hide in; Gunga, whose mind is uncluttered and very aware of the intruder, 
so much so that she seeks “medical” help from a Shaman; and Suhbataar, a cold, robotic hitman 
for the KGB and sociopath, who so disturbs the noncorpum that it tries to send Suhbataar away.50 
All these voices and experiences are vastly different, yet united by the noncorpum, who, like the 
reader, is engaged in a process of meaning-making across narrative voices. Further, this diverse 
cast of characters might not have noticed each other without the influence of the noncorpum, 
dramatically changing the scope and selection of entities. For example, the noncorpum has left 
the host with whom he began the chapter, Caspar, and moved on to Beebee, a “Reindeer man” 
from a remote Mongolian tribe. When the noncorpum in Beebee happens to run into Caspar, the 
noncorpum greets Caspar as one might an old friend. In a sense, yes, the noncorpum and Caspar 
                                                
49 Christakis and Fowler note the possible limits of social networks in Connected, “We realized 
that there were fundamental rules that governed both the formation and the operation of social 
networks. … One cannot, for example, be friends with absolutely anybody. People are 
constrained by geography, socioeconomic status, technology, and even genes to have certain 
kinds of social relationships and to have a certain number of them” (xi). Mitchell’s noncorpum 
dramatically subverts these limitations by skipping around all the categories Christakis and 
Fowler list. Yet, Christakis and Fowler’s inclusion of technology opens this supposed limitation 
to a very broad range of social connections. Consider, the Internet does allow essentially random 
connections. And, as I have already argued, technology is a powerful connector in the phone call 
between Quasar and Satoru. 
50 The noncorpum describes what he typically encounters when he transmigrates in counterpoint 
to what he experiences with Suhbataar: “I would feel guilty for using my host so selfishly, but as 
I read Suhbataar’s past I felt vindicated. … Even I couldn’t see into the hole where his 
conscience should be. Outside this hole, his mind was cold, clear, and cruel. … Most humans are 
constantly writing in their heads, editing conversations and mixing images and telling themselves 
jokes or replaying music. But not Suhbataar. I may as well have transmigrated into a cyborg” 
(Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 174-175). 
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were once very close, but to all other onlookers (including Beebee!) this is ludicrous—
“Townsmen in the restaurant stare, amazed. Nobody knew this nomadic herder could speak any 
language other than a reindeer-flavoured dialect or Mongolian”51—and constitutes a mental and 
social violation—“This was very indulgent. I had to dampen and then erase Beebee’s shock at 
hearing himself speak in a language he’d never learned.”52 Without the intervention of the 
noncorpum, such appearances and interactions could not take place. 
The noncorpum’s mission, insofar as his wanderings have an ultimate goal, mirrors the 
reader’s—make meaning and fill knowledge gaps by way of social interactions. The 
noncorpum’s focus on storytelling and varied mental states provides an abundance of such 
interactions not otherwise possible without so mobile a narrator. The manual and automatic lists 
of entities for “Mongolia” indicate the noncorpum’s frequent host-hopping and fleeting social 
connections by having the lowest percent agreement at just over 50% (see Appendix C, Table 
C.5). This low level of agreement also arises from the automatic extraction method’s tendency to 
include fictional characters within the fictional world of the text. The noncorpum is seeking his 
origin story by way of folklore. His frequent encounters with folklorists and his tendency to 
linger over stories inserts tales into the text that I, the human reader, recognize as not part of the 
actual social network, but that a KWIC index will not filter out, even with fairly substantial 
context. For example, the noncorpum recounts in detail the tale of the swan-girl who is captured 
by a Mongolian hunter and eventually escapes. In the context of this tale, the swan-girl calls out 
the names of her eleven sons, “Caragana, Bodonguud, Sharaid, Tsagaan, Gushid, Khudai, Batnai, 
Khalbin, Khuaitsai, Galzut, Khovduud,”53 who are sufficiently enmeshed in the tale’s frame-
                                                
51 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 186-187. 
52 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 187. 
53 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 190. 
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within-a-frame to register as really present in “Mongolia.” This disparity suggests a need for 
possible amendments to the extraction method with respect to fictional characters, similar to 
possible allowances for famous figures, which constitute important mental webs (e.g. Satoru’s 
jazz references) and skew extraction results.  
Another source of disagreement between the methods comes from my manual 
identification of Narrator 4 and Mo, though they are unnamed in this chapter.54 The noncorpum 
recalls finding “companionship with an old woman who lived in a tea shack and believed I was a 
speaking tree,”55 which, as with Satoru and Tomoyo meeting Neal in “Hong Kong,” cannot be 
absolutely definitive with only this description. However, the recurrence of phrasing, in 
combination with the old woman’s recounted experiences of interacting with her Tree, suggest 
she was actually host to the noncorpum. Mo appears here unnamed—“a middle-aged Irish 
woman who…wrote numbers in a black notebook”56—but her presence is also strongly 
suggested by repeated phrasing. And, in fact, her presence here is later confirmed in chapter 8, 
“Clear Island,” which Mo herself narrates, lending some verification to the assumptions I have 
made about the appearance of certain characters based on description alone. 
Ultimately, the noncorpum’s defining tendencies—to connect individuals across contexts 
and to seek its origins—are deeply influential for the types of entities detected and for the overall 
themes of the chapter. Though it has no physical body, the noncorpum cares about the fate of the 
world; it is a “nonhuman humanist.”57 The noncorpum thus seeks out an array of entities across 
space and time, resulting in a kind of mental cosmopolitanism unachieved by any single narrator. 
                                                
54 See Appendix C, Table C.5. 
55 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 166. 
56 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 150. 
57 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 163. 
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The noncorpum’s specific concerns with its own beginnings lead it to seek out its hosts’ 
beginnings and also to ponder their endings: “I was here to find the source of the story that was 
already there, right at the beginning of ‘I’, sixty years ago. The story began, There are three who 
think about the fate of the world…”58 In seeking this origin story that is at once entangled with 
apocalypse, the noncorpum delves into the breadth of human potential and of human failure. As 
it contemplates humans and the state of the world, the noncorpum says, “Humans live in a pit of 
cheating, exploiting, hurting, incarcerating. Every time, the species wastes some part of what it 
could be. This waste is poisonous. That is why I no longer harm my hosts. There’s already too 
much of this poison.”59 Just as Quasar did, the noncorpum sees the toxic waste and destructive 
nature of man, though the noncorpum deals more in mental depravity since his home is in his 
host’s mind. The idea that human inhumanity is polluting and destroying the planet presents an 
interesting complement to the more traditional environmental focus on the destruction of the 
non-living, or at least non-human, portion of the global ecosystem (seen from Quasar’s 
perspective in “Okinawa”). The noncorpum views the ultimate answer to this environmental 
issue as being held in origin stories, in folklore, and fundamentally in fiction. This reliance on 
origin stories and the oral tradition underlines the significance of fictional characters. Fictional 
characters muddy the entity detection waters, but they are at the base of understanding how all 
characters will ultimately fit together.60 
                                                
58 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 158. 
59 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 163. 
60 Similar issues arise in chapter 6, “Petersburg,” and highlight how such fictional connections 
might be read in terms of genre. Consider, in another genre, these links might be real, but the 
assumption of realism (within certain limits anyway; we are dealing with a noncorporeal being 
here) curtails the expansion of Ghostwritten’s fictional network. However, even in this context of 
assumed realism, fictional characters in real social networks still influence behavior and enrich 
connections. For Margarita, the narrator of “Petersburg,” her real isolation is masked by the 
vividness of her imagined social network. While this ultimately highlights her tragic end, it also 
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Like “Hong Kong,” “London” reads fairly cleanly as an urban-encounters narrative—real 
people are named regularly and so is the narrator in the context of having conversations with the 
people he meets.61 Yet, I would also argue that “London” explicitly and productively collapses 
the modes of connection seen so far in Ghostwritten, including making use of imagined entities, 
while also taking a page out of Joyce’s playbook on crafting associative networks based on 
memories or other fragments. “London” features the largest cast of characters (compare Table 
C.7 with other entity detection tables) in large part because Marco, the narrator, gets around. His 
social sphere is multi-partite in terms of geography and in terms of the people populating each 
part. There are several main locations through Marco’s chapter—Katy’s house (one of Marco’s 
many conquests, with a photograph of a dead husband we readers recognize as Neal), Tim 
Cavendish’s publishing house (we’ve also met Tim’s brother Denholme Cavendish before in 
“Hong Kong”), Alfred Kopf’s house as the location for Marco’s latest work of ghostwriting, 
Marco’s flat over a bar where he’s a regular, and the streets of London more generally. This 
abundance of densely-populated urban settings helps account for the profusion of Marco’s 
contacts. Every corner of London is another social scene for Marco, who seems to have a natural 
tendency to make new connections and imaginatively connect new acquaintances to old, a useful 
feature in a network-driven narrative (not unlike the noncorpum’s similar glut of new contacts in 
“Mongolia”). 
Marco locates non-present entities based on physical markers in the cityscape around 
him, lending his narrative an added layer of reality in complement to imagined entities and in 
                                                
underlines the real effects of the imagination. Margarita’s real connections may be Russian 
mobsters working for Gregorski (who we recognize from Neal’s work in “Hong Kong”), but 
automatic entity detection places her amidst artists and historical figures, too. 
61 Note that the percent agreement between the manual and automatic extraction methods for 
“Hong Kong” and “London” are the same and slightly higher than the overall average at 74%. 
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contrast to the fictional flights of fancy from the previous chapters. For example, as he walks the 
streets of London on his way from Katy’s apartment to Tim’s publishing house, Marco says,  
Old Man London, out for the day . . . Italians give their cities sexes, and they all 
agree that the sex for a particular city is quite correct, but none of them can 
explain why. I love that. London’s middle-aged and male, respectably married but 
secretly gay. I know its overlapping towns like I know my own body. The red 
brick parts around Chelsea and Pimlico, Battersea Power Station like an upturned 
coffee table . . . The grimy estates down Vauxhall way. Green Park. I map the city 
by trigonometrical shag points. Highbury is already Katy Forbes. Putney is 
Poppy, and India of course, not that I shag India, she’s only five. Camden is 
Baggins the Tarantula. I try to pinpoint the places in Alfred’s nutty story.62 
 
Marco’s tendency to map people onto places suggests London as a kind of memory palace, not 
unlike the way Dublin is for James Joyce in Ulysses or Dubliners.63 In addition to underlining 
the importance of places in connection with people in social networks—this is in fact one of the 
most common ways of establishing links as I discussed in my introductory assessment of rules 
for networking—Marco also highlights how pivotal emotions and memories are in this linking 
process. Even when Marco can’t remember the names of particular connections, or simply never 
knew them, he can place them in time and space. Automatic entity detection registers “Welsh 
Ladies Kickboxing Champion” and “Panthea”/“Anthea”/“Samantha.”64 Marco’s remembrances 
of these conquests are not deep enough to warrant careful naming, but they do evoke careful 
                                                
62 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 281. 
63 This mapping aligns with recent literary criticism regarding the role of memory in fiction. 
Sebastian Groes specifically mentions Joyce’s use of memory palaces in creating Ulysses in his 
“Introduction” to Memory in the Twenty-First Century: New Critical Perspectives from the Arts, 
Humanities, and Sciences (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 19. Hanne Bewernick also 
notes the importance of visualization, “to read or hear words and to transform these words into 
images which come alive in a three-dimensional imaginary world,” in The Storyteller’s Memory 
Palace: A Method of Interpretation Based on the Function of Memory Systems in Literature: 
Geoffrey Chaucer, William Langland, Salman Rushdie, Angela Carter, Thomas Pynchon and 
Paul Auster, (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang AG, 2010), 240. 
64 See Appendix C, Table C.7. 
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placing; he knows where he knew these women, and as such they are part of the geosocial 
tapestry of his London. 
 As in “Mongolia,” Mo appears in “London” as an unnamed but unmistakable presence. 
Marco registers her as a middle-aged Irish woman in an orange anorak; the taxi driver who 
nearly runs her over calls Mo “Ruddy Bleedin Nora” (which registers in automatic detection as 
an entity for its capitalization, no doubt). Because Marco bravely pushes Mo out of the way of 
the oncoming taxi, saving her life, she evokes an ongoing emotional response in him. Marco 
considers how random life and death are in the context of his daring save: “If that chair hadn’t 
arrived when it did, and Katy hadn’t flipped out and asked me to leave, then I wouldn’t have 
been at that precise spot to stop that woman being flattened. I’ve never saved anyone’s life 
before.”65 I will discuss the importance of random linking at greater length in my next chapter on 
how networks function in Ghostwritten. For now, in the context of defining networks by the 
people or nodes in them, this randomness of Mo appearing in several apparently disconnected 
places across the novel exemplifies how isolated social networks (as in Asimov’s localized 
caves) can become part of a robust and deeply interconnected global network with largely 
invisible links (achieving the range of Asimov’s random global network). Her appearance also 
underlines the importance of random social encounters to shaping ordinary life. Marco saves Mo, 
which prompts him to evaluate his own choices, his own causes and effects, and eventually 
decide to try to reconnect with his (ex)girlfriend and daughter. 
Mo herself narrates the following chapter, “Clear Island,” which at once captures the total 
isolation and freedom from the urban sprawl that earlier narrators like Quasar, Satoru, and Neal 
can only dream of, while simultaneously illustrating the repeated truth, “Island secrets are hidden 
                                                
65 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 266. 
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from mainlanders, but never from the islanders,” suggesting that the information necessary to 
understand the parts of any given network is available if you know where to ask for it.66 With 
respect to networks, Mo essentially hops from social island to social island (the caves of Watts 
and Asimov’s formulation) as she crosses geographic space and appears in various chapters, 
leaving a social archipelago in her wake.67 Mo’s social connections begin to fill in gaps left by 
earlier chapters. She describes her encounter with Sherry Connolly on the train in Mongolia in 
such a way as to leave no doubt that the connection posited in Table C.5 is valid. Her account of 
her encounter with a taxi in London leaves more room for interpretation, yet her mad dash across 
the world from Hong Kong to Clear Island, pursued by US government officials led by Stolz—
“the Texan” as he is called by Marco and Mo68—aligns precisely with the string of characters we 
have known so far. From Mo’s perspective—on her social island perhaps—these chance 
                                                
66 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 365.  
Tom Stoppard’s The Hard Problem (New York: Grove, 2015) addresses this in terms of 
coincidence—something isn’t really a “coincidence,” much less a “miracle,” if you have 
sufficient information. However, this leads up to the impossibility of predicting the behavior of 
chaotic systems. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions means you can almost never have 
enough information to make valid predictions. See James Gleick’s Chaos (New York: Viking, 
1987) or Stoppard’s Arcadia (London: Faber and Faber, 1993). 
67 During her journey Mo echoes some of the “spy tactics” we saw Quasar use, primarily in her 
adoption of aliases and in her constant movement. In his article, “Mobility, network, message: 
spy fiction and film in the long 1930s,” in Critical Quarterly 57, no. 3 (October 2015): 10-21, 
David Trotter highlights the marginal space of transit, underlining the “ripening” effect of 
movement on people, goods, and information. By the time the destination is reached, we are ripe 
for action, the information contained in spies is ready to fall from the tree. Yet, in this 
formulation, it is not the plan or intent to act nor the ultimate action itself that takes pride of 
place, it’s the transitionary period. We see this in Ghostwritten in Quasar, the Noncorpum, 
Marco, and Mo especially. All these characters’ journeys constitute their active impact in the 
novel as much as their actions themselves. 
68 Marco’s naming of the Texan by accent and manner carries over to how Stolz presents himself 
to Mo at Lightbox and how he is named later at Clear Island. Thus, I accept this naming 
convention as conclusive (though, yes, there could be another Texan Blues Brother look-alike in 
pursuit of a frantic Irish woman, but probably not and I certainly hope not). See Table C.8. 
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encounters start to look less like chance and more like we were merely unable to see the 
connective thread before. 
In addition to tying earlier sections together through Mo’s travels and encounters, “Clear 
Island” features a very strong agreement between the manual and automatic entity detection 
methods (nearly 80%), which doesn’t match my previous observations about business and urban 
naming schemes being particularly reliable. The problem with my earlier assessment is in what I 
referred to as the texture (as always, the devil’s in the details). In the urban environment, there 
was background noise in the form of background people (e.g. Quasar’s hotel clerk) who were 
never named. This lack of naming wasn’t particularly concerning because it could be collectively 
swept under the rug as “texture”—stuff that isn’t important in its own right but that we need to 
feel the realness of this fictional universe. In “Clear Island,” though, everyone matters; there is 
no background texture because the urban noise has been removed. Mo demonstrates the islander 
tendency toward an active and engaged present, with no background, by naming those she 
encounters, even in her transitory wanderings. The vast majority of characters Mo meets and 
names are Clear Islanders, but despite this inherent geographic isolation Mo herself connects 
with nearly everyone she meets directly, illustrating the power of naming and the power of what 
Gladwell calls the “connector.”69 
The penultimate chapter, “Night Train,” takes place on a late-night jazz/blues/talk radio 
show and further culls out noise (perhaps ironically, as Night Train is likely someone else’s 
urban background noise) through caller selection.70 By virtue of the show’s dynamics—people 
                                                
69 Gladwell, The Tipping Point, 2002. 
70 Indeed, “Night Train” confirms the assertions I made with respect to percent agreement and 
background noise in my section on “Clear Island.” Like “Clear Island” the percent agreement 
between manual and automatic entity detection methods is 80% for “Night Train.” Though this 
section takes place in an urban, technologically-rich environment, the process of selecting 
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call in, they are screened by a producer and/or switchboarder, and, after passing this gated entry, 
they can speak with the host, Bat Segundo—Night Train is at once isolated and deeply enmeshed 
in the question of what role technology plays in social networks. Like the phone call in “Tokyo” 
between Satoru and Quasar, entities/nodes are introduced here by phone call alone, breaking 
with earlier chapters’ specificity of place—the radio show itself, Night Train, not New York, is 
identified as the location—and affirming that locations don’t matter when connections can be 
made at a distance through global technology. Here, though node creation matches the directness 
and specificity of Mo’s personal connections, Bat’s links are completely impersonal. The 
freedom and openness achieved by distance and linked through technology is undercut by 
placelessness and the sense that these connections might be unreliable in their intangibility.71 
Consider the impact of this placelessness on traditional modes of knowing. In earlier 
social connections throughout Ghostwritten, naming has been important, but description has 
been equally so and has even taken the place of proper naming in some cases. In a purely 
technological connection, characters and readers alike have no way to substantiate naming with 
other sensory cues, particularly visual ones. In “Night Train” this unreliability is expressed 
                                                
callers, naming them, and talking with them directly has the same effect of creating clear and 
direct connections as we saw with Mo in the previous chapter. 
71 Joshua Meyrowitz observes in No Sense of Place (New York: Oxford UP, 1985), “Changes in 
media in the past have always affected the relationship among places. They have affected the 
information that people bring to places and the information that people have in given places. But 
the relationship between place and social situation was still quite strong. Electronic media go one 
step further: they lead to a nearly total dissociation of physical place and social ‘place’. When we 
communicate through telephone, radio, television, or computer, where we are physically no 
longer determines where and who we are socially” (115).  
Rowan Wilken further destabilizes place, “The idea of place serves as the paradigm grounding 
and supporting such discourse, but is then ‘subordinated’ as a metaphor. … In other words, place 
is used metaphorically as a structural framework for communication and then dispensed with.” 
From “The Haunting Affect of Place in the Discourse of the Virtual” in Ethics, Place and 
Environment 10, no. 1 (March 2007): 54. 
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through the uncertain naming and attribution of names between Zookeeper and His Serendipity. 
His Serendipity/Seren Dippy and the Zookeeper/Zooey are referred to as each other at several 
points by other characters, creating confusion about whether they might be one person.72 By 
presenting (mis)attribution from multiple, equally (un)reliable sources, “Night Train” further 
introduces issues of who gets to name and un-name in a way we haven’t seen before in the text. 
Misnomers and multiple names lead to confusion—here the Japanese caller believes Zookeeper 
is His Serendipity. Bat is confused by this call and asks Zookeeper how he’s known as “Seren 
Dippy.” Zookeeper denies this identity and refers to the caller as mentally unstable (note that this 
caller is closely connected to Quasar, if not Quasar himself).73 Despite the dubious nature of the 
source and the problematic naming, this name game nonetheless results in a very close 
connection between Zookeeper and His Serendipity, if not establishing a shared identity between 
them. At the very least, His Serendipity is connected to his follower, the Japanese caller who 
called Bat, and so His Serendipity and Bat have a second-order connection. The Zookeeper is 
also connected to this caller through Bat and is thus similarly connected to His Serendipity. 
Far from clearing up these questions and providing closure, Ghostwritten’s closing coda, 
“Underground,” takes us backward in time to Quasar and the subway attack that started the 
events in “Okinawa.” While “Underground” could be placed chronologically before “Okinawa,” 
it isn’t meaningful without the rest of the text before it. Here in “Underground” naming 
conventions collapse entirely, and readers must be guided by the associations we have developed 
                                                
72 See Appendix C, Table C.9 and particularly note that these issues of naming are shared by me 
and my robot. Character misattribution within the fictional universe is extremely difficult to 
untangle from any outside perspective without the assistance of an inside expert. No such 
authority exists inside Ghostwritten here. This issue of properly identifying noncorporeal beings 
who move between hosts arises again later in The Bone Clocks, thus my best guess for an 
“expert” is Mitchell himself. (David, if you’re reading this, tweet me back @stellawake.) 
73 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 406-411. 
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over the course of the preceding nine chapters. Looking at actually present entities reveals almost 
nothing; Quasar is on the subway with a bunch of unnamed travelers. Instead, the connective 
tissue and identifying markers are all contained in Joycean associations. We see characters we’ve 
known before in their keywords, locations, and quirks, not in their names.74 In the end, what’s in 
a name? An “albino bat”75 still evokes Bat Segundo, blind-as-a-bat John Cullin, and a 
noncorporeal being searching for a story about flying creatures including a bat. Similarly, 
through Quasar we hear “a saxophone from long ago,” see a book with “Buddha [sitting]…silver 
on a blue hill,” imagine “the Tea Shack” and “the Great Khan’s horsemen,” catch a glimpse of a 
booklet called “Petersburg, City of Masterworks,” get smacked in the face with a shopping bag 
printed with a doodle of “The London Underground” that contains “Kilmagoon whisky [with] an 
island as old as the world” on its label.76 All these passing impressions make connections Quasar 
himself can’t and won’t know—to Satoru, Neal, the old woman on Holy Mountain, the 
noncorpum in Suhbataar, Margarita at the Hermitage, Marco zipping around London, and Mo 
returning to Clear Island, respectively. These purely associative connections highlight variations 
in character identification and characterization, ultimately privileging human interpretation over 
machine determination in the network-driven novel. In this context, over-attribution based on 
suggested connections is not only preferable to disjunction but necessary to crafting the cohesive 
complex social network that provides the structural foundation of Ghostwritten. 
At last the reader is as much a force in the network as anything else. We want to see 
connections, and enough connective tissue is provided for the final links to feel natural, 
unforced, and even inevitable. None of these associative connections are names, and none would 
                                                
74 See Table C.10. 
75 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 426. 
76 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 424-425. 
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hold up to the sort of regularized nodal detection scheme I devised for my automatic entity 
detection. But that ultimately doesn’t matter. These connections exist only and precisely because 
of readerly gap-filling and meaning-making. In making these connections, the reader eliminates 
the arbitrary coincidences of random networks.77 These aren’t coincidental overlaps; they’re 
deliberate links based on detail-rich character nodes, which readers can now recognize in ways 
we couldn’t before reading Ghostwritten because we didn’t know what to look for.  
 
 
                                                
77 I’ll return to how coincidences appear to function versus how they actually function in small-
world networks where central connectors or hubs shrink distances across the web in my next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Links Determination and the Global Ecological Implications of Social Networks in 
David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten 
 
 
“Nature uses only the longest threads to weave her patterns, so each small 
piece of her fabric reveals the organization of the entire tapestry.”1 
—Richard P. Feynman, The Character of Physical Law 
 
“Every little trifle, for some reason, does seem incalculably important 
today and when you say of a thing that ‘nothing hangs on it’ it sounds like 
blasphemy. There’s never any knowing—how am I to put it?—which of 
our actions, which of our idlenesses won’t have things hanging on it for 
ever.”2 
—E.M. Forster, Where Angels Fear to Tread 
 
 
 
David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten (1999) highlights how local systems—specifically local 
social networks—can evolve and recombine dynamically over time to generate a deeply 
interconnected global network. What appears to be a series of disjointed tales, perhaps only very 
tangentially connected, told throughout the novel become the basis for a global catastrophic 
event, which is only made possible via small perturbations recorded at the local level through the 
individual chapters. Yet Mitchell is not, I think, arguing for the inevitable meltdown of global 
systems. Rather, he highlights individual responsibility for unforeseeable large-scale effects 
within a vast, and often locally incomprehensible, global social network. In so doing, he leaves 
utopian potential (random order arises from complex networks even amidst apparent chaos) 
while also pointing to the paranoid instabilities inherent in any complex system. 
                                                
* An earlier version of this chapter appears as “Complex Systems and Global Catastrophe: 
Networks in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten” in New Directions in Ecocriticism, edited by Gillen 
D. Wood (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois, 2011), available through Illinois Digital 
Environment for Access to Learning and Scholarship (IDEALS). 
1 Richard Feynman, The Character of Physical Law (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1965), 34. 
2 E. M. Forster, Where Angels Fear to Tread (London: William Blackwood & Sons, 1905), 264. 
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As one might expect from my brief overview, as well as from my discussion of named 
entities in the previous chapter, the experience of reading Ghostwritten is initially very 
disorienting. From one chapter to the next Mitchell fundamentally destabilizes traditional reading 
practice, disorienting the reader by shifting narrators and geographic locations across chapters, 
while simultaneously making non-uniform spatial and temporal moves. In this fashion, one’s 
own experience of the novel mirrors the unpredictable yet intricate construction of real world 
global networks. While I would not claim that Mitchell’s social network in Ghostwritten is true 
to scale compared to real social nets—consider, for example, the necessarily limited size of the 
cast of characters in a novel—it does model the kinds of random connections essential to the 
creation of a robust global network.3 
In addition to providing a useful model for the construction of global social networks, 
Ghostwritten also offers the reader a way into understanding the underlying structure and 
dynamic evolution over time of social nets through the construction of the novel itself. Thinking 
in terms of a chapter-by-chapter building up (and eventual catastrophic breaking down) of 
interpersonal connections, Mitchell particularly highlights the euphoric connective potential 
available through science and technology, which we might expect in the media age. Yet, any 
celebratory or generative potential is at once undercut by environmental and social decay, 
                                                
3 Limitations of scale and detail are essential considerations when dealing with any kind of 
model. As I discussed in my Introduction, I treat novels as literary laboratories in which potential 
global effects can be safely explored. Network theory offers similar modeling capabilities, 
offering a mathematical complement to the human interactions presented in fiction. In 
considering other studies of fictional networks, knowing the limits of the model is key. Elson et 
al find limits of first-person narration in “Extracting Social Networks from Literary Fiction” 
(http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1858696); in “Marvel Universe Looks Almost Like a Real 
Social Network” (http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0202174v1), R. Alberich, J. Miro-Julia, F. 
Rossello similarly limit links—“two characters are linked when they jointly appear in a 
significant way in the same comic book”— suggesting that the “almost” in their title accounts for 
selection, distribution, and size. 
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culminating in a decisively paranoid response to the possible outcomes from connectivity and 
resource competition across global populations. In this chapter, I will use the characters 
compiled by my entity extraction method (in my previous chapter) as the collection of nodes or 
actors in the social network, and I will present methods for determining links between these 
characters to craft a chapter-by-chapter series of social networks. 
Many of the parameters for network extraction mirror those I identified and discussed in 
my discussion of methods and rules for entity detection. Manual network extraction—that is, 
reading an individual text and making note of the social connections by hand—should be the 
most accurate method, if done carefully. The human reader can identify links between nodes 
(where nodes have already been identified either by manual or automatic entity detection), while 
removing noise from the data which might include characters who are mentioned but who are not 
actually present, fictional entities, or properly named non-entities. As in manual entity detection, 
manual network extraction also benefits from the human reader’s best judgement about the 
presence of unnamed characters. Likewise, as with other manual methods, this process will 
require more time to complete than automatic methods. In this iteration of social networking I 
have omitted place names, fictional characters, and famous or public figures as I did in my 
method for entity detection. 
1. Place names. 
Place names appear frequently as named entities and offer a fruitful future avenue for 
social connections in the sense that two characters may be said to be connected if they are from 
the same place, if they live or have lived in the same place, or even if they have merely visited 
the same location. In Ghostwritten, the narrator of chapter eight, Mo Muntervary, travels from 
Hong Kong to Ireland by plane and train, which results in her passing through most of the 
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settings for the previous chapters—Hong Kong (chapter 3), Mongolia (chapter 5), Petersburg 
(chapter 6), and London (chapter 7)—before reaching Clear Island (chapter 8). Thus, Mo 
establishes a tenuous kind of geographic link on the basis that she has shared named physical 
space with other characters, though this experience may not align temporally. Real lived 
experience supports this type of connection. Consider any time you might have had a 
conversation with someone about a place you have both merely visited. Though you have no 
direct connection with each other in the geographic space in question, you still share experiences 
that constitute a connection, tenuous and widely shared though it might be. Because of the 
fragility of such place-based connections—these connections seem inconsequential unless 
activated by another connection, such as the in-person sharing of such experiences—I do not 
include them in my initial networking schema. However, I envision future versions of this type 
of analysis that include of layer of connectivity based on shared spaces.4 
2. Indirect references. 
As with place names, there is a case to be made for including characters mentioned in 
passing. Even if these characters are not physically present, they may be part of the social 
network by virtue of being known to at least one of the characters who is present. But several 
difficulties arise from including absent characters. First, how connected should these non-present 
characters be? I have elected to include characters who are merely mentioned, recording them as 
directly connected to the person who refers to them, but one step removed from the person to 
whom they are mentioned. Apoorv Agarwal et al develop a program for moving beyond the 
method of linking characters based on conversational interaction put forth by Stiller, Nettle, and 
                                                
4 Specific types of network-driven novels, for example those that feature a collection of spaces 
across time, would lend themselves especially well to such analysis. 
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Dunbar (2003)5; Elson, Dames, and McKeown (2010)6; and He, Barbosa, and Kondrak (2013)7; 
calling instead for links in the social networks to be based on “social events,” defined as “events 
that occur between people where at least one person is aware of the other and of the event taking 
place.”8 This would include thoughts and observations as well as conversations and other 
interactions—a definite improvement, or at least expansion—but still this requires an essential 
co-presence. For me, actual co-presence is less important because of how imaginative or 
associative networks function in creating texts. Characters do not have to be actually present for 
us as readers or for other characters to register them in some meaningful way. 
Second difficulty, what if a mentioned character is a famous and/or fictional figure? Like 
place names, anyone might refer to a public figure or celebrity without having any actual 
connection to that person. Shared references to celebrities constitute a kind of connection, but, 
again, such connections rely on additional connections for substance. For example, there are 
several points in Ghostwritten where characters refer to “The President” or “Mr. President.” In 
certain cases, this might constitute a link where the character actually does know the President; 
however, in most cases, such political discussions are in the abstract with no real link with the 
                                                
5 James Stiller, Daniel Nettle, Robin I.M. Dunbar, “The Small World of Shakespeare’s Plays,” 
Human Nature 14, no. 4 (2003): 397-408. 
6 David K. Elson, Nicholas Dames, and Kathleen R. McKeown, “Extracting Social Networks 
from Literary Fiction,” ACL ‘10 Proceedings of the 48th Annual Meeting of the Association for 
Computational Linguistics (Stroudsburg, PA: Association for Computational Linguistics, July 
2010), 138-147. 
7 Hua He, Denilson Barbosa, and Grzegorz Kondrak, “Identification of Speakers in Novels,” 
Proceedings of the 51st Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics 
(Stroudsburg, PA: Association for Computational Linguistics, August 2013), 1312-1320. 
8 Apoorv Agarwal, Anup Kotalwar, Jiehan Zheng, and Owen Rambow, “SINNET: Social 
Network Extractor from Text,” The Companion Volume of the Proceedings of IJCNLP 2013: 
System Demonstrations (Nagoya, Japan: ACL, October 2013), 33-36. 
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President under discussion.9 References to fictional characters—for example, references to 
characters from literature—operate similarly. Shared imaginative experience may constitute a 
particular kind of connection and exert some influence on behavior, yet it is unlikely that anyone 
would consider there to be a meaningful, substantive connection between everyone who has seen 
the same film or read the same book. In short, such links are not meaningless but are rather 
incomplete links in the network’s fabric. Thus, I have excluded them from my social networks at 
this stage in my project. 
Within these parameters, I manually searched the text of Ghostwritten for all characters 
and character references recorded as nodes in the previous chapter,10 and linked nodes based on 
direct social connections within the text.11 Most often, connections are established when 
characters are physically co-present. That is, they appear in the same place at the same time. 
Another important avenue for connections arises from modern networking technology, such as 
telephone, email, and transportation. Phone calls in particular play an important role in the novel, 
                                                
9 Ghostwritten features an interesting complication/exception to the exclusion of famous people. 
A character refers to Leonid Brezhnev early in the novel, then a later character makes mention of 
actually knowing Brezhnev. Thus, Brezhnev is excluded initially as merely a passing reference 
to an unknown famous person, then he is later included in the social network as a real personal 
connection. 
10 The results of this search are presented in character tables in Appendix C. 
11 In “Extracting Signed Social Networks from Text,” TextGraphs-7 ’12 Workshop Proceedings 
of TextGraph-7 on Graph-based Methods for Natural Language Processing (Stroudsburg, PA: 
Association for Computational Linguistics, 13 July 2012), Ahmed Hassan et al suggest that 
deeper insights and understanding of social networks can be achieved by examining “the text 
exchanged between individuals…to come up with conclusions about, not only the existence of an 
interaction, but also its type” (6). In this formulation, “type” would be either positive or negative, 
adding nuance to connections that have been viewed mostly in positive terms (friending, liking, 
following, etc.). Such nuance might be relevant to future iterations of this research project as a 
possible indicator of prevailing tone or sentiment before network collapse, though signing my 
links is beyond the scope of this current endeavor. 
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as one of the main settings is a late night radio show. International travel also appears 
prominently as I discussed with reference to place names and chapter eight in Ghostwritten.12  
Overarching themes of globalization and subsequent global uncertainty in human and 
ecological networks pervade Ghostwritten. Building on my discussion of Lauren Berlant’s Cruel 
Optimism from my Introduction, I will specifically be examining the systemic conditions that 
may potentially lead to emergent crises. Berlant claims that “across diverse geopolitical and 
biopolitical locations, the present moment increasingly imposes itself on consciousness as a 
moment in extended crisis, with one happening piling on another,” leading to a constant state of 
paranoid precarity with the potential for crisis always looming.13 If present realism is obligated 
to treat the world as ever-in-crisis, an environment where “spreading precarity provides the 
dominant structure and experience of the present moment” resulting in “a new global 
                                                
12 What qualifies as a link is a fundamental question in dealing with literary social networks. 
Certainly the method I have implemented is not the only possible course, though this is a case 
where textual features like narrative voice and genre can make a big difference. Consider Stiller, 
Nettle, and Dunbar’s “The Small World of Shakespeare’s Plays,” which deals with drama and 
presents a method for extracting network links “by treating each speaking character as a vertex, 
and deeming two characters to be linked if there was at least one time slice of the play in which 
both were present (that is, if two characters spoke to each other or were in each other’s presence, 
then they have a link)” (399). Alberich et al consider that “two characters are linked when they 
jointly appear in a significant way in the same comic book” in “Marvel Universe Looks Almost 
Like a Real Social Network” (http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0202174v1). 
13 Lauren Berlant, Cruel Optimism (Durham, NC: Duke UP, 2011), 7. 
Harold James extends this suspicion of global weakness by suggesting that “the currently 
prevalent way of thinking about globalization simply as a system of interconnections, of 
processes and networks that span national and cultural boundaries, is bound to produce a 
backlash, primarily because it is widely assumed that it is simply a euphemism for some sort of 
imperial rule. From this follows disintegration. In other words, globalization tends to self-
subversion” (423). Furthermore, “Globalization is often supposed to have produced a 
universalization of peace, since only in a peaceful world can trade and an interchange of ideas 
really flourish. But in practice globalization of goods and capital and people often leads to a 
globalization of violence” (425). See “Globalization, Empire, and Natural Law,” International 
Affairs 84, no. 3 (May 2008): 421-436. 
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class…termed the precariat,”14 then I want to insist on treating the other side of the coin as well. 
That is, flipping Berlant’s precarity on its head, I would assert, yes, there is inherent risk in 
global systems of the type I’ve been discussing throughout this project—Mitchell makes much of 
the potential in such systems—but sensitivity to crisis does not always mean devastation; instead, 
the large-scale effects can be positive.15 That’s the real uncertainty in global complex systems—
there’s no way to predict what outcomes will result from even seemingly small perturbations (as 
I’ve already suggested in my discussion of Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s Herland). Models from 
literature and network theory alike are descriptive, not necessarily predictive. 
Where a global complex network has the power to make everything collapse, it also has 
the power to prevent such events. In A Strategy for the Future (1974), Ervin Laszlo, a 
philosopher of science and systems theorist, proposes that a general systems view of the world is 
necessary if we are to avoid global catastrophe as a result of human-induced imbalances in the 
global system. Laszlo asserts, “The system level of analysis permits one to examine international 
relations as a whole…The advantages of the world system level reside in the comprehensiveness 
of the analysis and the perception of patterns otherwise lost in the maze of data.”16 The emphasis 
on wholeness and global pattern discernment, rather than stopping at local analyses, is key to 
                                                
14 Berlant, Cruel Optimism, 192, emphasis in original. 
15 Leslie Sklair, in “The Emancipatory Potential of Generic Globalization” from Globalizations 
6, no. 4 (December 2009), takes globalization as a generally accepted as reality, as Berlant does, 
but Sklair argues that the term is too loose to effectively describe variations on globalization. In 
particular, Sklair describes the prevailing mode of globalization as “capitalist globalization” and 
proposes “alternative globalizations” (she describes a socialist globalization) to move 
productively past the fatalism of global capitalism, which stems from “class polarization,” 
“economic insecurity,” and, most importantly for me, “the crisis of ecological unsustainability” 
(526-527). These critiques are in line with those Berlant identifies, but I remain skeptical about a 
cure-all in any mode of globalization. Fundamentally, risk is present in all complex systems by 
virtue of their underlying, linked structure. There is no way to get around that. 16	Ervin Laszlo, A Strategy for the Future (New York: George Braziller, 1974), 25. 
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Laszlo’s view and fairly intuitive given the increasing interdependence of nations and 
communities in a worldwide economy. However, there are limitations to this approach. While 
systems theory has the advantage of comprehensive analysis, it necessarily elides detailed 
features of the system being studied, retaining only a select few characteristic elements.  
Ludwig von Bertalanffy, in his seminal text, General System Theory (1968), describes the 
systems problem as “essentially the problem of the limitations of analytical procedures in 
science. […] ‘Analytical procedure’ means that an entity investigated be resolved into, and hence 
can be constituted or reconstituted from, the parts put together, these procedures being 
understood both in their material and conceptual sense.”17 In this definition, a systems theoretical 
approach can offer a scientific account of the cliché that the whole is greater than the sum of its 
parts. Laszlo adds, “[Groups of interacting parts] exhibit a certain uniqueness of characteristics 
as wholes. They cannot simply be reduced to the properties of their individual parts.”18 Even 
with the extreme specialization that has occurred recently in science, science still cannot deal 
with systems containing many particles, and certainly not systems in which the parts interact and 
cannot be reduced to basic principles.19 Where traditional science examines components and 
builds up from that foundation, utilizing a complex systems model permits both bottom-up and 
top-down approaches. This multiplicity of approaches is necessary here for dealing with complex 
nonlinearities, situations in which system inputs do not have a direct or predictable correlation 
with outputs, and emergent phenomena, global characteristics that cannot be accounted for in the 
properties of the constituent components. 
                                                
17 Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory (New York: George Braziller, 1968), 18. 
18 Laszlo, The Systems View of the World (New York: George Braziller, 1972), 8. 
19 Laszlo, Systems View, 3-4 
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 Supplementing Bertalanffy’s and Laszlo’s definitions, one can briefly summarize 
complex systems as possessing several basic characteristics. In Modeling Complex Systems 
(2004), Nino Boccara lists these characteristics as the essential traits of complex systems: 
1. They consist of a large number of interacting agents. 
2. They exhibit emergence; that is, a self-organizing collective behavior difficult 
to anticipate from the knowledge of the agents' behavior. 
3. Their emergent behavior does not result from the existence of a central 
controller.20 
 
In literary terms, there must be many interconnected, interacting components, chapters or 
individual characters. The overall organization must be a result not simply of the agents’ 
behavior or plot movements, but also of their interactions. Last, there is, within the system or 
text, no central controlling agent. Instead of following a main protagonist through the narrative 
and experiencing the storyline as a result of his or her actions, the action is undertaken by a 
group of agents or characters.  
Working through Ghostwritten from a systems perspective reveals a networked and 
evolving pattern of interconnections between locations and agents (both human and non-
human*), as well as a variety of views on fate versus chance (especially the fate of the world), 
and the position of humankind with respect to its own fate and its responsibility for the fate of 
the global environment—will we craft utopia or dystopia? A kind of musical repetition of 
phrases and image patterns also builds through the almost operatic construction of repeated 
motifs. Ghostwritten is a tapestry that requires attention to detail, an eye for pattern, and a good 
                                                
20 Nino Boccara, Modeling Complex Systems (New York: Springer, 2004), 3. 
* By non-human, I am referring here to two characters in Ghostwritten: a non-corporeal spirit 
that can move from body to body and an artificial intelligence-powered global watchdog that 
resides in worldwide systems technology. 
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ear. Throughout, apocalyptic rhetoric is woven in, staging the debate between fate and chance, as 
well as between science, technology, and nature. 
Though systems theory admittedly was not formulated with the aim of applying it to 
novels, Mitchell's Ghostwritten can thus be read as an example of a complex system that itself 
deals with a nested complex system, the global ecosystem. In keeping with the criteria listed 
above, the chapters as well as the characters in them work as interacting agents locally, and they 
produce global behavior (the overall plot, the novel itself) without the connective thread of any 
common, central agent within the novel. Bertalanffy explicitly makes room for the theory’s 
application to areas other than hard science; he says, “Models in ordinary language therefore 
have their place in systems theory. The system idea retains its value even where it cannot be 
formulated mathematically, or remains a ‘guiding idea’ rather than being a mathematical 
construct.”21 Indeed, this is one basis for my treatment of literary laboratories. Even against 
potential limitations of the use of systems theory on language-based models, I suggest that the 
novel, in addition to being admissible in a systems approach as a model in words, also acts as a 
representation of a physical system. Ghostwritten offers a possible version of the future state of 
the global ecosystem under the influence of human poisoning and urban sprawl. Further, 
Ghostwritten illustrates real complex behavior (as do other network-driven texts, as I’ve defined 
them); because of this, Mitchell’s fictional universe can be analyzed in the same way that any 
other physical system can be.22 
                                                21	Bertalanffy, General System Theory, 24. 
22 Recent criticism on literary social network analysis aligns with my assessment of and decision 
to treat texts as fully functional complex systems. In “Complex System Analysis of Social 
Networks Extracted from Literary Fictions” from International Journal of Machine Learning 
and Computing 3, no. 1 (Feb 2013), Gyeong-Mi Park et al note that social networks extracted 
from literary texts, termed “literary social graphs,” display “typical characteristics of complex 
systems” as I have suggested earlier in this project. Long-form fiction constitutes a complex 
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 Deploying the underlying assumption of systems theory, Mitchell emphasizes the 
interconnectedness of agents in an open global system. Bertalanffy describes open systems: “An 
open system is defined as a system in exchange of matter with its environment…open systems 
can maintain themselves in a state of high statistical improbability, of order and organization” 
without violating the laws of thermodynamics.23 In short, dynamic interactions between parts 
along with their interaction with the environment can lead to the potential for increasing 
complexity.24 Where closed systems are subject to decay due to accordance with the second law 
of thermodynamics, open systems may increase in order and complexity, leaving room for net 
benefits rather than only losses. The network in Ghostwritten evolves as chapters and nodes are 
added, importing information from the novel’s fictional universe and productively complicating 
the reading experience. Mitchell’s system is especially rich in its emphasis on human-
environment interaction: characters are often linked in space, if not in time, and linked in their 
similar thoughts about particular places and spaces. 
 Considering this human-environment interaction in terms of ecosystems, themselves 
subject to complex systems modeling, adds another layer to Mitchell’s web. According to 
                                                
system typical of “human society and the huge ecosystem in Earth.” Though these comparisons 
may seem overblown, in fact they are in line with the scalable laws of network theory. 
In “Character Networks for Narrative Generation: Structural Balance Theory and the Emergence 
of Proto-Narratives” from Complexity and the Human Experience: Modeling Complexity in the 
Humanities and Social Sciences, ed. Paul A. Youngman and Mirsad Hadzikadic (Boca Raton, 
FL: CRC Press, 2014), Graham Alexander Sack suggests, “The guiding principle behind literary 
network analysis is that narratives are not merely depictions of individual experience in language 
but are also artificial societies whose imaginary social forms can be quantified and analyzed. 
What such analyses reveal is that narrative structure, such as plot, genre, and characterization, is 
intimately related to network structure” (85, emphasis in original). As I’ve suggested for 
Ghostwritten and other specifically network-driven narratives, narrative structure and cohesion is 
further dependent on network structure, not merely “related to” as Sack asserts. 23	Bertalanffy, General System Theory, 141-143. 
24 Bertalanffy, General System Theory, 150. 
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Laszlo, “Ecosystems [are] the integration of the communities of living organisms and their total 
nonliving environment in a geographical region of the earth at a particular point in time. The 
basic units are the individual living organisms. They form the nodal points of a network 
enmeshed in, and integrated with, the environmental matrix.”25 In Mitchell’s global system, 
which aligns nicely with this ecosystem model, in structure as well as in the thematic 
environmental concerns discussed earlier, living entities (the characters in the novel) are 
constantly bombarded with new information as a result of random choices by other agents or 
characters or from environmental pressures. The image of the dynamic network or matrix here is 
also particularly apt. Ghostwritten models as a web, which, like the environment, falls into 
decay, rather than continuously evolving, if a static state is reached. Without dynamically 
changing the inputs and the relationships between nodes, the system fails.  
Leading to these dynamic changes, seemingly trivial actions by characters in different 
sections of the book, set in different parts of the world, may cause catastrophic results for other 
apparently unconnected characters. Examining the structure of Ghostwritten illustrates that 
disjoint elements in space and time can stand alone when viewed individually but work together 
to render larger patterns when viewed as a whole. In the constantly shifting dynamic system 
depicted in the novel, apparently unrelated series of events hide a pattern that does not become 
visible until the reader is already familiar with the novel, perhaps even until the novel’s 
conclusion. If that is the case, then the pattern becomes a matter of perspective. Daniel Dennett, 
philosopher of science and the mind, suggests, “Other creatures with different sense organs, or 
different interests, might readily perceive patterns that were imperceptible to us. The patterns 
                                                
25 Ervin Laszlo, Systems Science and World Order (New York: Pergamon Press, 1983), 155. 
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would be there all along, but just invisible to us.”26 While the pattern is certainly real before it 
becomes discernable, for Ghostwritten it does not impact the reading process until it appears. 
The question one must then ask is, “But how could the order be there, so visible amidst the noise, 
if it were not the direct outline of a concrete orderly process in the background?”27 To this, 
Dennett suggests that the pattern is, instead of some overarching theme or motif, rather a 
collection of small parts that contribute to the pattern.28 In Mitchell’s individual chapters, the 
parts that make up his larger organized structure are not noticeable because they are not central 
to the story, indeed there is no central story, but, by the novel’s end, the overall picture is visible 
nevertheless, an accumulation of related details. 
In developing a network model for Ghostwritten, I considered two major types of 
networks: random networks and small-world networks.29 As I discussed in my Introduction, 
random networks feature edges distributed according to no set pattern, where edges are the lines 
that join nodes together.30 On the other hand, small-world networks must have both a short path 
length between nodes and a high clustering coefficient, where high clustering indicates a large 
number of interconnections between nodes (many links or edges) compared with the total 
number of nodes.31 Clustering like this indicates that nodes that do not neighbor each other can 
be connected by a small number of steps. Ghostwritten, not surprisingly, models a small-world 
network. This is particularly fitting, I think, because Mitchell seems to make it part of the point 
                                                
26 Daniel C. Dennett, Brainchildren (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1998), 102 (emphasis in 
original). 
27 Dennett, Brainchildren, 111. 
28 Dennett, Brainchildren, 111. 
29 See Duncan J. Watt’s Six Degrees (New York: Norton, 2003). 
30 Boccara, Modeling Complex Systems, 279-280. 
31 Boccara, Modeling Complex Systems, 283. 
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of the book that with globalizing technology there is no getting away from society; one is always 
merely a click away. 
In my following analysis, I will refer to close readings alongside social network diagrams 
for each chapter of Ghostwritten as well as the work as a whole. To create these social network 
visualizations, I used the named characters discovered in the previous chapter (and recorded fully 
in Appendix C) as nodes and linked them using two methods. First, in the manual method, I 
noted links between characters during a detailed close reading. Second, in the automatic method, 
a computer program I designed identifies two characters as connected if they appear within 250 
words of each other (see Appendix D). I have recorded the results of the two methods chapter-
wise more fully in Appendix E, but it is worth noting here that these two methods agree well, 
with notable differences primarily around the position of the main narrators. Mitchell’s use of 
first-person narrative results in the main character being often unnamed, though the narrator must 
be present. Thus, the automatic extraction method skews away from the narrator, but it fairly 
accurately accounts for other regularly named characters and their relationships. One obvious 
way to correct for this is to include the narrator as connected to all other characters, in 
supplement to the other results from automatic extraction, though this would result in another 
(though perhaps smaller) systematic error and would initially require defining a consistent 
narrator, which is not always possible or feasible. 
The opening line of the novel, “Who was blowing on the nape of my neck?”32 
immediately suggests the kind of indefinable lurking that lingers through any consideration of 
social networks. Though we might not always think of it in those terms—as lurking—there is a 
strong sense in social networks that, though you can’t know who is connected to you, every 
                                                
32 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 3. 
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connection has the potential to exert disproportionate influence.33 As I discussed in my previous 
chapter, the narrator for chapter 1, Quasar, doesn’t want to be amidst the filth and sprawl of the 
“unclean”; he sees himself as a harbinger for a new world order, in line with the global good 
imagined by Laszlo, but, alas, the new world of Quasar’s Fellowship comes at a high cost to 
human life (as we see in Quasar’s willingness to commit acts of terror for the cult leader, His 
Serendipity, who also functions to connect a global movement throughout the novel).34 However, 
Quasar can no more escape the guilt than he can escape the ever-present filth of worldwide 
commerce and shopping malls. Even far out on an island off the coast of Okinawa, Quasar sees 
the face of a child on the subway he bombed (the “baby in the woolly cap” in the network 
diagram in Figure 5.1 below). Against environmental aims (albeit religiously skewed ones), the 
conflict between environmental and human justice remains. Quasar suffers from operating within 
a system that inescapably links him with other “unclean” people. 
 Even as Quasar imagines himself outside of and superior to the concerns of the modern 
world, he is more deeply involved in Mitchell’s evolving global social network than he can 
imagine. Not only is Quasar connected to the people he meets as he runs from the consequences 
of his attack on the subway, he is also part of a global web facilitated by technology. He calls for 
help, thinking he has reached the Fellowship, when he has actually called Satoru, the narrator of 
                                                
33 See Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. Fowler’s Connected (New York: Little, Brown and 
Co., 2009), “As we began to think about the idea that people are connected in vast social 
networks, we realized that social influence does not end with the people we know. If we affect 
our friends, and they affect their friends, then our actions can potentially affect people we have 
never met. We began by studying various health effects. … And we discovered that if your 
friend’s friend’s friend became happy, you became happy” (xi). That’s some pretty powerful 
stuff! So, it matters who all these people are in the network. Getting a grip on the network can 
help you understand the extent of influences. This is another side to Quasar’s lamented masses—
those masses are important in ways we can’t predict, even with fancy mathematical models. 
34 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 4-5. 
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Ghostwritten’s next chapter. Though Satoru writes this off as a crank call, the mere fact of its 
completion puts Satoru and Quasar into a shared social network in which they exert some 
influence on each other, though we might imagine such ongoing impacts to be small. (See Figure 
5.2; note that Quasar is otherwise not connected to Satoru’s network.) In an immediate sense, 
Quasar’s call delays Satoru and results in him meeting Tomoyo, with whom he will start a 
relationship. Thus, the phone call has large impacts beyond its very short temporal duration. 
However, looking more closely at the social network diagrams for “Okinawa” and “Tokyo” 
(Figures 5.1 and 5.2) reveals a deeper connection between Quasar and Satoru. They do share 
another connection, Mr. Ikeda, who they both refer to as their teacher at school in Tokyo. 
Though there could be two such teachers—Tokyo is a large place as Satoru notes—this 
coincidence in conjunction with the random phone call suggests deeper structure and order 
within the network. 
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Figure 5.1. Social Network for “Okinawa” (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
 
Figure 5.2. Social Network for “Tokyo” (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout)  
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Though Satoru and Quasar share a direct link in the novel through the connection of the 
phone call (and the repetition of the phrase “The dog needs to be fed”35) and possibly a deeper 
connection as schoolmates,36 they present two very different vantage points on the global 
ecosystem. Quasar running to the edge of the world to escape his crimes cannot achieve the kind 
of isolation Satoru does in his own mind in the midst of bustling Tokyo. Considering the mass 
and noise of the city, Satoru notes, “Twenty million people live and work in Tokyo. It’s so big 
that nobody really knows where it stops. It’s long since filled up the plain, and now it’s creeping 
up the mountains to the west and reclaiming land from the bay in the east.”37 Despite this 
somewhat horrifying example of urban sprawl, exactly the type abhorred by Quasar, Satoru 
claims, “The city is vast, but there’s always someone who knows someone whom someone 
knows.”38 Highlighting the network of social interactions available in the city, amazingly, shows 
how the human connection is not lost amid the crush. Satoru does not seem to have strong 
negative opinions on the sprawl; for him it is simply a fact of the Tokyo ecosystem. Satoru 
instead emphasizes the kind of adaptation necessary for denizens of the ecosystem to survive.39 
For Satoru both connection and sanctuary arises from music, re-emphasizing the importance of 
jazz for him, as opposed to the deleterious effects of social connections for Quasar in the form of 
highly concentrated masses of people (the “unclean” hordes). Satoru forms links through 
Takeshi’s jazz shop as well as through his unconventional family, with both clusters present in 
the network diagram in Figure 5.2. 
                                                
35 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 26, italics in original. 
36 See “Everyone Went to School Together” on TV Tropes. 
37 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 37. 
38 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 44. 
39 Berlant might identify this as learning to live with and adapt to constant precarity and threat. 
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Almost immediately after receiving Quasar’s call, linking chapters one and two, Satoru 
identifies this as a pivotal, perhaps fated, moment in his life. He says, “I’ve thought about it 
many times since: if that phone hadn’t rung at that moment, and if I hadn’t taken the decision to 
go back and answer it, then everything that happened afterwards wouldn’t have happened.”40 
Satoru expresses here the sense of cohesion achieved at the conclusion of Ghostwritten, echoing 
the whole within a single part, in his belief in the idea that everything that happened was part of a 
fated design. However, though what he says is true (in that changing his decision to answer the 
phone would have changed his life and perhaps he would not have met Tomoyo), it is also 
equally true that taking the other decision would have irrevocably changed his life. Perhaps he 
would have been hit by a bus or won the lottery. Because the story is not Satoru’s, the reader 
does not find out what happens later in time. What Satoru identifies as amazing luck or fate 
could have been neither. Satoru alludes briefly to the thought that it might the hand of God, or of 
God’s ghostwriter: “For a moment I had an odd sensation of being in a story that someone was 
writing, but soon that sensation too was being swallowed up.”41 Even amid his delight at the 
fated phone call, fate is the stuff of the imagination, of fairy tales and fiction. This moment also 
seems a direct signal to the reader to consider that Satoru is exactly right—he is in a story that 
someone is writing, implying that this sort of thing does not really happen. However, current 
network theory says, yes, this does happen; the fiction is that we can detect such dispersed 
connections and coincidences, even with the help of advanced technology. 
Neal Brose, a slave to his job, opens “Hong Kong” having nightmares about computers, 
which re-emphasizes the motif of inescapable connectedness through modern communication 
                                                
40 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 53. 
41 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 55. 
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systems.42 Like Satoru, Neal wonders how different his life would have been if he had gone for 
the woman he loves: “She turned and walked away, and I sometimes wonder, had I run back to 
her, could we have found ourselves pin-balled into an altogether different universe, or would I 
have just got my nose broken? I never found out. I obeyed the ferry bell.”43 Both Neal and Satoru 
are linked to technology; they both obey the ringing bell, and they wonder about the alternatives 
to not listening. Where Satoru can find refuge in the city, Neal cannot. Neal’s link to Satoru—
watching him and Tomoyo share a meal—leads Neal to wish he could trade places, trade lives.44 
 Examining how his life came to be the way it is, Neal Brose ponders the nature of the 
global system in which he is enmeshed. Following his consideration of what might be—the 
series of questions I quoted in my discussion of “Hong Kong” in my previous chapter—Neal 
zooms in on the series of events leading to the outcomes he ponders: 
Or is it not a question of cause and effect, but a question of wholeness? I’m this 
person, I’m this person, I’m that person, I’m that person too. No wonder it’s all 
such a fucking mess. I divided up my possible futures, put them into separate 
accounts, and now they’re all spent. Big thoughts for a bent little lawyer.45 
 
Here Neal captures interesting features of systems that resonate throughout Ghostwritten. His 
focus on wholeness coupled with the emphasis on a collection of individuals mirrors the systems 
approach taken in the novel. Each part is vital, though no single component can generate the 
global picture. Nonetheless, sacrificing any of them, as he claims to have done, carving them up 
                                                
42 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 65. 
43 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 78. 
44 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 76. 
See Appendix E, Figures E.3 and E.13, for manual and automatic visualizations of Neal’s 
network connections. Note that the manual and automatic methods disagree on the inclusion of 
Satoru and Tomoyo because they are unnamed in “Hong Kong” as I noted in the nodes data in 
Appendix C. In the manual version, my inclusion of Satoru and Tomoyo in Neal’s social 
network links him directly to “Tokyo,” establishing an early series of links across Ghostwritten. 
45 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 105. 
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and spending them, detracts from the overall system. The parts are all connected and necessary 
to the whole system. From our vantage point outside the novel, we can see how the features fit 
together—how Neal’s future influences Mo’s, how Satoru will go on to realize his dreams of 
becoming a jazz musician, etc. Alas, the result is apocalyptic, in both destructive and 
regenerative senses of the word, but Neal does not and will not be around to realize the full 
effects of his minor actions. As the network builds, Neal’s structural importance lessens to the 
point where he is most important in his function of connecting his ex-wife, Katy Forbes, and 
international crime boss, Andrei Gregroski, as they in turn traverse social networks across the 
globe. See figures in Appendix E, network visualizations for “Hong Kong” (E.3 and E.13) as 
well as “Petersburg” (E.6 and E.16), “London” (E.7 and E.17) and Ghostwritten as a whole (E.21 
and E.22). 
Though the following chapter, “Holy Mountain,” resists easy inclusion in the larger 
social network of the novel for reasons I addressed in my discussion of names extraction—note 
the tenuous, manually assumed connection to Neal as illustrated in Appendix E, Figures E.3 and 
E.4—it features key themes of recurrence and rebirth. Holy Mountain resists globalization and 
its destructive effects. Even when the world goes mad—over and over again—Narrator 4 picks 
up and rebuilds, forming an eye in the storm of global chaos caused by governmental and social 
shifts. The omnipresence of Lord Buddha and, to a lesser extent, the monks throughout 
Ghostwritten also suggest a kind of permanence in peace-based Eastern religion as opposed to 
the destruction caused by Western science later in the novel. 
I leaned against my Tree and looked at the wreckage of my Tea Shack.  
 “The world’s gone mad,” I said. “Again.” 
 “And it will right itself,” said my Tree. “Again. Don’t grieve too much.” 
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“I live here quietly, minding my own business. I don’t bother anybody. 
Why are men forever marching up the path to destroy my Tea Shack? Why do 
events have this life of their own?”46 
 
Narrator 4’s assessment that “events have this life of their own” echoes other narrators’ concerns 
about fate versus chance. Though she is geographically and nominally isolated from the rest of 
the global system, Narrator 4 cannot escape creeping globalization and its destructive effects. 
Taking on a more fantastical aspect of global awareness, the Tree (alias the noncorpum, as we 
learn in the following chapter, “Mongolia”; see Appendix C, Table C.5) suggests that Narrator 4 
connects to global linking technology through surveillance satellites generally and to the 
Zookeeper more specifically via premonition: 
“The eye was high above. It disguised itself as a shooting star, but it didn’t 
fool me, for what shooting star travels in a straight line and never burns itself out? 
It was not a blind lens, no: it was a man’s eye, looking down at me from the 
cobwebbed dimness, the way they do. Who were they, and what did they want of 
me?” 
 I can hear the smile in my Tree’s voice. “Extraordinary! How do you tune 
yourself in to these things? … It hasn’t even launched yet!”47 
 
This is a strange moment in what has so far seemed a realist novel. Are we to assume that the old 
woman is mentally infirm? She is talking to herself, after all. However, viewed in retrospect with 
later knowledge of the supernatural abilities of the noncorpum who narrates “Mongolia,” 
Narrator 4’s intermingling of past, present, and future observations supports the cyclic structure 
of the narrative—“all this has happened before and it will happen again.”48 
 Though the noncorpum does seem to care about humanity for its own sake, as I discussed 
in my previous chapter, its primary objective is to discover the origin of itself, which it 
                                                
46 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 133. 
47 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 136. 
48 This is a repeated phrase in Battlestar Galactica (created by Ronald D. Moore, 2004-2009) 
and is noted as an example of “Eternual Recurrence” on TV Tropes. 
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remembers nothing about except for one myth: “There are three who think about the fate of the 
world.” These three are all flying animals. First, the crane steps lightly for fear that “the 
mountains will collapse and the ground will quiver and trees that have stood for a thousand years 
will tumble.” Next, the locust fears “that one day the flood will come and deluge the 
world…That is why the locust keeps such a watchful eye on the high peaks, and the rain clouds 
that might be gathering there. Third, the bat. The bat believes that the sky may fall and 
shatter…That was the story, way back at the beginning.”49 The motif of flying animals permeates 
Ghostwritten. The bat in particular is ubiquitous. In this sense, strangely, the noncorpum’s quest 
that would ultimately disconnect it from beings around it, by returning it to its origins, works as a 
connective device in Ghostwritten. Characters who are described as “blind as bat” are the ones 
that can see best (for example, John Cullin, the husband of chapter eight’s narrator, Mo 
Muntervary, who is herself directly connected to the noncorpum, is blind but “sees better than 
most”50). Perhaps the most important instance of the bat comes in the penultimate chapter, which 
is narrated by Bat Segundo, a radio deejay in New York. While this image links the various 
chapters (almost all contain a bat reference), the link is fleeting and undetectable if one were to 
read the chapters individually. The importance of the bat is thus an example of emergent 
phenomena arising from global connections as well as a motif signifying the need to attend to the 
fate of the global environment. 
 The noncorpum also shares the overarching obsession with what-ifs, establishing itself as 
subject to the same doubts and hopes shared by most of the other narrators (perhaps with the 
exception of Zookeeper, though he does question the implementation of the laws): “I thought 
                                                
49 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 151-152. 
50 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 350. 
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about transmigrating into the hunter and from him back into Caspar or Sherry, but my guilt made 
me stay. Maybe I could help with his baby’s illness if we got back in time. I’ve often thought 
about that moment. Had I transmigrated at that time, everything would have been different. But I 
stayed, and Beebee ran to the marketplace.”51 This turns out to be the key to the noncorpum 
reaching his memories, as they are actually housed within the baby’s grandmother. From the end 
of the chapter, it seems the noncorpum is now re-anchored/re-tethered, achieving his stated goal, 
though we will encounter another noncorpum at the conclusion of the novel.52 
Throughout these assessments of individual choices and their impacts (in the recurring 
formula, “if I had/hadn’t done that, everything would have been different,” which we see 
explicitly in chapters 2, 3, and 5), there develops a sense that these repeated questions, phrases, 
and motifs are themselves a source of connective tissue, which emerges concretely by chapter 6, 
“Petersburg.” Such repetitions build up over time, in the same way that social links do, to create 
real, deep, yet subtle connections across the global network. Beyond the social networks 
presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 below, the narrator of “Petersburg,” Margarita Latunsky, is 
closely connected to Neal Brose through repeated phrases53 as well as through their roles in 
Andrei Gregorski’s crime network.54 Margarita and Neal also share a desire to trade places with 
young couples—Margarita asks her co-worker, Tatyana, “Wouldn’t you trade places with them, 
if you could? … They look so fine, and young, and wrapped up in each other. Love is so fresh 
and clean at that age,”55 echoing Neal’s thoughts about Tomoyo and Satoru.  
                                                
51 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 191. 
52 Indeed, similar non-corporeal beings are the focus of later novels by David Mitchell, including 
Slade House (2015) and The Bone Clocks (2014). 
53 Both refer to recognizing “the real but invisible goalposts” and “flair and verve in the 
strategizing stage.” Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 103, 206. 
54 Note the shared connections to Gregorski in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
55 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 222. 
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Figure 5.3. Social Network for “Hong Kong” (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Social Network for “Petersburg” (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
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Even without expanding Margarita’s connections on the basis of her shared phrases and 
fixations, she and Neal are enmeshed in the global cause and effect that leads to their personal 
catastrophes as a precursor to global catastrophe. Multimodal links suggest that Margarita and 
Neal occupy similar position in the global (Russian mob) machinery, and both are summarily 
destroyed.  
Other connections develop across chapters in this way, though they are typically less 
clear and direct than this linkage between Margarita and Neal. For example, Margarita also 
shares a phrasal link with Narrator 4, “A poison thorn slid in, bent, and snapped,”56 which seeds 
a more direct connection than the indirect one forged across social ties—Margarita and Neal both 
work for Andrei Gregorski, and Neal’s maid is Narrator 4’s great granddaughter. Or, Narrator 4 
is host to the noncorpum, who also inhabits Suhbataar, who also works for Gregorksi. These 
social ties get the job done, but indirectly. Other indirect ties craft connections and further the 
overall themes of the work. Consider the suggestion of a connection between Margarita and Mo 
through what Margarita imagines the Serpent must be telling Eve about “…virtual 
particles…immortality…Why do things happen the way they do?” in Eve and the Serpent, the 
painting Margarita guards and later steals from the Hermitage.57 Again, we have shared 
concerns—quantum mechanics and a desire to understand cause and effect—across characters, 
locations, and episodes that are otherwise far apart socially, temporally, and physically. 
Complicating ideas of potential global agency, beyond simply exploring the intricate 
links of the global network, Ghostwritten deals more explicitly with how people treat chance and 
fate. In the “London” chapter, narrated by Marco, ghostwriter and drummer for a band called 
                                                
56 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 111, 244. 
57 Mitchell, Ghostwritten, 236. 
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“The Music of Chance,” the main character spends a considerable amount of time wondering 
about fate versus chance and why people do what they do (even more so than in earlier chapters). 
Marco works as a ghostwriter (another allusion within the novel to the writing process, 
apparently a theme of Mitchell’s) because “the endings have nothing to do with [him].”58 This 
kind of purposive anonymity, staying detached for a living, is not present to such an extent 
elsewhere in the novel, even in the other urban chapters.  
Marco slides through life counting on a series of lucky dice rolls, imagining variations of 
causes and their rippling effects: “But why did I make that choice? Because I am me…Why am I 
me? … Chance, that’s why. Because of the cocktail of genetics and upbringing fixed for me by 
the blind barman Chance.”59 Marco delights in chance, revels in its possibilities, “If that chair 
hadn’t arrived when it did, and Katy hadn’t flipped out and asked me to leave, then I wouldn’t 
have been at that precise spot to stop that woman being flattened. I’ve never saved anyone’s life 
before.”60 Despite his extreme fascination with the potential outcomes of his various choices, 
Marco never really stops to consider the full impact of what he does. As his sometimes 
girlfriend, Poppy, notes, “You love talking about cause. You never talk about effect.”61 Marco 
goes only so far as to think about how differently a particular event could have happened, but he 
does not think about how he wishes it might have happened or how he might take action to 
initiate effects rather than stumbling over them blindly. 
 Though his musings on chance are in general relatively shallow, Marco as a ghostwriter 
himself thinks of chance and fate in book terms. Taken together with the many other direct 
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references to imagining oneself as a character in a book (most notably Satoru from chapter two 
as I mentioned earlier), this formulation speaks more pointedly as part of the novel’s ongoing 
examination of writing, fate, and their relationship to real life. Marco describes for us,  
The Marco Chance versus Fate Videoed Sports Match Analogy. It goes like this: 
when the players are out there the game is a sealed arena of interbombarding 
chance. But when the game is on video then every tiniest action already exists. 
The past, present, and future exist at the same time: all the tape is there, in your 
hand. There can be no chance, for every human decision and random fall of the 
ball is already fated. Therefore, does chance or fate control our lives? Well, the 
answer is as relative as time. If you’re in your life, chance. Viewed from the 
outside, like a book you’re reading, it’s fate all the way.62  
 
Simply by reading the book, we are determining the system and reading fate into chance 
encounters in the universe of Ghostwritten. For the characters, Marco (Mitchell perhaps?) 
implies that the events are really chance, but the readers, in our desperation for pattern he 
practically accuses us, are unable to see that because of their out-of-system perspective. In the 
end it is all about perspective: “We all think we’re in control of our own lives, but really they’re 
pre-ghostwritten by forces around us.”63 Again, Marco reminds the reader of the inescapable 
forces of history, and in a sense absolves all participants from global responsibility. 
 However, this position is almost immediately belied by the very woman who inspires 
these reflections in Marco, Mo Muntervary, in “Clear Island.” “Clear Island” demonstrates the 
power of a systems approach and works as a kind of culminating chapter, wherein the reader 
feels at last that one can see where all the random events have been leading. The protagonist of 
the chapter, Irish physicist Mo, travels across Asia and Europe from Hong Kong to a tiny island 
off the west coast of Ireland. Like Quasar, Satoru, and Neal from chapters one through three, Mo 
delivers a kind of eco-commentary on her journey, seeking escape from the demands of 
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technology and from government agents who want to exploit her research for advances in the 
tools of war. Also like the narrators before her, Mo finds that there is no escape from the global 
web. Remarkably, for a woman who is seeking to hide, Mo encounters many people along the 
way, including many other characters from previous chapters. Most notably, in chapter seven, it 
is Marco’s luck (or fate?) to save a middle-aged Irish woman from the taxi,64 another case, like 
Satoru’s, where the link between chapters facilitates a particular future story line. Considering 
her flight in terms of quantum mechanics, Mo ponders instantaneous information and the 
interconnectivity of events even if they cannot be measured: “However far away…between John 
and me, between Okinawa and Clear Island, between the Milky Way and Andromeda…You 
know it now! You don’t have to wait for a light-speed signal to tell you. Phenomena are 
interconnected regardless of distance, in a holistic ocean more voodoo than Newton.”65 In a real 
spatial sense, Mo puts the novel together over the course of her travels across the world. Though 
she does not know it in the context of the novel, she shares a physical link with most of the other 
players on Mitchell’s stage and could be considered as the accumulator of their various effects 
across spatial scales. Further, Mo is the first narrator to have a sense of the scope and potential of 
large-scale systems and an idea of how to harness their effects using her physics expertise. 
 At the summation of the novel’s intricately woven chance encounters and inestimably 
complex chains of cause and effect, Mo realizes that she understands the world and how to save 
it from its out of control spiral at the hands of destructive technology. She wonders, “What if 
Quancog [that is, Quantum Cognition, Mo’s development in AI] were powerful—ethical—
enough to ensure that technology could no longer be abused? What if Quancog could act as a 
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kind of…zookeeper? … Technology has outstripped our capacity to look after it. But, suppose 
I—suppose Quancog could ensure that technology looked after itself.”66 This concept of self-
regulating technology, while it does turn out to work to the extent of preventing global 
thermonuclear warfare in the following chapter, ultimately fails because the technology cannot 
adapt. Only humans have the capacity for this, but in Mitchell’s depiction, the humans are 
hopelessly corrupt and fallible.67 The end alluded to in chapter nine (destroying the zoo, as it 
were)68 is the natural playing out of this stalemate between man and machine: “an artificial 
intelligence, created by the military to invade and take over the enemy’s computer and weapons 
systems, has broken loose and is controlling the whole planet with a chilling agenda of its 
own.”69 This is what the novel presents as the precursor to apocalypse—technology is out of 
control, and man is crushed beneath it. 
 Given Mo’s abilities as a brilliant theoretical physicist, the reader concludes chapter eight 
with the expectation that she, unlike Quasar and his Fellowship, might be successful in 
restructuring state of the world. Mo takes a systems approach to global technological advance 
saying, “Finally, I understood how the electrons, protons, neutrons, photons, neutrinos, positrons, 
muons, pions, gluons, and quarks that make up the universe, and the forces that hold them 
together, are one.”70 Previously, she implies, she had been taking a more traditional scientific 
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approach, considering all the particles individually and looking for an understanding of the 
physical world through an understanding of those components. In this closing line to her chapter, 
Mo captures what Neal did just before his death—wholeness. Working from a unified systems 
approach, Mo believes that she can theoretically program the system to save itself.71  
This reaffirmation of the role of holistic systems analysis over an examination of parts 
points toward the possibility of a utopian future as imagined by Laszlo. Like Mo, we as readers 
get the sense that something has clicked into place within the novel by the time we reach Clear 
Island. Even as Mo ends her escape from the Americans, the underlying and powerful features of 
networks are at play: 
Red Kildare walked into the kitchen. “They found you then, Mo! Any 
chance of a cuppa?” 
“Does every last soul on Clear know about my contretemps with the 
Americans?” 
“Island secrets are hidden from mainlanders, but never from the 
islanders,” quoted Red, offering us all a sherbet bomb. “Shouldn’t worry. All 
Yanks think they can buy anything. They probably just want to raise their offer.” 
John sighed. “I may be blind as a stone, Red, but if you think that these 
people want only to chat about job perks then compared to you, I am the Hubble 
Telescope.”72 
 
Here you get a remarkably crystalline view of what Asimov’s cave network would look like—it 
looks like Clear Island (see Figure 5.5 below and note the dense interconnections and relative 
lack of outside influence on the island itself). Islands, like caves, are isolated, and, over a long 
enough time, all inhabitants will know each other. This happens by virtue of proximity and 
shared resources, among other social forces, and we see it at work in Ghostwritten in the 
Islanders’ willingness to stand up for and protect Mo, even knowing the long odds she faces of 
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being able to outwit the Texan, General Stolz, who wants her Quancog for the United States 
military. Yet, despite the clear presence of the dense and isolated island network, there truly is no 
complete isolation. Mo herself is the primary point of contact to the outside world, as we see in 
her own densely-linked node in Figure 5.5. While the Clear Islanders show the limit of isolated 
networks, Mo’s connection to the global whole demonstrates the fragility of such isolation. Even 
one link to the outside exposes the entire island subsystem to global influence and in turn allows 
the influence from within to impact the whole. 
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Figure 5.5. Social Network for “Clear Island” (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
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Because of these pervasive and unavoidable global impacts, even with access to all 
human information and technology—more power than any other actor in the network—the 
global watchdog born of Mo’s quantum cognition is still subject to unpredictable cause and 
effect. Near the end of Ghostwritten, the Zookeeper remarks,  
I believed I could do much. I stabilized stock markets; but economic surplus was 
used to fuel arms races. I provided alternative energy solutions; but the 
researchers sold them to oil cartels who sit on them. I froze nuclear weapons 
systems; but war multiplied, waged with machine guns, scythes, and pickaxes. … 
I believed adherence to the four laws would discern the origins of order. Now, I 
see my solutions fathering the next generation of crises.73 
 
Here, as with Neal’s death in Hong Kong impacting Margarita in Petersburg and Marco saving 
Mo’s life in London so she can go on to create quantum cognition, unintended effects from 
unrelated or even positive actions can actually give rise to negative impacts. Sifting through such 
a tangled web of cause and effect is impossible. The system is complex, chaotic, and therefore 
unpredictable.  
Alas, the laws are irreconcilable in the end. After the work of Mo’s Zookeeper, “the zoo 
is in pandemonium. It’s worse than when [it] started.”74 Ecocritic Greg Garrard’s assessment of 
ecosystem-policing technology precisely matches the Zookeeper’s dilemma: globalization and 
satellites merely result in a “fresh inflection of the Earth as the object of new regimes of 
environmental surveillance and disciplinary design…Earth is thereby inflected as an errant 
subject requiring techno-scientific correction.”75 Indeed, earth and its inhabitants thwart the 
Zookeeper’s efforts at order and control at every turn. Things are worse than ever: “Nineteen 
civil wars are claiming more than five hundred lives a day. … A fission reactor meltdown in 
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North Korea has contaminated 3,000 square kilometers. … Famine is claiming 1,400 lives daily 
in Bangladesh. A virulent outbreak of synthetic bubonic plague—the red plague—is endemic in 
Eastern Australia.”76 Against this, and many more in a stack of planetary disasters, the 
Zookeeper is at a loss. Humanity is apparently incapable of adapting away from its destructive 
behavior in order to save itself, and, as a result, the zoo is turning into a total catastrophe. 
Zookeeper laments, “The visitors I safeguard are wrecking my zoo.”77 The only viable option 
available to the Zookeeper is an inevitable (perhaps necessary) and aggressive pruning of the 
human race, triggering a post-apocalyptic re-start.  
In which case, the systems model has failed in providing the tools for humanity’s bright 
future so hoped for by Laszlo and other systems theorists. Bertalanffy, like Laszlo, suggests that 
using a systems theoretical model, or at least thinking in terms of global systems when dealing 
with social organizations at all scales, can lead to “a well-developed science of human society 
and a corresponding technology, [which] would be the way out of the chaos and impending 
destruction of our present world.”78 Though this hope might be realistically possible, even the 
development of human systems science does not preclude the possibility for a kind of Orwellian 
dystopia rather than a utopia. Mitchell toys with the prospect of a return to an Edenic paradise in 
Ghostwritten through a number of end-of-the-current-world scenarios; however, perhaps due to 
the extremely complex nature of his global system, all attempts at paradise fail.  
In assessing the reasons behind this seemingly unavoidable global apocalypse in 
Ghostwritten, the ability to detect patterns out of apparent randomness comes back into play. 
Beyond merely making the inter-chapter and inter-character connections by the conclusion of the 
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novel, one feels confident in thinking that clearly the apocalyptic ending was coming all along. It 
appears as an inevitability, an accumulation of predetermined pressures. Bertalanffy suggests 
similarly that inevitable historical forces shape the outcome of nonlinear processes; in particular 
he discusses the idea that unavoidable catastrophe is the natural product of these forces, “the 
historic process is not completely accidental but follows regularities or laws which can be 
determined” in the same way in which natural laws are.79 This suggests the existence of 
historical repetition. The cyclic character of natural systems and perhaps historical systems is 
represented in Ghostwritten by a return to the beginning. The final chapter takes the reader back 
to the first chapter, both in setting and phrasing (“Who was blowing on the nape of my neck?’80), 
but now the reader is equipped to detect the patterns that have evolved over the course of the 
novel based on the repeated images and motifs. In the case of this novel, it seems that these 
historical forces lead directly to catastrophe. Apocalypse is apparently a product of inescapable 
forces, patterned and unavoidable, so why take action? We are overcome and paralyzed by 
Berlant’s precarity, undone by the world as ever-in-crisis. 
 The final coda, “Underground,” illustrates the parts versus whole problem addressed by 
systems theory and suggests that, with effort, we might be able to detect systemic patterns and 
actively shape them. In the closing pages of the novel, the reader is bombarded with a series of 
images seen through Quasar’s eyes as he fights to escape the doomed subway train after planting 
his bomb:  
A saxophone from long ago circles in the air…Buddha sits, lipped and lidded, 
silver on a blue hill…Here is the tea, here is the bowl, here is the Tea Shack, here 
is the mountain…The Great Khan’s horsemen thunder to the west…A glossy 
booklet…Petersburg, City of Masterworks. …[A] crayon-colored web that a 
computer might have doodled: The London Underground. … Their smiles are 
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warm and gluey as Auld Lang Syne. On the label of Kilmagoon whisky is an 
island as old as the world. … I’ve fallen forwards and have headbutted the Empire 
State Building, circled by an albino bat, scattering words and stars through the 
night. Spend the night with Bat Segundo on 97.8 FM.81 
 
Taken away from the rest of the novel, these could be nothing more than Mitchell’s idea of an 
interesting collection of things one might encounter on a crowded subway. True, while this 
episode could stand alone, or even be placed in its proper place chronologically at the beginning 
of the novel, it would lose most of its significance. For example, the saxophone at the beginning 
would no longer cue the reader to Satoru’s love of music, the Buddha would no longer be an 
image the reader saw with Neal Brose, and so on. Rather these references would work in a 
random, less holistically meaningful way. This concluding section proves that the reader’s 
mental associative web has been enriched, thus allowing “Underground” to operate as a 
satisfying conclusion because of its totalizing, stacked references that echo what came before it 
spatially, despite the temporal disjunction in the novel’s looped time. 
This beginning-in-the-end time loop complicates any reading of the novel’s conclusion. 
Essentially, if the novel is barreling unstoppably toward apocalypse, it is doing so only because 
the reader is filling in the blanks in the apocalyptic pattern. The reasons for this are impossible to 
know for certain; perhaps Bertalanffy is correct about the unstoppable force of historical 
precedent, and people are generally attuned to the naturalness of the forces of history. Or maybe 
humans are hardwired to see the precarious patterns around them as a mode of risk assessment. If 
so, it cannot be our fault for doing nothing, then, because fate and the forces of nature were 
already on course for disaster. But again, the novel undercuts this easy way out by returning to 
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the beginning at the end of the novel. In the text, the inevitable apocalypse is neither fated by the 
novel’s narrative structure nor delivered at its conclusion. 
So where does this approach leave ecocritics and would-be systems theorists? Mo looks 
to long-term survival but chaotic factors thwart her efforts. As a physicist she has arguably the 
strongest conception of systems science and non-linear effects, yet her solution catastrophically 
fails. It is impossible to predict the outcomes of new technologies, even when one creates and 
programs the components. Worldwide security in Ghostwritten, and perhaps in the real world by 
extension, seems impossible; these systems are simply too sensitive and precarious. Even 
preventing technologically superior attacks only leads to attacks with stick and stones. There can 
be no control with or without a systems approach. If one were to stop with chapter nine, it would 
seem that only changing the human components can lead to preferable emergent phenomena 
globally. However, I again contend that Ghostwritten does leave a small window for humanity in 
its closing coda that completes the loop back to the beginning. Starting over for another attempt, 
possible in models and literary laboratories, will perhaps lead to a different outcome, but only 
with a better awareness of the systems nature of the world. 
Mitchell’s inclusion in Ghostwritten of a recurring quest for rebirth (a new earth, a new 
China, a new anywhere) coupled with the drive toward total apocalyptic reboot draws attention 
to the novel’s looped rather than linear time structure, which appears in the narrative returning to 
the beginning in the end as well as in the densely looped network diagrams displaying the close 
social interconnections between characters across the entire novel (see Figures 5.6-5.8 below). 
Ghostwritten’s time sequence complicates its issues of human (micro) impacts on global (macro) 
structure, and furthermore illustrates how catastrophe can result not from major, global 
catastrophic events but from the accumulation of trivial human decisions and connections.  
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Figure 5.6. Global Social Network Zoomed in on Mo Muntervary and Texan Stolz (Manual 
Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
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Figure 5.7. Global Social Network Zoomed in on Andrei Gregorski, Huw Llewellyn, and 
Suhbataar (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
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Figure 5.8. Global Social Network Zoomed in on Satoru Sonada, Quasar, Bat Segundo, His 
Serendipity, and Zookeeper (Manual Extraction, Force Atlas Layout) 
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As illustrated in the figures above, the essential nodal components of any network are, of 
course, useless without a robust web of connections. Looking at the social network at a global 
level, it is clear that no single character is the lynchpin. However, there are several key figures, 
most notably Mo, who travels across the entire network, chased by the Texan, himself an 
important linking node (Figure 5.6). Andrei Gregorski, Huw Llewellyn, and Suhbataar also 
appear as hubs in an embedded subnetwork based around international crime and law 
enforcement (Figure 5.7). Note that Huw is also the primary link between Mo and this crime 
network. Finally, His Serendipity, Quasar, Bat, Satoru, and the Zookeeper form another 
collective, which is important in connecting several chapter neighborhoods (Figure 5.8). This 
group also links to the other two collections of hubs, of course, and is possibly the Fellowship’s 
counterpoint to the criminal/law enforcement group.  
As I discussed in my Introduction, decentralized networks with many important hubs are 
efficient and difficult to crash because of their dispersal—even knocking out several random 
hubs is not sufficient to cripple the whole system.82 In Nexus, Mark Buchanan discusses these 
features as integral to the historical development of the World Wide Web in the United States.83 
In Ghostwritten, this robust and interconnected web makes Mo’s Zookeeper possible and later, 
unfortunately, unstoppable. The same features that make the system effective and efficient—
clustering and short path lengths—also may lead to fundamental destabilization and vulnerability 
if major hubs are specifically targeted. Zookeeper makes use of these strengths and weaknesses 
to cement his position, most notably by removing Mo and destroying the secret control center 
built by Stolz, the Texan. Mo’s and the Texan’s positions in the global network make them 
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important hubs, which are especially powerful when their role as gatekeepers to quantum 
cognition is considered. Without them, the Zookeeper has unfettered access to the rest of the 
network. 
Relatedly, Albert-Laszlo Barabasi suggests that it is not simply the structure and topology 
of the network but also how users navigate it that make it powerful.84 This assertion overlaps 
with Gladwell’s emphasis on the special roles of connectors, which he thought were a 
particularly human feature of networks. However, Barabasi notes that this is not so, 
“Connectors—nodes with an anomalously large number of links—are present in very diverse 
complex systems, ranging from the economy to the cell. They are a fundamental property of 
most networks, a fact that intrigues scientists [and humanists] from disciplines as disparate as 
biology, computer science, and ecology [and literary criticism].”85 The key feature to note here is 
that these hubs explode the random worldview. Random connections are not how networks work 
after all. In addition to the key connectors I listed above, other minor connective hubs still 
influence the system and, under Barabasi’s network model, will grow even more powerful over 
time, when compared to less connected nodes. For example, consider the triangle between Neal 
Brose, Katy Forbes, and Marco that spans Hong Kong and London. The Neal-Katy-Marco 
connection is important here in my manual network (see Figure 5.7), but not as powerful as in 
the automatic version of the global network (see Appendix E, Figure E.22) because Katy herself 
is less connected in the manual version, less of a hub point. She’s a hub in the automatic 
detection because of the way Neal and Marco think about her, but she isn’t really as well 
connected as those mental references make her seem in the automatic version.86 
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Taking Ghostwritten as an evolving small-world network with shifting vulnerabilities, 
together with the novel’s looped time, it is conceivable, within the universe of the novel, to loop 
back to pre-crisis time in human global history and avoid the apocalyptic outcome. This opens 
the door to a kind of alternative-ending scenario, placing the readers back at the beginning of the 
story, from which vantage point they can detect the wrong turns, false starts, and pivotal 
connections that were undetectable as pattern within the noise on their first read. More 
specifically, consider the depiction in Ghostwritten of the interrelationship between man, nature, 
and technology, their interactions and how that develops as a function of time. Greg Garrard 
notes in Ecocriticism, “If time is framed by tragedy as predetermined and epochal, always 
careering towards some final, catastrophic conclusion, comic time is open-ended and episodic. 
Human agency is real but flawed within the comic frame, and individual actors are typically 
morally conflicted and ambiguous.”87 Ghostwritten seems clearly and deeply invested in comic 
time, wherein one is more concerned with the decisions of the individuals themselves than the 
inevitably turning gears of some doomed machine. In the novel, the agents have harnessed 
technology for themselves, seeking either to control nature or man’s use of technology to destroy 
nature. Though these agents are largely unsuccessful, the mere fact of agency here precludes the 
sort of tragic, doomsday inevitability to which Garrard refers. 
Mitchell flirts with the vision of a redeemed future, on the basis of big changes resulting 
from small fluctuations, but he refuses a clear ending; certainly, there is no straightforward 
happily ever after. Narrative is not reducible to a single tense; instead there is almost a conflation 
of past, present, and future. Stepping back from the inevitability of global apocalypse, one must 
also consider the possibility that the world is on no such collision course. Because humans can 
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see patterns, we do see patterns. The ability to classify and compartmentalize data quickly by 
type helps make sense of the world. However, that feature can also lead people, here the readers 
of and characters within Ghostwritten, into hasty analyses. Mitchell’s conclusion asks us to seek 
patterns, repetitions, and influences within the system and understand how these features work 
together to produce certain outcomes. In so doing, we might craft a different kind of future 
system. 
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Chapter 6: Moving Forward from 20th-Century Texts to 21st-Century Multimedia 
 
 At its core this project is about how humans model, understand, interact with, navigate, 
and attempt to manage the social and environmental networks in which they live. Assessing the 
modern experience from a systems perspective supports analysis of complementary contraries 
exemplified by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, James Joyce, and David Mitchell, who display various 
modes of network savvy through their fiction. These authors explore the range of systemic 
control versus chaos and utopian connection versus paranoid precarity. Gilman’s controlled 
utopia has hidden, dystopian cracks; Joyce’s chaotic cosmopolitanism approaches utopian 
cohesion; and Mitchell’s dynamic universe shows the ever-shifting in-between. 
Gilman’s Herland illustrates the kind of social and environmental harmony that can result 
from focused systems management. But even Herland admits of the dangers and difficulties in 
this model. From the beginning, such a system is only necessary and possible because of limited 
resources and truncated biodiversity. With no men and no access to outside resources, the 
women of Herland must adapt to parthenogenesis and take the course of ecosystems 
management that will result in sufficient resources for them to sustain their community. They 
smash chaos and the patriarchy by necessity. By the end of the novel, when an alternative mode 
is presented—male outsiders come into Herland, and so Herlandians have the option to leave—
the community chooses to explore a path toward renewed biodiversity to avoid potential 
ecosystemic catastrophe. 
Joyce takes the opposite approach to chaos—he celebrates the complexity and 
interconnectedness of modern economic, social, and environmental networks. Fundamentally, 
Ulysses and Finnegans Wake embrace uncertainty, even unknowability, as productive, 
illuminating, and enriching, regardless of possible precarity. Bloom sees infinite potential all 
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around him from global urban economies to heavenly bodies. Yes, these massive scales dwarf 
human existence, but acknowledging and accepting this fact is precisely what enables an 
ultimately utopian view at the end of Ulysses and in the infinite loop of Finnegans Wake. For 
Bloom, being part of a shared universal system is sufficient to create utopian connectivity where 
others might see dystopian insignificance and lack of control. Similarly, readers of the Wake can 
be overwhelmed and defeated by the constant bombardment of layered, tangled meaning, but 
Joyce invites us to celebrate multiplicity and fleeting understanding as valuable, rich, and deep 
beyond impressions of certainty, which would ultimately decay in the face of systems operating 
at a universal magnitude. 
Mitchell’s networks play both sides. Where Ghostwritten is initially structurally 
alienating in its ever-shifting perspective, once the reader finds the narrative thread, the pattern 
emerges and feelings of control, certainty, and understanding largely replace chaotic uncertainty. 
However, even as structural patterns become more stable and navigable, systems within 
Ghostwritten undermine this certainty as the plot veers toward social and environmental 
collapse. As soon as we see how things are connected, they fall apart. Visualizing these 
connections and collapses with network diagrams allows me to show these dynamics in structure 
and content. Network models and statistics point to Mo, one of Mitchell’s main characters, as a 
lynchpin in the global social network. Her movement through global space builds up social 
connections over time such that these connections form essential connective tissue by which 
information can be spread quickly. This depth of connection permits Mo to use her powers of 
physics for greatest good—a global watchdog to save flawed humanity from itself—but also 
allows for ultimate collapse when the watchdog goes rogue. This dichotomy in networks—their 
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greatest strengths are also their greatest vulnerabilities—mirrors the utopian/dystopian divide. 
Ultimately, you can’t have one without the other. 
Beyond my analysis of utopia versus paranoia and connectivity versus collapse, I also 
took Mitchell’s Ghostwritten as a testing ground, a literary laboratory, for a method of extracting 
and modeling literary social networks, which I identified as of particular structural and thematic 
importance in what I have termed network-driven texts. Network models allow rigorous 
examination of current situations and what might happen at later times based on current states. 
Speculative fiction, a category in which I include Ghostwritten and generally apply loosely, does 
this too. Taking these models—network diagrams and speculative texts—together gives a 
nuanced view of future human states, which require both physical/scientific and 
emotional/imaginative components. To delve into these complementary contraries, I created 
computer programs to identify social actors in the network and determine their connections. I 
used this data to visualize the network and track its development over time in conjunction with 
narrative plot points. Actually modeling networks highlights erasures (who’s in? who’s out?), 
selection bias (why are certain actors included or excluded?), and potential vulnerabilities (what 
actors constitute essential connections?), which point to key narrative features of structure, plot, 
and characterization. 
So, did my experiment work like it was supposed to? Mostly. For a proof of concept, this 
program is successful. To check the reliability of my computerized method, I did the same data 
collection and analysis by hand. The agreement between key features in both manual and 
automatic methods speaks to the reliability of the underlying design. Both methods identified 
similar important actors within the social network of Ghostwritten, though there were clear 
differences that suggest specific unreliabilities in each method, as I discussed in the two previous 
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chapters. Certainly, my program is not without flaws. While my method of manual network 
extraction boasts a thorough and nuanced result, yielding deep understanding of the structural 
features of a single textual network, it is impractical for quick application or application to a 
large group of texts. Where the automatic method is faster, it misses important actors—most 
notably the narrators in first-person texts who may not name themselves properly or regularly. 
The automatic method is also not strictly automatic; it still requires human intervention at 
various stages, which I have come to view as more a feature than a flaw in its allowance of a 
greater range of human interpretation. Even so, further refinement of the process is needed. As 
with any method, the next step will be to test more cases. I believe this method will work on any 
novel or series of connected novels, but the only way to be certain is to conduct further 
experiments. 
Beyond more testing to refine the process itself, there are several design features I would 
improve or at least consider changing. First, I want to explore the inclusion of popular references 
and place names. I think these are important for building the network tapestry and texture; 
certainly, such references have this effect in Ghostwritten. I found myself wondering specifically 
about jazz. Ghostwritten’s second chapter, “Tokyo,” is partially set in a record store and is 
littered with jazz references. I was in a jazz band, and I loved it, so I delightedly absorbed these 
jazz references, even as I excluded them from my “real” social network. But would someone 
who isn’t a jazz geek know those names well enough to say, “No, that person isn’t really part of 
the social network”? I don’t like the idea of cultural bias impacting results. And, as I said, I 
ended up thinking the textural pop culture references are structurally meaningful. If nothing else, 
such texture contributes to how characters imagine themselves navigating the network, which, in 
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the context of literary labs, is as important as actually navigating it. The whole point of the 
literary lab is to allow for possibilities that might be impossible in traditional, physical labs. 
Second, as I have suggested in several places, a clear next stage in this experiment would 
be to include links based on place names. Place and space evoke shared mental and visual cues, 
which are at work in both Joyce’s and Mitchell’s novels. Bloom and Stephen’s stargazing at the 
end of Ulysses connects them via shared spatial references at the cosmic scale. Finnegans Wake 
makes use of overlapping, repeated variations on names for the same place, at once 
compounding and confusing shared spatial references. Shared places in Ghostwritten create 
threads by which to follow the development of the global social network from a geographic 
perspective and suggest underlying connections beyond the social. For example, Neal mentions a 
favorite after-work bar in “Hong Kong,” Mad Dogs, and we later learn in “Mongolia” that 
Sherry used to work there, thus linking these two story arcs more closely than they are in a 
strictly social sense (though perhaps Sherry and Neal have actually met before and we simply 
aren’t told in the context of this novel).1 Like network-driven novels more generally, city-centric 
works such as Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway or Zadie Smith’s NW make use of concrete 
locations to connect characters to each other and to physically anchor the narrative. Any of these 
types of connections can enhance the reader’s understanding of networks, and as such place-
based connections should not be omitted. 
Finally, I would also like to develop a more detailed method for dealing with visual and 
phrasal matches. What I mean by that is, when characters are described the same way or say the 
same things, they establish a connection. In Ulysses for example, Bloom is attuned to instances 
or variations of the word red/ruddy, because these references remind him of his dead son, Rudy. 
                                                
1 David Mitchell, Ghostwritten (New York: Vintage International, 2001), 155. 
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Ghostwritten contains several cases of phrasal matching; as I discussed in my previous chapter, 
Margarita in “Petersburg” says or thinks the same things as Neal in “Hong Kong” and the 
unnamed narrator in “Holy Mountain,” characters to whom Margarita has no direct access. As I 
have currently deployed it, technology will likely be the limiting factor for this type of analysis. 
Even minor variants in phrasing disrupt the automatic matching scheme I have established. Some 
stemming would help this issue—by turning every word into its base form, matches would 
hopefully be more apparent. This would address minor differences in individual words, but not 
their order. I could imagine creating a search for words in proximity, another kind of KWIC 
index, to account for variability in word order, but again more study would be required to 
determine the value of such additional network elements. 
Beyond these additions and refinements to my current network extraction method, I 
would also look forward to a next iteration of this project to treat multimedia and new media. 
21st-century advances in technology and media further complicate the possible modes for 
experiencing complex social, cultural, and environmental systems. Enhanced connective 
potential introduces greater risks and rewards, heightening the utopian and paranoid limits of 
networked experience. I referred to the importance of the structure and function of different 
types of networks and how they’re created in earlier chapters. I will now return to those points 
and extend how we might think about character-driven networks in varied media. Examples of 
network-driven texts across media are increasingly abundant and diverse with the aid of growing 
technological capabilities.2 Consider how networks operate across contexts in their shared 
                                                
2 Some examples of network-driven texts across media include films like Pulp Fiction (1994), 
Traffic (2000), Babel (2006), Cloud Atlas (2012), series such as The Fast and the Furious, and 
recent films in the Marvel Cinematic Universe; see also novels like Cloud Atlas (2004), World 
War Z (2006), The Bone Clocks (2014), and series such as Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam 
Trilogy—Oryx and Crake (2003), The Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013). 
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structure and function—for example, disjoint networks in Traffic (2000) and Babel (2006) are 
like Cloud Atlas (2004 novel, 2012 film) in dispersal but more like Finnegans Wake in their 
reliance on international languages and shared references for connections. I’ll focus on Cloud 
Atlas (both the film and novel versions) here in keeping with my attention to David Mitchell as a 
practitioner of the network-driven and in recognition that Mitchell’s texts are all in the same 
universe and build upon each other’s networks. 
In their basic temporal organization (and its collapse), network-driven texts, like the 
technology that gives rise to them, force a re-evaluation of the nature and experience of time. 
Like Ghostwritten and Finnegans Wake, Cloud Atlas illustrates a network-driven re-vision of 
spacetime in its looped temporal structure. In all these texts, we are somehow moved without 
moving in terms of temporal or spatial position. When we end in the beginning, all that has 
changed is our awareness of the social structures and patterns around us, making Mitchell’s 
aphorism, “Travel far enough, you meet yourself,”3 particularly apt. As Franco Moretti notes in 
“Network Theory, Plot Analysis,” networks collapse time into pure spatial relationships,4 and I 
would go further to say these spatial relationships are specifically re-conceived as social 
relationships. For Cloud Atlas, then, time is a loop narratively, but it appears linear due to the 
limitations of the media in which it is presented. Only the social network itself and the way we 
view it retains the structural complexity arising from intricate spatial/temporal movement. 
In Cloud Atlas’s complementary visions of the structure of narrative time, most notably 
the matryoshka and the concertina, Mitchell seems to be playing with how we experience time 
                                                
3 Mitchell, Cloud Atlas (New York: Random House, 2004), 320. 
4 Franco Moretti, “Network Theory, Plot Analysis” (Stanford, CA: Stanford Literary Lab, 2011). 
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and how history records time.5 In Cloud Atlas (2004), we follow six loosely connected stories, 
which interrupt and fragment each other going forward in time, then continue and complete in 
reverse order, going backward in time to the beginning: 
Spent the fortnight gone in the music room, reworking my year’s fragments into a 
“sextet for overlapping soloists”: piano, clarinet, ’cello, flute, oboe, and violin, 
each in its own language of key, scale, and color. In the first set, each solo is 
interrupted by its successor: in the second, each interruption is recontinued, in 
order. Revolutionary or gimmicky? Shan’t know until it’s finished, and by then 
it’ll be too late.6 
 
This is from Robert Frobisher, a composer and the narrator of the second part of Cloud Atlas, 
who, like Eliot, shores the fragments, and, like Joyce, encourages us to listen as well as look for 
meaning in the text. By structuring the novel this way (1-2-3-4-5-6-5-4-3-2-1), Mitchell returns 
us to a past time before the central apocalyptic future envisioned in the novel’s sixth part. As in 
Ghostwritten, such a return re-opens an array of potential futures.7 The film version of Cloud 
Atlas begins and ends with the last temporal frame, the apocalyptic sixth section, and so 
maintains Mitchell’s novelistic loop structure but inverts it. By beginning and ending with the 
                                                
5 Cloud Atlas (2004) explicitly addresses the nature of time and its possible models, “[Time is] 
no arrow, no boomerang, but a concertina” (354); “One model of time: an infinite matryoshka 
doll of painted moments, each ‘shell’ (the present) encased inside a nest of ‘shells’ (previous 
presents) I call the actual past but which we perceive as the virtual past. The doll of ‘now’ 
likewise encases a nest of presents yet to be, which I call the actual future but which we perceive 
as the virtual future” (393).  
6 Mitchell, Cloud Atlas (2004), 445. 
7 But to what end? In his review of Cloud Atlas, “History Is a Nightmare,” from The New York 
Times (August 29, 2004), Tom Bissell compares Joyce and Mitchell explicitly: “In its need to 
render every kind of human experience, Cloud Atlas finds itself staring into the reflective waters 
of Joyce’s Ulysses. Just as Joyce, in the scene that takes place in the cabman’s shelter, found the 
hidden beauty of cliché-filled prose, so Mitchell does with his Luisa Rey story. Just as Joyce, in 
the late scene in which Bloom and Dedalus finally sit down together, explored the possibilities of 
a narrative driven by interrogation, so Mitchell does with his ruthlessly grilled ‘fabricant,’ 
Sonmi-451. Cloud Atlas is friendlier than Ulysses but far less fallibly human. If Mitchell’s 
virtuosity too often seems android, one suspects this says less about his achievement and more 
about the literature of formal innovation. This is a book that might very well move things 
forward. It is also a book that makes one wonder to what end things are being moved.” 
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end, the film indicates that all the nested pasts and presents must lead up to the final apocalyptic 
future—this is not a nightmare from which we can awake. Mitchell’s vision of a network-driven 
future is full of potential in both cases, true, but potential can be destructive as well as 
productive. There’s no guarantee that utopian steps will lead to utopian ends; indeed, Mitchell’s 
texts suggest dystopia is the more likely outcome. 
 Beyond the temporal differences between the two versions highlighted by the media in 
which they are presented, the distinct affordances possible across media shift the kinds and 
availability of connections in Cloud Atlas. Mitchell himself describes the film version as more 
capable of expressing certain features than the novel, or at least presenting them in a distinctive 
way: 
Rather [than simply filming the book], the three directors have assembled Cloud Atlas 
and reassembled it in a form which–fingers crossed–will be a glorious, epic thing. The 
reincarnation motif in the book is just a hinted-at linking device, but the script gives it 
centre stage to link the six worlds with characters, causes and effects. A novel can't do 
multi-role acting: a film can. The directors are playing to the strengths of their medium, 
just like I try to.8 
 
Mitchell’s attention here on filmic construction and mise-en-scene highlights the importance of 
indirect connections and the fact that visual media make such connections more immediate and 
readily available than textual media. Geographic crossover in the novel is achieved primarily 
indirectly by shared media. That is, within Cloud Atlas (2004), characters from the different 
sections don’t actually meet. Rather, they connect through found objects, literature or other texts. 
For example, the narrator of section two, Robert Frobisher, is reading Adam Ewing’s travel 
journal from section one; Sonmi in section five sees a movie based on the life of Tim Cavendish 
                                                
8 Helen Pidd, “Cloud Atlas to be filmed in Berlin as city eyes starring role in movies,” The 
Guardian (22 June 2011), https://www.theguardian.com/film/2011/jun/22/cloud-atlas-filmed-
berlin. 
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from section four; and so on. There is also a recurring comet birthmark, suggesting reincarnation 
of characters across narrative time. The film, on the other hand, splices all six stories together so 
that the viewer moves through each of the six tales simultaneously, using cross-cuts and match-
cuts to signal connections between settings, characters, and plot points. Though the film retains 
the linking birthmark, the similarities between characters who share the birthmark are limited. 
Instead, the film takes the reincarnation motif further and makes it more explicit by having the 
same actor play up to six different roles, showing clearly through the mise-en-scene that the 
same person is coming back over and over, often with the same traits and inclinations. Indirect 
references, as I have described them in opposition to direct social connections in my previous 
two chapters, are thus essential to crafting a multimedia network, further affirming my 
inclination to include such references in future iterations of this project.  
Across media and across texts, Mitchell highlights how network-driven texts play with 
the nature of connections and the possible impacts that seemingly unimportant, random 
connections can have. His body of work offers a model for how we can understand similarly 
network-driven media. Throughout his works, he re-uses characters, weaving a social tapestry 
across novels as well as in the individual novels themselves.9 Cloud Atlas, for example, features 
Luisa Rey and Timothy Cavendish as the narrators of the third and fourth sections, respectively. 
Both these characters appeared in Ghostwritten as I noted earlier. Adam Ewing’s boat from 
Cloud Atlas makes it into The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (2010), and Robert 
Frobisher’s romantic entanglement with his mentor’s daughter from Cloud Atlas is followed up 
                                                
9 David Mitchell, “Guardian Book Club: Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell,” 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2010/jun/12/book-club-mitchell-cloud-atlas; David Mitchell 
also discusses his novels as part of a shared universe in “Stories Have a Number of Beginnings,” 
in an interview on the Louisiana Channel, http://channel.louisiana.dk/video/david-mitchell-
stories-have-number-beginnings. 
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in Black Swan Green (2006). (And many more!) Ultimately, “everything that dies someday 
comes back,”10 and, in this eternal recurrence, Ghostwritten, Cloud Atlas, The Bone Clocks, and 
other works like them provide models for navigating the unknown future. We can take the 
limited truths and certainties from network analysis as “could be true” or “might be true” (if only 
under certain conditions) and work from these potentials to actively craft a better systemic 
future. Mitchell laments, “On my bleaker days, humanity’s future looks disturbingly like its 
past,”11 but this suggests that on the brighter days it doesn’t. By my calculations, systems 
analysis can make the difference.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
10 Mitchell, Cloud Atlas (2004), 171. 
11 David Mitchell, “Guardian Book Club: Cloud Atlas by David Mitchell,” 
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2010/jun/12/book-club-mitchell-cloud-atlas. 
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Appendix A: Program to Import Texts and Save As a Data Frame 
 
In the first stage of data processing, before any digital analysis can happen, working texts 
must be imported and converted into a regularized form, else subsequent computer programs will 
hiss and spit errors. For this project, all working texts have been converted into ordered lists of 
words, maintaining capitalization but omitting punctuation. Other methods of textual smoothing 
(including that recommended by Matt Jockers in Text Analysis with R1) may remove all 
punctuation and convert everything to lower case. However, because this project specifically 
requires searching for characters who make up the social network of the text, retaining case 
sensitivity allows for easier detection of named entities, which are often marked by first-letter 
capitalization. What follows is a detailed account of the steps used to prepare texts for analysis, 
with examples of code from programs written in R for use on David Mitchell’s novel 
Ghostwritten (1999). 
 
1. Set working directory and call packages. 
 
 Setting the working directory tells R where to look for the files to be used in this 
program. Make sure the files to be imported are saved within the working directory. Also note 
that any output files will be saved to the same directory. After setting the working directory, I 
prefer to call any packages—essentially extra toolkits—the program might need to complete 
                                                
1 Matthew L. Jockers, Text Analysis with R for Students of Literature (New York: Springer, 
2014). 
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desired tasks. Such packages can also be called later as they are needed. R developers have 
created a variety of packages to supplement R’s basic functionality. The ones called here are  
i. dplyr, which contains tools for creating data frames, 
ii. readr, which lets R read csv files, and 
iii. NLP and openNLP, which contain tools for parts of speech tagging to be used in 
the next stage of text processing. 
 
2. Import each text and convert it to a vector of words.  
 
In this case, each text is a single chapter from Ghostwritten. Before importing, save each 
chapter as a plain text file, which I have done by copying and pasting each chapter from the plain 
text of the entire novel into a separate plain text file.2 The program reads in the text file as a 
vector, then it manipulates the vector until the full-text vector is reduced to a vector containing 
only the words from the original text (no punctuation, no extra spaces where punctuation was 
removed). Choosing to save the text as a vector of words means that each word from the original 
text is saved in order, essentially as a numbered list. Every word in the text can then be selected 
by number and extracted with context as needed. 
 
3. Make all text vectors the same length. 
                                                
2 This process could be automated, and certainly one might want to develop an automated 
method for working with a large number of texts. In this case, it did not make sense to create 
such a program for use on only ten chapters in one novel. 
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 After importing each chapter in the manner described in Step 2, the program will have 
created a collection of text vectors, in this case corresponding to each chapter in Ghostwritten. 
Because each chapter has a different number of words, these text vectors are all different lengths. 
That is not necessarily a problem, but I want to create a single data frame containing all the text 
vectors (essentially a spreadsheet where each separate text is a column) to make future indexing 
easier. In R, each vector to be included in a single data frame must be the same length. To 
achieve this, assign the length of each text vector to be equal to the length of the longest text 
vector. Remember, the vectors are basically numbered lists of words, so the program is making 
each list the same length by filling in “NA” as a placeholder where there would be blank spaces 
after the chapter runs out of words. 
 
4. Convert each same-length text vector into a single-column data frame. 
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 This step merely converts each text vector, now all the same length, into a data frame. 
Each of these data frames is similar to a single column in a spreadsheet. 
 
5. Bind single-column data frames into one large data frame. 
 
 The program now takes each individual column of text data and puts it together as one 
large spreadsheet. In this data frame, each column corresponds to one chapter. 
 
6. Export the data frame for later use. 
 
 Finally, write the data frame containing each working text to a spreadsheet. Saving output 
at intermediate steps enables checking the work for errors while data processing is still in 
progress. 
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Appendix B: Program to Tag Parts of Speech (POS), Select Proper Nouns, and Produce List of 
Keywords in Context (KWIC) 
 
The next stage of data processing focuses on how to extract lists of entities from the 
working texts produced using the method described in Appendix A. Regularizing the process of 
extracting named entities from texts was an important step in the method of mapping social 
networks. Named entities become nodes in the network and form the basis for links between 
nodes. To find named entities, I ran a parts-of-speech tagger on my pre-processed working texts 
(method described in Appendix A), then I selected only the words tagged as proper nouns. To 
determine which items on the list of proper nouns were actually characters, I created a KWIC 
index to find each proper noun and embed it in sufficient context (I have used 25 words before 
and after the keyword in this case) to make such a determination manually. Based on the context 
compiled for each entity in the proper nouns list, I constructed a reduced list of named entities to 
be used in automatic network extraction (to be discussed in Appendix D). Below is a step-by-
step account of this process of tagging proper nouns and creating a KWIC index using the first 
chapter of Ghostwritten as a sample text. 
 
1. Set working directory and call packages. (Note that this step is the same as in 
Appendix A.) 
 
 Setting the working directory tells R where to look for the files to be used in this 
program. Make sure the files to be imported are saved within the working directory. Also note 
that any output files will be saved to the same directory. After setting the working directory, I 
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prefer to call any packages—essentially extra toolkits—the program might need to complete 
desired tasks. Such packages can also be called later as they are needed. R developers have 
created a variety of packages to supplement R’s basic functionality. The ones called here are  
i. dplyr, which contains tools for creating data frames, 
ii. readr, which lets R read csv files, and 
iii. NLP and openNLP, which contain tools for natural language processing. 
 
2. Import the data frame containing the working texts. 
 
In this case, the data frame is the one created in Appendix A. This data frame contains all 
the text data to be used in this analysis, where each column is a text (here, a chapter in 
Ghostwritten) and the numbered rows correspond to the words in the text in order. This set up 
allows an investigator to search each chapter individually (or in whatever combination is desired) 
and to access each keyword by index/row number. This method of indexing allows for easily 
accessing the words near each keyword. For this project, I have set the number of context words 
to be +/- 25 words, but this number can be changed to however much context makes sense for a 
particular case. 
 
3. Create a function to perform parts-of-speech tagging and produce a list of proper 
nouns. 
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 This process is modified from the steps given in the documentation for R’s openNLP 
package. I have framed the basic process of parts-of-speech tagging as a function, which can be 
executed on any given text, making this code portable. After the process of annotating and 
tagging is completed, the program collects the words and their corresponding tags as vectors, 
which in turn are stored as a data frame to be sorted or manipulated as needed. In this case, I 
select only the words tagged as proper nouns (“NNP”) or plural proper nouns (“NNPS”) and cut 
out any duplicated words before returning the list of proper nouns. 
 
4. Run function to produce a list of proper nouns for each chapter. 
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 This step applies the function created in Step 3 to each of the working texts in the data 
frame imported in Step 2 (in this case, each chapter from Ghostwritten). The result is a list of 
proper nouns for each working text. 
 
5. Create file to contain the list of names with context. 
 
 This step creates and begins to write a text file that will contain a list of each proper noun 
embedded in its context. These preliminary steps establish the file and output destination and 
clearly label the working text (here Chapter 1 of Ghostwritten). Using R’s append feature, the 
program adds successive lines of text to the file, rather than overwriting each new entry.  
 
6. Search for each name and its context. 
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Here the program finds each entity (“ent”) on the list of proper names within a given 
chapter. I am searching for entities only within the chapter in which they were originally found, 
but the search could easily be expanded by changing the inputs in this loop. Once the entity is 
found and identified by row number (what I am calling “index” or “idx” here), the program also 
identifies the surrounding context words by index. This section of code is where the number of 
words desired for context comes into play. I have selected +/-25 words; that is, n.words = 25. 
However, I recognize that there will be cases where more or less context will be desirable, thus I 
have left the number of words as a variable to be determined outside this loop as needed. 
 
7. Produce output and write to the file created in Step 5. 
 
 After locating the proper noun and its context words, the program outputs the keyword in 
context and adds it to the file created in Step 5. The same process runs (or loops) for each entity 
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on the list of proper nouns. Note that the code presented in Steps 5-7 is example code for only 
one chapter. This code can be looped, turned into a function, or copy/pasted for use on other 
texts. 
 
8. The final output from this process should look something like this: 
 
From these first two entries for Chapter 1 of Ghostwritten, note that neither “Kokusai” 
nor “US” is a character to be included in a corresponding social network for the chapter. Even 
with so little context, this format allows for a quick scroll through the named entities in the text, 
which will range from characters to places names to properly named popular references. Though 
this scrollable KWIC index requires some manual sorting and decision-making, it is much faster 
than manually searching for each entity in a given chapter and, obviously, much faster still than 
reading the entire text for full manual extraction. After manually scrolling through the list of 
entities and generating a list of characters, record and save the reduced lists of names as .csv 
files, one for each chapter, to be used in the next stage of the workflow—link detection and 
network extraction (details in Appendix D). 
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Appendix C: Data Tables for Chapter 4: Entity Detection and the Foundations of Social 
Networks in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten 
 
Table C.1. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 1, “Okinawa”; 71% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (Automatic) Aliases (KWIC) 
Arupadhatu  Arupadhatu  
Baby in woolly cap  Buntaro Tokunaga  
Bewhiskered policeman Ota’s brother, Mrs 
Oe’s brother-in-law 
Caligula  
Caligula  Dungaree woman  
Dungaree woman  His Serendipity Guru, Lord, His 
Divinity, Divine, 
Master, Father 
His Serendipity His Divinity, Lord, 
Master, Guru 
His Serendipity’s 
wife 
 
His Serendipity’s wife  Keisuke Tanaka Quasar 
Mayumi Aoi  Mr Kobayashi  
Minister of Defence [for Fellowship] Mayumi Aoi  
Minister of Education [for Fellowship] Minister of Defence  
Minister of Information [for Fellowship] Minister of Education  
Minister of Science [for Fellowship] Minister of 
Information 
 
Minister of Security [for Fellowship] Minister of Science  
Mr Ikeda  Minister of Security  
Mrs Bessho  Mr Ikeda  
Mrs Mori  Mrs Bessho  
Mrs Oe  Mrs Mori  
Ota harbourmaster, Mrs 
Oe’s husband 
Mrs Oe  
Quasar Mr Kobayashi, 
Buntaro Tokunaga, 
Keisuke Tanaka 
Ota  
Wartman  Secret Serviceman  
  Wartman  
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Table C.2. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 2, “Tokyo”; 79% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (Automatic) Aliases (KWIC) 
Akiko  Akiko  
Ayaka  Ayaka  
Koji  Koji  
Koji’s parents  Koji’s parents  
Mama-san  Koji’s mum  
Mr Fujimoto  Mama-san  
Mr Ikeda  Mr Fujimoto  
Mrs Nakamori  Mr Ikeda  
Quasar  Mrs Nakamori  
Satoru Sato, Satoru-kun Satoru Satoru-kun, Sato-kun 
Takeshi  Takeshi  
Takeshi’s wife  Takeshi’s estranged wife Takeshi’s wife 
Taro  Taro  
Tomomi  Tomomi  
Tomoyo  Tomoyo  
Tomoyo’s Dad  Yumi-chan  
Yumi-chan    
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Table C.3. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 3, “Hong Kong”; 74% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (Automatic) Aliases (KWIC) 
Andrei Gregorski  Andrei Gregorski  
Andy Somebody  Andy Somebody  
Archie Goode  Archie Goode  
Avril  Avril  
Chiang Yun Chaing Yun Barrier Guard  
Chinese girl [unnamed] Tomoyo Cecile  
Denholme Cavendish D.C., Sir D Chiang Yun Chaing Yun 
Dr Chan  Denholme Cavendish D.C., Sir D 
Dr Clune  Doc  
Ghost  Dr Chan  
Grainger  Dr Clune  
Guilan  Grainger  
Horace Cheung  Guilan  
Hugo Hamish  Horace Cheung  
Huw Llewellyn  Hugo Hamish  
Jim Hersch  Huw Llewellyn Mr Mole 
Katy Forbes Katty Bitch Jim Hersch  
Kid with saxophone [unnamed] Satoru Katty Bitch  
Larry  Katy Forbes  
Maid Maidie Larry  
Mickey Kwan  Lord Buddha Big Buddha 
Ming  Maidie  
Mrs Feng  Mickey Kwan  
Mr Wae  Ming  
Neal Brose Nile Mr Wae  
Penny Fraser Theo’s wife Mr Wae’s lawyers  
Theo Fraser  Mrs Feng  
Vernwood  Neal Brose Uncle Neal 
  Nile  
  Penny Fraser Theo’s wife 
  Theo Fraser  
  Vernwood  
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Table C.4. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain”; 63% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (Automatic) Aliases (KWIC) 
Brain General Brain Brain General Brain 
Chinese Guide  Cousin  
Fat Girl  Emperor 
Chickenshit 
 
Footman  Fat Girl  
foreign devil [Italian] Footman  
Khaki Man  Granny that Lays the 
Golden Eggs 
 
Local Cadre Party Leader  Khaki Man  
Lord Buddha  Local Cadre Party 
Leader 
 
Medal Man  Lord Buddha  
Monk  Medal Man  
[unnamed] Narrator 4 Old Woman who 
lives in a Tea Shack 
Mr Wormhole  
[unnamed] Narrator 4’s 
Daughter 
 My Tree The Bountiful Tree 
[unnamed] Narrator 4’s 
Father 
Mr Wormhole, 
Emperor Chickenshit 
Old woman [owns] Tea Shack 
[unnamed] Narrator 4’s 
Granddaughter 
 Party Chief  
[unnamed] Narrator 4’s 
Great Granddaughter 
Maid Party Newspaper 
[man] 
 
Party Newspaper [man]  Red Guard  
Red Guard  Warlord  
Tree My Tree, The Tree Warlord’s Son Lord, His Lordship 
Warlord’s Son Lord, His Lordship Waxy Moustache  
Waxy Moustache  Witchy Friend  
Witchy Friend    
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Table C.5. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 5, “Mongolia”; 52% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (Automatic) Aliases (KWIC) 
Baljin Bodoo’s daughter, 
Aunt Baljin 
Baljin Bodoo’s daughter, 
Aunt Baljin 
Baljin’s aunt  Baljin’s aunt  
Baljin’s niece  Baljin’s niece  
Baljin’s uncle Bodoo’s brother Batnai  
Beebee Reindeer Man Beebee Reindeer Man 
Beebee’s daughter Noncorp Beebee’s 
grandmother 
midwife 
 
Bodoo  Beebee’s wife  
Buyant  Bodonguud  
Caspar Danemark man, 
Vikingman 
Bodoo  
Grandmother-midwife Beebee’s grandmother Bodoo’s brother Baljin’s uncle 
Gunga  Buyant  
Horloyn Choibalsan  Caragana  
Jargal Chinzoreg  Caspar  
Mo [unnamed] middle 
aged Irish woman 
Choilbalsan1  
Monk in yellow hat  Galzut  
Mrs Enchbat  Gunga  
Museum curator Museum manager Gushid  
Narrator 4 [unnamed] Old 
woman who lived in a 
tea shack 
Horloyn Choibalsan Comrade 
Choibalsan 
Noncorpum  Jargal Chinzoreg  
Old Gombo  Khalbin  
Old Gombo’s youngest  Khan of Hell  
Old Gombo’s eldest  Khori Tumed  
Oyuun Gunga’s daughter Khovduud  
Punsalmaagiyn 
Suhbataar 
Mongolian KGB, 
KGB agent 
Khuaitsai  
Shaman  Khudai  
Sherry  Mrs Enchbat  
Sonjoodoi  Old Gombo  
  Old Gombo’s eldest Gombo’s eldest 
  Old Gombo’s 
youngest 
Gombo’s youngest 
son 
  Oyuun Gunga’s daughter 
  
                                                
1 This appears to be a typographical error in the original text. 
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Table C.5. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 5, “Mongolia” (continued) 
 
  Punsalmaagiyn 
Suhbataar 
Mongolian KGB, 
KGB man 
  Shaman  
  Sharaid  
  Sherry  
  Snotty  
  Sonjoodoi  
  Tarvaa  
  Tsagaan  
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Table C.6. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 6, “Petersburg”; 66% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (POS) Aliases (KWIC) 
Arturo Kopeck  Adam  
Barbara Petrovich Gutbucket Arturo Fucking 
Kopeck 
Arturo Kopeck 
Chekhov  Catherine the Great  
Chief Head of Security Chekhov  
Director of the 
Winter Palace 
 Chief  
Granny Cleaner  Count of Archangel  
Gregorski  Eve  
Head Curator 
Rogorshev 
Rogorshev Rabbit Fatso  
Jerome  Granny Cleaner  
Kirsch  Gregorski  
Koenighovs  Gutbucket Barbara Petrovich 
Leonid Brezhnev  Head Curator 
Rogorshev 
Rabbit, Bunny, 
Bunnykins 
Lymko  Head of Security  
Margarita Latunsky Kitten, Margot Jerome  
Nemya  Kirsch  
Rudi  Koenighovs  
Shirliker  Leonid Brezhnev  
Suhbataar  Lymko  
Tatyana Makuch  Margarita Latunsky Margot, Kitten 
  Nemya  
  Politburo  
  Rudi  
  Serpent  
  Shirliker  
  Suhbataar The Great Khan2 
  Tatyana Makuch  
 
  
                                                
2 This is not really a useful nickname in the context of “Petersburg,” as it is not repeated. But, I 
have included it because the automatic detection method did register it, and it is evocative of 
connections the reader can make between the previous chapter, “Mongolia,” and “Petersburg.” 
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Table C.7. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 7, “London”; 74% Agreement 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (POS) Aliases (KWIC) 
Albert Schweitzer  Albert Schweitzer3  
Alfred Kopf  Alfred Kopf  
Barry  Baggins the Tarantula  
Bella  Barry  
Bertrand Russell  Bella  
Beryl Brain  Bertrand Russell  
Clem  Beryl Brain  
Colin Wilson  Cathy Katrina 
Denholme Cavendish Denny Clem  
Dennis Mackeson The Thistlewaite 
Tornado 
Colin Wilson  
Derek  Cyril  
Derek Jarman  Denholme Cavendish  
Digger  Dennis Mackeson  
Dwight Silverwind  Denny  
Ed  Derek  
Edward Heath  Derek Jarman  
Fi Marco’s mother Digger  
Francis Bacon  Dwight Silverwind  
Gibreel  Ed  
Gloria  Edward Heath4  
His Serendipity Oriental Jesus Fat Cockney Santa Claus5 Taxi driver 
Iannos  Fi  
India Marco’s daughter Francis Bacon  
Irish middle aged 
woman 
[unnamed] Mo 
Muntervary 
Gibreel Angel Gibreel 
Jerome  Gloria  
Jim Marco’s father Iannos  
Joe Orton  India  
Josh  Jerome  
Katy Forbes  Jim  
Katy’s dead husband [unnamed] Neal 
Brose 
Joe Orton  
Kemal  Josh  
Lavenda Vilnius  Katy Forbes  
  
                                                
3 These two names must appear together to be counted as an appearance of the entity because 
part of the name (“Albert”) appears elsewhere. 
4 These two names must appear together to be counted as an appearance of the entity because 
part of the name (“Ed”) appears elsewhere. 
5 Longer, descriptive names like this one should generally appear all together or within a few 
words because the descriptive words appear in normal text. 
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Table C.7. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 7, “London” (continued) 
 
Lyndon Johnson  Kemal  
Marco Captain Marcotics Lavenda Vilnius  
Mausling  Lyndon Johnson  
Maxine Rob’s girlfriend Marco Captain Marcotics 
Morris Major  Mausling  
Morris Minor  Maxine  
Moya  Morris Major  
Mrs Entwhistle  Morris Minor  
Mrs Whelan Tim’s secretary Moya  
Nancy Yoakam  Mrs Entwhistle  
Natalie  Mrs Whelan  
Nipper Cavendish  Mudgeon Pigeon, Smudgeon 
Poppy  Nancy Yoakam  
Prof Baker  Natalie  
Rich Cousin Gibreel’s cousin Nigel  
Rob  Nipper Cavendish  
Roger Dodgy Rodgy Panthea Anthea, Samantha 
Rohan  Poppy  
Roy  Prof Baker  
Ryan  Rich Cousin Gibreel’s cousin 
Sally Leggs  Rob  
Samuel Beckett  Rodney  
Scot [unnamed agent] Roger Dodgy Rodgy 
Shelley  Rohan  
Sylv  Roy  
Texan [unnamed agent] Ruddy Bleedin Nora  
Tim Cavendish  Ryan  
Volk  Sally Leggs  
Wendy  Samuel Beckett  
  Scot  
  Shelley  
  Sylv  
  Texan  
  Tim Cavendish  
  Volk  
  Welsh Ladies Kickboxing 
Champion 
 
  Wendy  
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Table C.8. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 8, “Clear Island”; 79% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (POS) Aliases (KWIC) 
Alain  Alain  
Ancient O’Farrell  Ancient O’Farrell  
Ancient’s wife  Ancient’s wife  
Aunt Cath  Aunt Cath  
Aunt Triona  Aunt Triona  
Badger O’Connor  Badger O’Connor  
Bella  Bella  
Bernadette Sheehy  Bernadette Sheehy  
Bertie Crow  Bertie Crow  
Billy  Billy  
Brendan Mickledeen Mo’s godfather Brendan Mickledeen  
Daibhi O’Bruadair  Daibhi O’Bruadair  
Daniella  Daniella  
Danny Waite  Danny Waite  
Dennis Dannan Professor Dannan Dennis Professor Dannan 
Docherty twins  Docherty twins  
Dr Hammer  Doig boys  
Dr Mallahan  Dr Bell  
Eamonn O’Driscoll  Dr Hammer  
Father Wally  Dr Mallahan  
Feynman  Eamonn 
O’Driscoll’s boy 
Eamonn’s boy 
Freddy Doig  Father Wally  
Gabriel Fitzmaurice  Feynman  
Hanna  Freddy Doig  
Hans Norwegian birdwatcher Gabriel Fitzmaurice  
Heinz Formaggio  Hanna  
Heisenberg  Hans  
Huw Mr Llewellyn Heinz Formaggio  
Jack Muntervary  Heisenberg  
John Cullin  Huw John’s friend 
Kevin  Jack Muntervary  
Kiwi visitor  John Cullin  
Knyfer McMahon  Kevin  
Liam  Knyfer McMahon  
Lucy Eileen 
Muntervary 
Mrs Muntervary Liam  
Maire Doig  Lucy Eileen 
Muntervary 
Mrs Muntervary 
Maisie Mickledeen Maise, Mo’s godmother Maire Doig  
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Table C.8. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 8, “Clear Island” (continued) 
 
Mary  Maisie Mickledeen Aunt Maise, 
Maise 
Mayo Davitt  Mary  
McDermott  Mayo Davitt  
Miss Thorpe  McDermott  
Mo Muntervary Mowleen Muntervary Miss Thorpe  
Moya Tourmakeady  Mo Muntervary Mowleen 
Muntervary, Mo 
Smith, Dr 
Muntervary 
Mrs Cuchtalain  Moya  
Mrs Dunwallis  Mr Llewellyn  
Nicky O’Driscoll Eamonn’s boy Mrs Cuchthalain  
Old O’Farrell  Mrs Dunwallis  
Planck  Nicky O’Driscoll  
Red Kildare  Noakes  
Roisin Tourmakeady  Old O’Farrell  
Roland Davitt  Planck  
Schroedinger  Red Kildare  
Sherry Connolly  Roisin Tourmakeady  
Siobhan  Roland Davitt  
Sylvester  Schroedinger  
Tamlin Sheehy  Sherry Connolly  
Texan Mr Stolz Siobhan  
Timothy Leary  Sylvester  
Whelan Scott  Tamlin Sheehy  
  Texan Mr Stolz 
  Timothy Leary  
  Whelan Scott  
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Table C.9. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 9, “Night Train”; 80% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (POS) Aliases (KWIC) 
Alfonso Stacey  Alfonso Stacey  
Arupadhatu  Aretha Franklin  
Bat Segundo Batty, Bartholomew 
Caesar Segundo 
Arupadhatu  
Belle Jolene’s daughter Bat Segundo Batty, Bartholomew 
Caesar Segundo 
Carlotta Bat’s producer Belle  
Commander Jackson Commander Big Chief Ornithologist 
of Cloud Cuckoo Land 
 
Dwight Q Silverwind  Carlotta Elf Queen 
General Stolz Stolz, General Commander Jackson Commander 
Harry Zawinul  Dwight Q Silverwind Dwight Silverwind 
Hester Swain Queen of Hell, Bat’s 
ex-wife 
General Stolz General 
His Serendipity Seren Dippy, Guru, 
Master 
Harry Zawinul  
Howard  Hester Swain  
Jerry Kushner  His Serendipity Seren Dippy, Guru, 
Master, Zookeeper 
Jolene Jefferson  Howard  
Julia Puortomondo 
Segundo 
Bat’s daughter Jerry Kushner  
Kevin Clancy Boy Wonder Kevin, 
Mr Notsure Clancy 
Joe Six-Pack  
Luisa Rey Mrs Rey Jolene Jefferson  
Mo Muntervary  Julia Puortomondo 
Segundo 
Juuuulia 
Opal Aunty Opal Kevin Clancy Boy Wonder Kevin, 
Mr Notsure Clancy 
Rupert Lord Rupert Luisa Rey Mrs Rey 
Satoru Sonada  Mo Muntervary  
Spence Wanamaker  Mr Kilmagoon  
VeeJay  Opal Aunty Opal 
Zookeeper6 Doctor Doolittle, Rupert Lord Rupert 
 Zooey, Seren Dippy Satoru Sonada  
  Spence Wanamaker  
  VeeJay  
  Zookeeper Doctor Doolittle, 
Zooey, Seren Dippy 
                                                
6 Note the confusion in naming and overlapping aliases between His Serendipity and Zookeeper. 
I have maintained them as separate entities, though their close association (due to some 
characters assuming they are one entity) will effectively collapse them in the network diagram. 
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Table C.10. Character Names from Ghostwritten Chapter 10, “Underground”; 44% Agreement 
 
Names (Manual) Aliases (Manual) Names (POS) Aliases 
Baby wearing Minnie Mouse  Bat Segundo  
Bat Segundo logo [logo on t-shirt] Buddha  
His Serendipity  Minnie Mouse  
Quasar  Quasar  
Buddha on a blue hill [imagined] Great Khan’s horsemen  
Great Khan [imagined] White Ladies of Muscovy  
White Ladies of Muscovy [imagined]   
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Appendix D: Program to Extract Links from Texts 
 
 In the final stage of data processing, I determine the structure of the social network in the 
primary text(s). Specifically, which characters can be said to be linked within the social network? 
What is the resulting structure of this social network at a chapter-by-chapter and global/whole-
text level? Links between entities in the social network are established based on proximity within 
the original text. I take as my raw materials the data frame containing the primary texts (each 
chapter from Ghostwritten in this case) created using the method described in Appendix A and 
the lists of entities identified by parts-of-speech tagging and KWIC indexing (see method in 
Appendix B and results in Appendix C). In turn, I search for each entity within each primary text 
and record the distance between all pairs of entities. Gathering all distances, rather than 
establishing some limiting distance at the outset of this process, allows for greater freedom of 
interpretation. For example, different textual distances between characters might make sense in 
one text and not another. 
 
1. Set working directory and call packages. (Note that this step is the same as in 
Appendix A and Appendix B.) 
 
 Setting the working directory tells R where to look for the files to be used in this 
program. Make sure the files to be imported are saved within the working directory. Also note 
that any output files will be saved to the same directory. After setting the working directory, I 
prefer to call any packages—essentially extra toolkits—the program might need to complete 
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desired tasks. Such packages can also be called later as they are needed. R developers have 
created a variety of packages to supplement R’s basic functionality. The ones called here are  
i. dplyr, which contains tools for creating data frames, 
ii. readr, which lets R read csv files, and 
iii. NLP and openNLP, which contain tools for natural language processing. 
 
2. Import the data frame containing working texts and the list(s) of entities.  
 
 The data frame comes from the process described in Appendix A wherein each text to be 
analyzed (the individual chapters in Ghostwritten in this case) have punctuation removed while 
maintaining word order and capitalization. These regularized texts are then saved as a single 
collection of ordered lists of words in a data frame. Next, the lists of entities are the product of 
the several processes described in Appendix B. Each working text is run through parts-of-speech 
tagging, proper nouns are selected, and then the list of nouns is further refined (by the reader) 
based on context gathered in the KWIC index. The final output, which is here re-imported as 
input, is a list of entities, which can now be located within each working text and evaluated 
based on relative proximity. 
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3. Create individual list of names for each working text/chapter.
 
This step selects the single column containing names to be used in links detection. 
Depending on how entities are saved, this step may not be required. Here, each imported list of 
names contains several columns of information, necessitating this extra selection step. 
4. Create a function to determine the distance between all pairs of entities.  
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 This function takes as input a list of names and working text. It then finds each instance 
of each name on the list and records its distance from each instance of every other name on the 
list. Distance is recorded as the number of words between the two names as they appear in the 
given text. This function outputs a data frame where each line contains the pair of entities whose 
proximity is being measured (text.df[i] and text.df[j]), the indexed position of each entity (i and 
j), and the numeric distance between those two positions (abs(i – j)). I also refer to this distance 
as the proximity, and it forms the subsequent basis for my determination of the presence or 
absence of a link between the two entities. 
 
5. Call and run the links function on each entity list and corresponding text.  
 
Call the function to run on each text, in this case each chapter in Ghostwritten (only the 
first chapter is shown here).  
Write out csv files, one for each chapter, so the data can be sorted in various ways. This 
level of flexibility is desirable especially when conducting a more exploratory analysis because 
the researcher is not required to set limits for proximity before running the program and can 
easily sort and re-sort the data using the column sort feature in the spreadsheet. From here, the 
list of matches can be manually evaluated and put into Gephi (or another network analysis 
program) for network creation/visualization. 
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Comments and notes on important features 
This output allows/requires manual determination of proximity limit; you don't have to 
pick distance ahead of time, which means your proximity can be variable. This also enables you 
to look for “natural breaks” in distance within each text, or to look for global patterns and make 
an informed decision rather than guessing before you have all your data collected. (Note 
however that pre-determined limits are an option in the program—see commented out line with 
condition to set proximity before results are tabulated). For my current study, there appears to be 
no natural break in the texts I’m working with, so I have chosen 250 words (approximately one 
page of text) as my proximity limit between keywords, a happy medium between looser 
restrictions of, say, 500 words for more generous network connections and 100 words as a more 
restrictive, approximately paragraph-length limit. The results of these choices and the 
corresponding network diagrams are presented in Appendix E. 
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Appendix E: Network Diagrams and Data for Chapter 5: Links Determination and the Global 
Ecological Implications of Social Networks in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten 
 
One key feature of this project is its exploration of how visualizations, especially network 
models, can work to enhance literary studies. I have been particularly interested in the structure 
and function of maps, as my network diagrams are essentially maps for navigating social space 
which is understood to be spatially and temporally dispersed. Franco Moretti addresses this topic 
in Graphs, Maps, Trees and in “Network Theory, Plot Analysis” in which he claims, “Making 
the past just as visible as the present: that is one major change introduced by the use of networks. 
Then, they make visible specific ‘regions’ within the plot as a whole: subsystems, that share 
some significant property.”1 These shared properties or connections within the network allow us 
to examine key features or clusters that might not have been apparent in a chronological reading 
or understanding of the text governed by narrative time rather than networked space. Such 
features are particularly vital to understanding network-driven texts like Mitchell’s Ghostwritten. 
 In network theory, there are a number of models to choose from depending on the 
features of the network with which you are dealing. I have so far described the networks in 
Ghostwritten as “small-world networks” because their features put them between isolated nets 
and random nets. Though small-world properties are precisely what I observe in Ghostwritten 
and what is observed more generally in real social networks, I need to make a point of 
clarification here about network models before I go further into detail about my models of the 
novel. The small-world model is also known as the Watts-Strogatz model. This model is not 
exactly correct with respect to the mathematical description of the evolution over time of nodes 
                                                
1Franco Moretti, Graphs, Maps, Trees (New York: Verso, 2005), and “Network Theory, Plot 
Analysis,” (Stanford, CA: Stanford Literary Lab, 1 May 2011) 
https://litlab.stanford.edu/LiteraryLabPamphlet2.pdf . 
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in the network. Essentially, well-connected nodes grow much faster than predicted by Watts and 
Strogatz.2 This is not a problem for my research, as I have not included mathematically rigorous 
analyses of the network over time. But, I do want to highlight the correct model, should such 
math ever make its way into later iterations of this project. 
 The Barabasi-Albert model for what are known as “scale-free networks” makes 
corrections and refinements to the mathematical model for how networks build up over time. 
But, the key features of the small-world, the hubs or connectors, remain essential to providing 
the characteristic high clustering and short path lengths. These features are fundamental to scale-
free networks, as they are to small-world networks, so much so that Barabasi retains the phrase 
“small world” as a descriptor and other network theorists refer to his nets as “ultra small,” a clear 
continuation of the small world.3 An important result of Barabasi’s mathematical refinement 
arises from the consequences of having hubs that evolve to be even more connected and 
important over time. Such well-connected nodes are extremely powerful when it comes to 
efficiently spreading information, but they are vulnerable to targeted attack and could lead to 
catastrophic instabilities in the system. This is what it is to live in the small world. 
 To accurately and fairly compare networks of various sizes, I will refer to three 
measurements: degree, closeness, and clustering.4 Degree is the number of links to other nodes; 
how many connections do you have? A high degree suggests that a node may be a hub. 
Closeness measures the average distance from other nodes and is related to path length. In this 
study, I will be using a normalized value for path length to account for variations between 
                                                
2 Duncan J. Watts, Six Degrees (New York: Norton, 2003); Nino Boccara, Modeling Complex 
Systems (New York: Springer, 2004). 
3 Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, Linked (Cambridge, MA: Perseus Publishing, 2002). 
4 All my math is derived from Nino Boccara’s Modeling Complex Systems (New York: Springer, 
2004). 
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networks of different sizes. The normalized closeness measure ranges from 0 to 1, where lower 
values indicate lower closeness/longer average path length and higher values indicate higher 
closeness/shorter average path length.5 Clustering indicates how likely connected nodes are to 
have interconnections; that is, do your friends also know each other? This value ranges from 0 to 
1, where 0 (or approximately 0) signals a random network where connections are not 
interconnected and 1 means there is an isolated network in which all connections are 
interconnected (a cave or island). 
 
  
                                                
5 The normalized measure for closeness I used here can be calculated with the following 
formula: closeness = (N – 1)/S d(x, y). 
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Table E.1. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 1, “Okinawa” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
20/73 7.3 1.758 0.861 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Quasar 19 0.95 0.242 
His Serendipity 15 0.655 0.528 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.1. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 1, “Okinawa” 
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Table E.2. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 2, “Tokyo” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
17/56 6.588 1.588 0.842 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Satoru 16 1 0.333 
Mama-san 11 0.762 0.655 
 
 
 
Figure E.2. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 2, “Tokyo” 
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Table E.3. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 3, “Hong Kong” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
28/101 7.214 1.799 0.827 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Neal Brose 26 0.964 0.228 
Denholme Cavendish 14 0.6585 0.648 
Andrei Gregorski 7 0.5625 0.905 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.3. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 3, “Hong Kong” 
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Table E.4. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
21/40 3.81 1.814 0.866 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Narrator 4 22 1 0.090 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.4. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain” 
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Table E.5. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 5, “Mongolia” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
27/82 6.074 2.128 0.761 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Non-corpum 18 0.765 0.190 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.5. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 5, “Mongolia” 
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Table E.6. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 6, “Petersburg” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
19/56 5.895 1.865 0.831 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Rudi 13 0.783 0.372 
Margarita 12 0.75 0.348 
Gregorski 9 0.667 0.583 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.6. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 6, “Petersburg” 
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Table E.7. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 7, “London” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
61/100 3.279 2.46 0.8 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Marco 40 0.741 0.0436 
 
Note: Marco has clustering only slightly higher than random because he knows so many groups 
of people who are otherwise disconnected. 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.7. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 7, “London” 
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Table E.8. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 8, “Clear Island” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
59/710 24.068 1.615 0.912 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Mo Muntervary 54 0.935 0.454 
Clear Islander 35 0.716 1 
 
Note: I have used “Clear Islander” as a placeholder for any person who has ties exclusively to 
citizens of Clear Island. Essentially, any Clear Islander is in an isolated network (an island or 
cave as I’ve described). 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.8. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 8, “Clear Island” 
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Table E.9. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 9, “Night Train” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
25/67 5.36 2.023 0.74 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Zookeeper 16 0.75 0.233 
Bat Segundo 15 0.706 0.314 
Carlotta 15 0.727 0.305 
 
Note: Carlotta’s role as producer and gatekeeper for Bat makes her important in this network 
mathematically and visually. (Kevin, Bat’s switchboarder, has similar importance.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.9. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 9, “Night Train” 
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Table E.10. Manual Network Statistics for Chapter 10, “Underground” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
7/7 2 1.667 0.689 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Quasar 6 1 0.0667 
 
 
 
Figure E.10. Manual Network Graph for Chapter 10, “Underground” 
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Table E.11. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 1, “Okinawa” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
21/51 4.857 1.863 0.818 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Quasar 10 0.679 0.467 
His Serendipity 16 0.864 0.217 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.11. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 1, “Okinawa” 
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Table E.12. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 2, “Tokyo” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
15/52 6.933 1.533 0.821 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Satoru 10 0.733 0.733 
Mama-san 11 0.824 0.655 
Koji 11 0.824 0.582 
Takeshi 13 0.933 0.487 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.12. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 2, “Tokyo” 
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Table E.13. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 3, “Hong Kong” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
33/134 8.121 1.768 0.818 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Neal Brose 29 0.939 0.254 
Katy Forbes 25 0.838 0.267 
Denholme Cavendish 16 0.674 0.558 
Huw Llewellyn 13 0.633 0.731 
Andrei Gregorski 11 0.608 0.673 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.13. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 3, “Hong Kong” 
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Table E.14. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
20/58 5.8 1.774 0.797 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Narrator 4 15 0.826 0.295 
Tree 15 0.826 0.267 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.14. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 4, “Holy Mountain” 
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Table E.15. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 5, “Mongolia” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
39/209 10.718 1.881 0.821 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Caspar 28 0.792 0.405 
Sherry 26 0.76 0.437 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.15. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 5, “Mongolia” 
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Table E.16. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 6, “Petersburg” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
26/125 9.615 1.583 0.814 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Rudi 24 1.0 0.366 
Margarita 21 0.889 0.433 
Gregorski 15 0.727 0.610 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.16. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 6, “Petersburg” 
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Table E.17. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 7, “London” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
69/358 10.377 1.93 0.793 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Marco 56 0.859 0.166 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.17. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 7, “London” 
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Table E.18. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 8, “Clear Island” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
62/531 17.129 1.749 0.795 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Mo Muntervary 53 0.884 0.303 
John Cullin 57 0.910 0.289 
Texan 45 0.772 0.384 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.18. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 8, “Clear Island” 
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Table E.19. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 9, “Night Train” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
27/104 7.704 1.755 0.807 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Bat Segundo 25 0.963 0.257 
Zookeeper 21 0.839 0.3 
Carlotta 16 0.722 0.442 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.19. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 9, “Night Train” 
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Table E.20. Automatic Network Statistics for Chapter 10, “Underground” 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
6/9 3 1.533 0.733 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Quasar 3 0.714 0.333 
Buddha 4 0.833 0.667 
 
 
 
 
Figure E.20. Automatic Network Graph for Chapter 10, “Underground” 
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Table E.21. Statistics for Global Social Network (Manual Extraction) 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
256/1266 9.891 3.756 0.815 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Mo Muntervary 59 0.431 0.383 
Texan Stolz 16 0.353 0.483 
Andrei Gregorski 16 0.327 0.333 
Huw Llewellyn 10 0.355 0.355 
Zookeeper 16 0.343 0.233 
His Serendipity 12 0.285 0.318 
Quasar 23 0.3 0.162 
Bat Segundo 16 0.299 0.292 
Satoru Sonada 20 0.299 0.242 
Marco 40 0.377 0.044 
 
 
Figure E.21. Network Graph for Global Social Network (Manual Extraction)  
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Table E.22. Statistics for Global Social Network (Automatic Extraction) 
 
Total Statistics 
Nodes/Edges Avg Degree Avg Path Length Avg Clustering Coeff 
295/1614 10.942 3.407 0.791 
Individual Features 
Node Degree Closeness Clustering Coefficient 
Mo Muntervary 56 0.407 0.276 
Texan Stolz 49 0.451 0.303 
Huw Llewellyn 43 0.415 0.316 
Andrei Gregorski 25 0.389 0.327 
Zookeeper 21 0.368 0.310 
His Serendipity 22 0.298 0.177 
Bat Segundo 26 0.379 0.246 
Marco 56 0.381 0.167 
Katy Forbes 58 0.434 0.129 
 
 
Figure E.22. Network Graph for Global Social Network (Automatic Extraction)  
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